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Virginia loan to be guaranteed by Mr. Adelman or Mr. Hamway,
and that the aiaount of the compensation for the guarantors
created a conflict between the corporation and those
individuals^ and that he did not think he could represent
all parties / and asked me if I would represent the corpora
tion. and the Directors who were not involved in this
financing.
Q Okay. So that insofar as your represen-*
tation was concerned, it was to be thiss Represent the
corporation in connection with determining how many shares




Well, whatever the compensation was to
I see.
It turned out that that was what the
compensation was. It was shares of stock plus the pledge
of additional shares as security, which was a part of the
consideration.
Q The part of the consideration designed
to give Mr. Adelman control, is that correct?
A It eventually ended up that that was the
way the thing v;orked out, that he got control, but I was
never asked, in the abstract, to do anything to give him
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Q Mr. Boyd^ what did Mr^ King tetlX you
about the prospect of litigation in this case?
A Well, he had given ma a prior voting
trust agreement to which there had been an attempt to
terminate, and he had given me a copy o£ the Decree, and
that indicated to lae that that was really litigation still
pending, I don't think that that case was ever dismissed;
that is the way I understood it#
Q Yes, sir* • He also told you«> did he not,
Mr. Boyd, that there may be some additional litigation in
connection with the transaction you were repr^saatin^ that
corporation on? Did he not say that?
A He indicated that there may very readily
be subsequent litigation, and it was for that reason that
he wanted to get out of the case, in order to be able to
handle the litigation that he thought might follow. But it
certainly did not mean that that litigation was necessarily
going to follow. But he was being cautious, I guess.
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need for litigation was, would hare been, if additional
shares were not to be issued for that guarantee?
A WeiIf the main problw, as Z understood
it to begin with/ was what the coapensation was to be. Now^
at that time/ compensation might have taken placo in several
different ways. As a matter of fact, there were sossa
alternatives to the issuance of sharaa, as they were finally
issued/ that were considered.
I think maybe in my daposition I men-
tioned something about a voting trust, and then in reading
the deposition since that time, there were three other
alternatives that were considered which would not have
involved the issuance of shares to Mr. Adelman, to give him
any control.
Q Do you recall that Mr* Adelai^, in this
particular situation/ insisted that ha get shsures of stock
to endorse the loan?
A That is tarue in the final analysis* But
as we worked/ Dobbins and his office and 1 worked in an
effort to get this financing done and to get the ccmpensation
set/ there were some other considerations which were raised
and which I haven't said anything to you about/ but I will
be glad to.
Q Do you mean things that you did not say
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A I thinX that ia true, because you asked
me what other alterxuttives were considered, and I was able
to recall only the one about some kind o£ a voting trust-
Q Well now —
A I think they are of no great signifi
cance, but I can tell you.
Q Well, niay I show you, Mr. Boyd, some
notes that appear to be in your heusdwriting, frca your file
that I subpoenaed, and they appear to be the notes made at;
a meeting of February the 12th, 1973, in ^ir. King's office.
In fact, it indicates, William King's office. I would li3ia
to show you, and, if you can, identify, in your own hand-*
writing the statement that says, Adelxsan wants stock control
in addition to management controls
A That is absolutely correct. ^ He did want
that, and we were ttrying to work out som alternative to
that, but were never successful as far as he was concerned.
He required it. If he was going to assrme the liability of
a seven hundred thousand dollar obligation by personal
endorsement, he felt like that he should have a control of
the management of the corporation, just as he had had under
the voting trust.
Q In other words, Mr. Boyd, even though
you and Mr. Bennett were trying to consider some other
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were with him, said, I want shares, is that correct?
A He wanted to retain the manageaent, and
then it got down to a question of how we might best do that
and keep the cost to the corporation down.
Q Wliat appeared to be his main interest^
Mr. Boyd?
A Welly his main interest was basically
that he had been chosen by the stockholders under the voting
trust and had managed the company* He had had the dealings
directly with the bank, and the bank had looked to him as
the guarantor. Then, X think it is true that he did.not have
faith in the operation that he could envision under stock
ownership contrary to the present management.
Q Mr. Boyd, let me. see if I can help you
with what Mr. Adelman's best interest may be, according to
your own notes which are in your file*
A All right.
Q This statement was said, and I will
quote and then I will request you to confirm if it is
correct. (Reading) "Adelman's main interest is in getting
more stock before July, 1973, when voting trust runs out."
Now, would you look at that and tell me
if I have correctly read that?
A This is not in ny handwriting,
Q Whose handwriting is that in?
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A It is lay son*3, But I don't deny that
that is a fact^ that that voting trust ;piould expire in
July, and, if it had not expired, well then, all the work
thal^ he had done in the prior managements and in looking
toward the financing o£ the 66*bed addition would have gonA
down the drain, in his opinion* And there were other
reasons why not only Mr. Adelman, but others, other mmbera
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Q So to follow on through with it: What
he wanted in addition to the stock he got, he wanted a
margin in the event any of the existing stockholders or
people he thought he could count on — do you follow thia?
A I said ha did not have that margin,
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wanted?
A No. X said his statement that, he wanted
control had to do with only what ha knew o£ in the group of
which ha was associated with, and if any one of that group
had voted contrary to what he might have expected, then the
vote would have gone against hiia.
Q Okay. Mr. Boyd, I am going to see if I
can —
A Mix me up?
Q — cut down on some of the questions
that I ask you, abbreviate this further.
Was the conclusion reached, as a result
of your conferences with ?lr. Bennett, that it was desirable
for Mr, Adelman or his group to rea&in in control of the
corporation?
A I would say that that is true. I think
that that was also the conclusion or feeling of not only iMr.
Bennett, but of other parties that I was representing.
Q vTho were you representing, Mr. Boyd?
A Well, I represented the Directors as they
f
now exist, who, in turn, managed the corporation. So whetheri
t
I
you say I represent the Diractors or I represent the corpo- ;
ration l3 too nuch for r.e.
Q 'IcjV, leJi's talk about vh«n you v/era
doin 7 it. tai> jibout January and Psbruar-/ :ind Mirch •
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A Well, that situation exiatad then as it
does not/ so far as I knov^«
Q Did you knov who was on the Board at
the tine you undertook to represent the corporation?
A I doubt that I did.
Q 7ou didn't know Mr. Alex Grossman was
on the Board, did you?
A I certainly didn't know that he was on
the Board, not after I became eisployed. 1 was employed
basically by Mr. Bennett, who stated to me that he repre
sented the corporation.
Q And most of your dealings were with Mr.
14 Bennett?
15 '• A That is correct.
Q And Mr. Grossoanr to the best of your
recollection, never caae to any meeting, did he?
A I never saw him. I wouldn't recognize
him if I were to see him in your chair.
Q Mr. Boyd, was not the reason for the
manner of issuing the 30,000 shares of stock to Mr. Adelman
and Mr. Hamway to perpetuate the control of the Adelman
management?
A I think you are going too far. Not to
















accomplished a present control, but it also accomplished
nany other things. It accomplished the financing of the
65—bed addition*
Q Well# was there any other ^ay to do
this, Mr. Boyd?
A To finance the loan?
Q Yes, sir.
A We considered other means of doing it.
One was a pledge of stock to the bank, that it might have
some voting rights, that they discarded as being impractical.
That was not practical.
Q Sure, it was discarded, because the
bank commitment said it wanted sndorsera of two and a half
times net worth of the loan, is that correct?
A That is correct.
Q So that was never a reasonable alterna
tive, was it?
A Well/ the cciamitment might have been
changed if that was necessary, but what we were trying to
do was figure out some other way of financing this loan.
Certainly, it is true that no other inetiiod ever materialized
that was feasible, so far as I know.
n Let's follow through with that: You
thought about giving stock to the bank, and discarded it,
is that correct?
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A That is right,
Q Did you aver go to the bank?
A Never did•
Q v^hat you did, you camtt up with a reason
you might do it — we are going to give stock to tha bank —
and without even going to the bank and finding out if that
was okay, you dropped that?
A It was discussed, whether or not that
would he, and the group that I represontad arrived at the
conclusion that it would not be*
Q Kow hard would it have bean to have
picked up the telephone and called I4r. Crenshaw at the
Bank of Virginia and talked with liia?
A It wouldn't have been very hard*
Q In factr it might have taken a lot less
time than visiting around, talking about it, is that
correct?
A I don't know.
Q What other alternatives were considered?
A A covenant that thera would be no
significant action taken without Z'ir. Adeliaan's consent.
Q significant action taken by whom?
A Sy tha corporation.
0 That the corporation agree with Mr.
Adslaan tl-uat it would not take any significar.t action with-
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out his consent?
- A That is right.
Q Can that be done without stoekhoXdsr
approval?
A X think the Directors could have laade
6 ;! such a covenant, but it certainly could have been breached|i
7 .j hy any dissident Directors. That is why that was discarded,
b i; Q You think that the Board can agree to
prevent the stock for the corporation from taking action
;) from which the stockholders could taker said thereby bind the
ji stockholders?
L A I think the Directors could agree that
13 they could take no significant action without Mr. Adelman's
•I
ir i! consent, if they had chosen to do so. As to whether or not
io Ij that covenant would have been —
ii
Id !; Q Valid, you didn't know?
!'
17 ' A No, X didn't say that® l^ether it would
] . have been lived up to on the part of subsequent Directors
h was a question.
Q That was discarded, too?
A That is right.
Q Okay. And what else was considered?
In other words ^ was this discussed with Hr» Adelaan?
!
A I don't remember VFho was present when
!
these discussions took place other than T know that sosiebody =
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representing all interests were present. Certainly, Mr,
Dobbins or Mr« Price and Mr. Bennett# and I think J4r.
Adelxnan was present in laost all of these zaeetinga.
Q These weren't reasonable altdrxiatives>
were they, Mr. 3oyd, because Mr. Adelman made it pretty
clear that he wanted shares of stock, did he not?
A Well, that was the thing that he wanted^
ha would rather have had, and it was thought he should hava
''I ji that*
There were two bases for the stock that
. ; was issued to him: One t^as as direct compensation,^ I thinks
of about 29,000 shares between him and Mr. Haaway, and the
:; ji other stock was issued to him on a pledge which terminated
<: at the end of seven years o^ the repaymcait of tb« loan, and
15 jj that he, having the right to vote that stock in .the mean-*
tdlme* All dividends on that stock ware to come back to tha
corporation.
Whajt it would effectually do would be
to preserve that msmagement for so long as seven years and
also for so long as there were no other stockholders in the
group that was with him at the time.
Q Mr. Boyd, was any consideration given to I
i
simply issuing the 29,000 shares outright and not issuing :
Mr. Adalxaan any stock to vote during that sevsn-year period? i
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A Just tha 29/000 sharaa?
Q Yds^ sir.
A That he and Mr* Uasmray got?
0 Yes, sir, outright.
A No, sir.
Q Why?
A Because the value of that 29,000 shares
would not have equaled tha value or tha cost of a surety
bond, and that is what we ultimattaly relied upon in this
letter agreosent. The letter from Aetna gave a cost of a
surety bond for a situation such as this, either collater
alized in one instance or not collateralized dLn the other.
Q Okay. llr. Boyd, you have given a long
answer, and X would like to refer you to your depoaition
which was taken on October 29, 1973. (Handing a copy of the
deposition to the witness) You recall my taking that, don*t
you?
A Yes, sir, I sura do.
Q Would you look on page 87 at line 67
I asked these sarae two questions. I would like to read them
to yous "Was any discussion given to simply issuing the
27,400 shares outright and not issuing them any stock to
vote during the period? Was any consideration given to
that? Answer: No. Question: TThy not? Answer: In order
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Now, Boyd, that is diffarant from
the answer you just gave, and I \^uld like for you to
explain to me*
A Well, I don*t know in what rMpaet it
is different •>
Q Well, in that answer that yoa joat gave,
no mention was made that other stock was given to perpetuate
control. Your answer talked about that it was just more
compensation* Now, my point is: In your deposition^ you
specifically said that that 50,000 shares of stock waa given,
"in order to retain the control". That is your answer.
Now, is that the ssme answer? Would you like to adopt the
answers in that deposition to the questions so they can
become part of this record? If not^. tell xae how you would
like to change them,
A I don't 3cnow that I would like to change
it* I have read this deposition and X have found a number
of places that I was confusdLng in testifying*
Q V7ere you confused there?
A I don't know. No, all I did tell you
is that tlie 29,400 shares were issued outright, and the
records so sliow that, and that the balance of the issue was
issued under a pledge agreement which would expire in seven
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Q And the reasons for those fi£ty*8<»ae
thousand shares, Mr, ]^yd, was to retain control in the
Adelnan group, isn't that correct?
A I think that is true*
Q Okay.
A But I also want to add that not only is
that true, but it is also true that the decision of those
shares under the pledge agreement, the value of tliose shares
under the pledge agreement, plus the value of the shares
issued to them outright, equaled the amount of the cost of
supplying a surety bond to cover the guarantee.
So these things were interrelated.
Judge, and 1 cannot say that one thing was for one purpose
only and another was for another purpose only*.
Q Well, Mr* Boyd^ let: me ask you —
A All right.
Q Was any consideration given to the
corporation going to other stockholders and asking if they
would endorse without compensation?
A No, sir.
Q Was any discussion had of making the
offer pro rata to all of the shareholders?
A of making what offer pro rata?
Q The offering pro rata to all of the
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and endorsa this particular loan.
A No, sir.
Q Okay. Mr. Boyd, are you aware of the
loan history of Libbie and of the fact that there are
numerous instances in which members of the Board, and stock
holders, have endorsed corporate loans in fairly disable
amounts, like, for example, $220,000.00, and have no^
required any compensation?
A Well, I am certainly aware of that* I





That is one of them*
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Q Let's talk aldout stock beizxg issued.
Did Mr. Weilsian get any stock?
A He didn't for that endorscasent^ but I
understood he got six or eight thousand dollars for a prior
endorseaient*
Q So you were familiar with the loan
history of the corporation, were you not?
A To B<MB extent# but I didn't make any
research about it one way or the other.
Q In other words, you were familiar enough
with it to know such things, that Mr. Weilman had endorsed
and may have had some other kind of consideratio&r and he
may have endorsed and he got some stock* You were told
about that?
A Tha% is right*
Q Relate some instances where people may
have endorsed and did not get any stock. Tell me about
those, if you recall.
A I think that there was someone who
endorsed with Mr. Weilman, or naybe two people who endorsed
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Q You don't know?
A I don't know that I ever knew*
Q tfhat else?
A VThat else what?
Q What else about the loam ^story did you
know? Did anybody else endorse and not get stock, any othur
loans?
A I don't }cnow«
Q Okay.
A Mr. Grossraanr I assume, had endorsed






Did he get. any stock?
I don't know that.
Did you Icnow Mr* Grossman was on the
I know he had Iseen on the Board and hod
been President of the company.
Q I thought a minute ago you testified
that you didn't know he was on the Board*
A I said he wasn't on the Board after 1
bectuae employed so far as Z knew.
Q In other words, he did not meet with
you? He never met with you?
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wouldn't recognize him.
Q And it v/as on the basis of that, that
you assumed he wasn't on the Board?
A I assimed that he wasn't on the Board
when I was employed, because the Board members were told to
me* I don't recall that I wrote thaai down; probably I did
not. But I don't think Mr. Grossman's name was stated as
one of the members* Bat 1 know he had been a Director and
X think he had been President.
MR. ALLEN: Judge, nay I take 30 seconds.
please?
THE CODRTi Yes.
NOTB: At this point Mr. Allen is con
ferring with Mr. Ploiach«r and Mr. Gary.
BY MR. ALLEN: (Continuing)
Q Mr. Boyd, when you were dealing with Mr.
Bennett, did he present you with the ??heat report?
A I don't recall how 1 got it, but it was
certainly never used by me for the calculations, because 1
was unable to calculate. He used that to make the calcula
tions that were adopted.
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to do with the mathematics ^ with ccaning up with the Wheat
report?
A No, I didn't have anything to do with
getting it. I didn't have anything to do with any calcula
tions with respect to what was set out in th» report*
Q From your standpoint« you sis^ly accept
the value of a dollar oeventy-eight cents a share as set
forth in the report?
A Yes, sir.
Q Did you ever make the inquiry as to
whether the stock had sold for prices higher than that in
the past?
A I never made the inquiry. I had heard
some way or other that prices had been higher than that in
some instances, in which I think someone was attempting to
buy stock control.
TESTIMONY GIVEN BY STUART L. CRENSHAW, JR,
' I
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Q Did you or did you not provide, on behal£
of that bank, to Mr. Louis Adelman, a commitment letter by
which the bank agreed to lend Libbie Rehabilitation Center,
Inc., $500,000.00 to be used in payment for costs of con
structing an addition to Libbie*s facilities?
A Yes, I did.
Q I show you a letter dated September 26,
1372, and ask you whether that is a coamitment letter to
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Crenshaw - Direct
which I just referred?
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of Libbie?
A Mr, Adelman, Louis Adelaan.
Q Did you deal with anyone else?
A NO/ not really. Mr. Hamway accompanied I
him several times.
Q pmich Mr. Hamway was that? Do you know? !
!
A Alex Hamway.
0 Did the bank require that Mr. Adelman
act as a guarantor of Libbie's performance in repaying that
proposed loan to the bank?
12 •' ALLEN: I-Ir. Crenshaw, before you
^3 ' answer —
•f
14 • the Court) Judge r I want to object
15 to Mr. Crenshaw going outside of a contract. We
j;
!6 have stipulated that the contract betmon the
.1
bank and Libbie Rehabilitation is in this letter
of September 26, 1972^ and under the Parole
Evidence Rule it is not admissible. I suggest,
and suggest strongly, that unless there is some
21 ; evidence that this is not an Integrated contract
and there were agreements after this, that it
would prevent any such evidence from coming in.
MR. KING: If Your Honor please, the
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laant. That is 21r. Bennett's testimony.
- Also, the last full paragraph of this
letter says. In addition, we will require personal
gueurantees, satisfactory to the Bank of Vixginia^
u
5 I; of individuals and I am merely asking him who
(5 they did require. It doesn't recite, so I think
7 '• he is entitled to say what that is.
!
8 THE COURT: I don't recall that being
I
9 precisely the question you first put to Mr.
10 Crenshaw.
I! : MR. ALLEN: It was not.
12 THE COURT: (To Mr. King) The last
13 paragraph of the letter of September 26, or the
14 last pertinent paragraph, does provide for per-
15 1 sonal guarantees, and I think you could certainly
16 ;] ask Mr. Crenshaw the question that way.
17 i
18 BY MR. KING: (Continuing)
10 Q I will repeat the question: Did the
v I bank require Mr. Adelman to act as a guarantor of Libbie's
I performance in repaying that proposed loan to the bank?
I
MR. ALLEN: I object to it again. If
he wants to ask if fir. Adelnan's guarantee was one
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the scope of the last paragraph; but the type
of question he is attempting to pose is not/
because it seeks to go beyond the contract of the
parties — and that is the purpose of the Parole
Evidence Rule. We object on that basis*
THE COURT: Mr* Crenshaw, was there any
part of your conmiitment with Libbie which is not
included in your letter of September 26, 1974.
VTITNESS CRENSHAW: I think after I wrote
that letter — I think the bank did reqi2ire Mr.
Adelman to endorse.
THE COURT: Prior to September 26, 1972,
had there been any requirement that Mr. Adelman
endorse?
WITNESS CRENSHAW: Yes, sir. It was the
understanding that he would endorse all ailong, and




the COURT: Go ahead, Mr. King.
20
21 '! BY MR. KING: (Continuing)
Q Does the Bank of Virginia have what is
known as a Senior Credit Committee?
A Yes, v/e do.
Q V/hat is the function of that committee?
y-f
'>.1.
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A It is a committee composed of senior
2 officers who have the higher credit authorities to approve
/
> loans over the individual credit authorities.
^ • Q Was that the coiaBiltte» that would have
•j ;
5 had responsibility for approving who might or might not
;1 ;
have been guarantors on a loan of this size?
i' ;
T i A Yes. Ultimately, they have approval on I
3 any loan over $150,000.00. Since this fell in that cate- •
o j gory, of course, they suggested, or the item was put in their I
i \
1.) minutes, that Mr. Adelman would endorse.
11 Q It was in their minutes?
t
12 A Yes, sir. |
!
13 ; Q 1 Show you this paper and ask you if that:
•4 is a correct copy of those minutes?
i
A Yes, sir. This is an extract of the
113 j original.
IT !
• Mil. KING: (To plaintiffs' counsel) You
gentlemen have seen this?
>> MH. ALLEN: (Nodding affirmatively)
- ' MR. KING; We would like. Your Honor,
please, to have this received.
'i'HE COURT: It will be marked Defendants'
Exhibit No. 19.
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j. Q Crenshaw, your -teatlznon? was, as X
^ I; understand it^ that, number one, you had dealt with Mr..
5 Adelman all along, correct?
H :! A Rights
i,'7 jj Q In fact, in virtually all of your deal-
8 I ing with Libbie, he had been your contact and the person
i| with whom you dealt?
ii
10 A That is correct.
11 Q And it was commencing in about April of
'J
12 ;i '72 then that you began to discuss this loan with him, and
13 j from that point on, your dealings were with him?
ij
14 ;( A That is right.
I Q So your understanding with him, to
'i - •
16 Ij which he was readily agreeable, was that he would endorse
il
17 j| the loan?
ij
r.
18 I! A Well, not all along. X-^e didn't discuss
»!
j this particular point all along. I think it never came up
'>;) i until near the end.
' i!
21 ! Q When did it come up?
A I Ccinnot say exactly. I don't know.
Q Wall, whenever it did come up, were you
the one that brought it up?
A Yes.
.)•>
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Crenshaw - Cross 587.
Q And in that connection then, when you
brought it up, ia it fair to say that he said, fine, I will
endorse it. Is that the way the dealings went, or is there
something to it more than that?
A Ee didn't object. I don't think he said
6 ij one way or the other.
- 'Q You simply said, well, we will want your }
I; !
8 I! endorsement, and he said, fine?
y 5 A Well, yes.
H' Q I mean, is there any more to it '
"I11 ' that? Is there anything that you are missing or that you
ij
!2 are leaving out, or that I am not smart enough to ask a
1 '13 > question about?
ji
i-i I A No, I don't think so. !
;! Q Okay. Insofar as the endorseoent on tha j




ALLEN: Could I see the last exhibit,;
j
19 Judge, please?
SO • TIIE COURT: Yes, indeed.
22 i BY Mil. ALLSN: (Continuing)
Q Incidentally, this defendants' exhibit
v;hich is Defendants* Exhibit No. 19, was that produced for
the fir^t ti:nae in connection with your deposition?
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A Produced for whon?
- Q For anyone. I mean, that is a confi
dential bank record^ is it not?
" A That is correct.
^ Q And/ in fact, that particular informa-
ci tion appears on a larger sheet that will have paragraphs
i'
7 |1 above and below it?
8 A That is correct.
t
- Q When the plaintiffs took your deposi-
i!
!0 tion in — was it June or July of '73?
11 A Uh, huh.
I- I Q They subpoenaed your file?
i--> ;i A Correct.
i;
i| Q Was that the first time that that parti-
U
ll cular dociiment was produced? Do you recall that?
•I
:j A Yes, sir.
17 Q Was that the first time that document I
! i
IS had been put in that fashion and produced?
19 A For outside the bank, yes, sir.
:o i Q In other words, nobody else had had that
doc\ament prior to that time, outside the bank?
A Yes, that is correct.
Q Okay. Now, I would like you just to look
at the sentence that refers to Mr. Adelman. It simply says,
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Adelman will endorse^ is that correct?
A Correct.
3 Q Which I assiizne is a fairly reasonable
4 requirement of the bank?
A (The witness nods affirmatively.)
o Q And I guess what that was then is that
7 |i the Senior Credit Committee had been told and understood
5 I that he was going to endorse it?
li
9 i A Right.
10 Q Yet, when the commitment came out on
11 ; September the 26th, 1972, there is nothing in there about
12 Louis Adelman endorsing, is there?
13, :j A NO.
14 Q Mr. Crenshaw, as a representative of
ii15 ij the bank in dealing with commitments, do you suppose that
1 •
16 ! the bank could back out of this comwitment if individuals
17 ;j with a satisfactory net worth came forward and agreed to
18 'i endorse the loan, and Mr. Adelman was not one of them?
19 A They would have to be satisfactory to
the bank.
Q Let's assume that thay were substantial
Ti i people that the bank had dealt with in the past, before,
and people that had a substantial net worth —
lilK. KING: If Your Honor plaase, I objsct
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! to that* tJnlasa such event occurred^ It is raer^ly ,
" hypothesis*, It is impossible to say whether a
3 person is or is not acceptable. It depends on
j
^ I integrity, honesty, worth — a great mai^ things..
i' THE COURT: 1 think Mr. Allen's
11
6 question assumes that they are satisfactory.
ii
7 '• MR. ALLEN: Yes.
8 li THE COURT: His question, I think, is
|!
directed to whether, in view of the letter, they«•> I
I
10 !! would have obtained somebody other than Mr.
n Adelman.
12 UITI^ESS CRENSffiVWt We required him plus




16 ' By MR. ALLEN; (Continuing) '
.! f
•I
17 i' Q My question is: Suppose, for reasons
18 !| that v/eren't important,.that a group of people csune fortih,
19 on behalf of the corporation, and said, V7e want this commit- .
t
l;
ment, and it has been accepted on behalf of the corporation, '
i; and we have got $3,000,000.00 worth of net worth, and these
22 were substantial business people in Richmond and were accept-
able to the bank — I ask you to accept that — would it
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Crenshaw - Cross 591
I doubt that the bank would have said.
no deal.
Q That answers my question*
A It would be hard to say without knowing
who they were or what the statements were about.
Q It would depend on the individuals
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Q Mr. Crenshaw, I hava just been reminded
of one point that I wanted to raisei Assuming that Mr.
Adelman, normally an endorser, endorses, insofar aa the
bank was concerned, it would leave it up to Libbie to
determine who the other endorsers were, isn't that true?
A That is correct.
Q That was a decision for Libbie to make
and the bank was not going to infringe on that?
A Right.
Q Mr, Crenshaw, the bank did not have any
requirement, did it, that Mr. Adalinan get shares of stock
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Q And it did not have any requirenent
that Mr. Adelman have a majority o£ the voting stock, to
control the corporation, to get the loan, did It?
A No.
! i
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Q Will you please state your name and your
place of residence?
A j. Morris Saunders, Jr.^ 8704 Tarrytown






What is yotir business or occupation?
General insiorance business*
With what orgeuiization are you associated?
Virginia Commonwealth Corporation.
How long have you personally been engaged
in the insurance brokerage business?
A A little over twenty years*
Q Does that business include the sale of
financial guarantee bonds to insure the payment of debtors*
obligations?
A It does.
Q Is that the type of a bond that would be
required of a guarantor, v;ho guarantees payment to a lending
institution, of a sum of nioney owed by a principal debtor?
A y^s, 3ir, it would.
lo
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Saunders - Direct ' 599
Q Are the premiums chargeable on those
bonds customarily provided for by a rate manual that is
published by the Surety Association of America for its
members?
A They are•
Q Do you have such a rate manual with you
at this time?
A I do not have the manual; I have the
pages out of the manual for that particular bond.
Q All right, sir. Using those pages that
you have with you, if you consider them sufficient for the
pxirpose, will you please recite what the premium is for each
$1,000.00 bonded where no collateral, or only partial
collateral is given to the bonding company for guaranteeing
payment for indebtedness?
A Let me get the question right: Are you
asking no collateral? You either have to give full or no
collateral. Partial would give you no — it is either no
or partial.
Then your premium on no collateral is
$20.00 per tliousand for bond.
Q They would be the same?
A If it is not full collateral, that
would be the same.
i-
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Saunders - Direct ' 600
MR. ALLEN: Excuse me. Judge. Did he
say the rate would be the saxzta for full?
THE COURT: No, partial.
MR. KING: If it is less than full, it
is the same as no collatereil.
Q Based upon that rate, would you tell us
what the annual premium would be for a six hundred amd ninety
thousand financial guarantee bond?
A It would be $13,800.00,
Q Now, what pages of your manual do you
have before you?
A Well, the page for that is page M-6 out
of the manual.
1."^ Q Now, that rate that you called and that
is shown on that page is a rate per year, is it not?
A Yes, sir.
, Q Do you have any other page, or pages,
of that manual with you?
A I have one other page, which is CP-12,
'1 which is the premium computation for full collateral bonds.
:j Q What would that be?
A Wall, that is not figured on a rate for
entire bond; it is a decreasing rate. As the amount of
bond goes up — for instance, a twenty-five thousand dollar
C.IANS - SNSAD a associates
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bond is $10.00 a thousamd; above twenty-five# it drops to
seven fifty a thousand. Up to a hundred thousand though is
,•
a decreasing rate.
^ Q But for that decreasing rate, it requires
full collateral?
« A Absolutely# yes# sir ~ cash or its
" equivalent.
S Q Now, if a borrower, or a person who
'i \
^ I wishes to be bonded, shows up in your, or any other agency
:! " !
>>' office, and says that he would like to obtain a financial
guarantee bond, but he doesn't have full collateral, would
your agency see that that bond was issued for his benefit?
A No, sir.
'^ ; Q What is required besides simple collat-* j
eral?
A Now, you say simple collateral — he haa '
17 !l got to sign an application, ind^nifying the company. The
i < I collateral haa got to be cash or the equivalent to the
i' particular company, the bank.
.0 Q I see. It is not a required bit of
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Q Mr. Saxinders, you told us what the bond
premium would be on a no collateral or partially collater-
alizsd guarantee. Can you tell ne precisely what it would
be for $690,000,00 on a fully collateralised bond?
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^ A If you can give lae a piece o£ paper^ I




- I NOTE: Mr. Allen hands a pieca of paper
^ 1 to the witness. The witness writes on the paper
. il
^ i' for a few moments.
3 I BY THB WITNESS; (Continuing)
si A $3,763.00.
10 I Q So on a fully collateralized loan, a
. j •
<- guarantee would be, instead of the $13,800.00 a year, it
4
1- ! would be approximately $3700.00, to be exact, $3763.00?
;; A Correct.
a :j Q Okay. And X believe you defined a fully
collateralized loan as one that is supported with cash or
its eqiiivalent, acceptable to the ooa^pany* And that could
15
16
17 1 vary from case to case, is that right?
•!
IS 5 A Right.
j
Uj q And if it is not cash, 1 would assumej; ^
that a bond like that could be fully collateralized if it is
secured by a Deed of Trust in real estate?
A No, sir.
Q It cannot?
A I have never had one. Companies will
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real estate l^uslnesa.
Q Wl^t aboMt Improved real estate?
A No, sir. They won't take it. I have
never seen one take it.
Q Do you know of any bonding coB^)anies
at all that will take that?
A Ho, sir, I do not.
Q What is the equivalent of cash then?
A A hundred fifty percent or one si^cty in
Class A stock, and they £u:e going to see the stocks and
evaluate them at that time*
Q Why is it that these bonding ccooip^ies
will not accept, let us say, a mortgage on a piece of
property that may be far less — the indebtedness nay be far
less than the value of the property? Why is it they do not
accept it?
A Well, I have been asked that question a
hundred times, and I have asked it myself of the con^any.
They say we become the bad boys if we have to foreclose. We
are not in the real estate business. I have had people offer
me ten times the value of the real estate, the secured Deed
of Trust, and the company said, no.
Q So in a case where you happen to be
dealing with real estate and the collateral to someone is
going to be a Dead of Trust on that real estate, that could .
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be fine for a bank, but it is just not fine with a bonding
company of your nature?
A They will not take it. I have never
seen one that did*
6. .. •
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Roberta 0. Steiner - Direct 610.
Q NOW/ do you or do you not feel thsLt the
coTopensation provided for Mr. Adelman and Mr. Edward Hamway,
for guaranteeing the $690^000.00 Bank of Virginia loan, was
reasonable?
A Yes, sir, I do. I do now and I did
then. It was, I think, very reasonable.
Q It was what?
A V.?.ry reasonable for Libbie and for the
stockholders.
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Roberta 0. Stainer - Direct 5^1
sidered, or now consider that compensation reasonable?
A Well, for the very reasons set out in our
minutes of the March 17 meeting, after a study report
Mr, Bennett made, that if Libbie had had to go to a com
mercial bondsman to guarantee the loan, it would cost con
siderably more than the vAlue of the stock that Libbie was
giving to 24r. Hamway and Mr. Adelman. And that was based on
independent appraisal by Wheat — what is it? First
Securities, Incorporated? Is that the full name?
THE COUKT: (7o Witness Steiner) That
is close enough,
BY THE WITNESS: (Continuing)
A That was a $1.78 a share.
Then, aside from that, it really didn't
cost Libbie anything, and the value of Libbie was increased
by this.
Well, even though our percentage of the
overall stock in Libbie was reduced, we felt that because
the value would have gone up, that we would end up with a
slightly smaller share of a larger pie. I am sorry: That
is the only way I can express it. And then the revenues —
the projected revenues from the new addition would more than
nake up for any slight percentage. Of course, I think that
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percentage in our particular case — we sat down and figured
out, came to something like a half of one percent, somewhere
in that neighborhood. I am not sure of that. It is a long
time ago.
But if we felt it was good for us as
stockholders, we felt it was good for all stockhold€u:s, and
~ it was a transaction that would be a benefit both to Libbie
^ and to its stockholders.
Q NOW/ may I ask you this: Had the
plaintiffs in this case offered to guarantee the Bank of
Virginia loan with or without compensation being paid them
- by Libbie, would that have been agreeable to you?
A No, not really. Mo. I think it would
be bad news.
Q Well, tell us why. Wiy did .you have
that opinion, that feeling?
r A Well, first of all, they were suing us,
i- I mean, and they certainly didn't have a very good opinion
of the Board, from this suit. Some of the things that were
said in the suit were very uncomplimentary to the Directors.
Then, of course, there is a consideration
that the Bank of Virginia required Mr. Adelman to be one of
the guarantors. It wouldn't be right to ask Mr. Adelman to
have, as a co-guarantor, somebody who was, well, highly
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I would say then another thing that has
always been a concern of inine is that at that time, they
were trying to develop a competing facility.
Q VJhere was that?
A Out on Parham Roadr.which isn't too far
from Libbie. I mean, they even went so far as to use the
same architect, and they were really trying to go into
direct competition with us.
So I just didn't think that they had
Libbie's interest at heart.
Q Well, did you have any opinions or
understanding respecting any particular individual among the
plaintiffs?
A Well, to go back, I know a friend of
ours told Dr. Steiner — —
14
io
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hiiiiii
A A friend of ours told Dr. Steiner and me
that I'lr* Weilman had bragged to him that the profit he'made
from the equipment, kitchen equipment he sold to Libbie,
more than paid for the stock he ptirchased in Libbie* That
made me feel that Mr* Weilman wasn't looking out for Libbie's
interest, but only for Mr. V7eilman*s interest.
Q VThile Mr. Garossman was President, did he
conduct himself in such manner as to dissatisfy you with his
conduct?
THE COURT: (To Mr. King) That is kind
of a leading question really.
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3Y MR. KI^IG; (Continuing)
Q Or did ha not?
THE COURT: Go ahead.
MR. KING: I am sorry.
THE COURT: Go ahead.
A The thing that upset me very much with
Mr. Grossman is that he kept saying that Lihbia was going
under, and telling this to people, which I thought was very
i disloyal to Libbie•
1:: And while he was doing that, at that
13 time he called Dr. Steiner up at home and offered to buy his
14 , stock from him for between two and a half to three dollars a
I
15 share. I remember it well, because I was sitting in the
16 living room at the time, and Dr. Steiner turned around and
l-j told me who it was and what it was, and I said, well, offer
1:! to buy his stock at the same amount. Then briefly after
IS/ that. Dr. Steiner was off the phone. I said, well, what
happened? He said, he just kind of laughed and hung up.
And that was the end of that.
I couldn't imagine why he was talking
about Libbie going under and then wanting to buy shares.
Q Did you have any other information
respecting the plaintiffs at that time that affected you
11
l:>
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adversely?
THE COURT: (To Mr. King) This would
have been prior to March the 17th.
MR. KING: All this was prior to March
17th.
WITNESS STEINER: All this was before
then.
A Well/ I don't know whether you call it
adverse or not, but, well, Mr. Dervishian previously had
never gone on any note. As a matter of fact, I had heard
him say that he wouldn't go on any note for Libbie. So I
coixldn't see any point in even thinking eibout him.
I know Mr. Grossman said at the meeting
that he would be interested in guaranteeing up to a hundred
thousand dollars.
JdR. ALLEN: Judge, nay I interrupt the
witness? The question was that even if the
plaintiffs would be willing to endorse the note
for nothing, why wouldn't you want them to do it?
Now, the witness is going on and saying, Mr.
Dervishian said he v/ouldn't, so I couldn't see any
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the question* That really has no relevancy,
nothing to do with it at all. The question was,
if they would endorse it for nothing, why wouldn't
you go to thera?
MH» KING: No* The question was of her,
if she had been told the plaintiffs were willing
to guarantee for nothing, would that have been
acceptable to her* And she says, no, and this is
one of the reasons that it would not have been*
THE COURT: If these are reasons that
would affect her decision, I will let her tell me
what they are*
Q Did you obtain any information, or did
you not obtain any information, from Mr* Seal after he came
with Libbie?
A We certainly did,, quite a lot. After
Mr* Seal came with Libbie, we obtained a whole lot of infor
mation about the plaintiffs that we didn't have formerly.
Well, it all added up that these weren't people to be trusted,
and that their interests were primarily self-serving.
Q Now, that information that you obtained
from Mr, Seal, was that prior to March 17th of 19737
A Yss, sir.
Q TTov/, as a member of tha Board of Diroc-
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tors, do you feel that Libbie has been benefited by Mr.
Adelman's services as ,President?
!
MRm ALLBN: I object to that^ Judge* X
5 don't see the relevancy of that in any way to the
>3 issue before the Coiurt.
7 THE COURT: How is that relevant# Mr*
; King? We have been pretty generous with letting
things in.
]o KING: Yes, sir. I understand. If
Your Honor please, if we are dealing in questions
of control, we are still in control, and let's
assume, which I think is not complete, that they
! , wanted Mr. Adelman to continue heading up the
1:3 : management of the company. Then it is^ most under-
-j standable why they might want him to do so. That
is all this comes to.
THE. COURT: Well, she is on the Board
I?, of Directors. He is still the management.
>., MR. KING: Yes, that is correct.
THE COURT: Doesn't it speak for itself
then?
MR- KING: I x^uld hope so.
3Y MR. KI!;G; (Continuing)
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Q Well, let me ask you this questiont
Since Mr. Adelman came in as President in December o£ 1971,
if
has Libbie operated in a profitable maimer?
, 1
^ A Oh, yes, sir. I believe the financial
statement, the net income before taxes, I believe^ of 1972
; was a hundred and thirty thousand, and then at the end of
7 1973, it was up to a hundred and forty-one thousand. It was
profitable.
j I don't know how they — I don't feel
iv/ that the plaintiffs would have done such a good job. As a
matter of fact, my feeling is reversed.
Q As Secretary of the corporation, you are
10 familiar with the stock interests of the various stock-
w holders, are you not?
A Well, yes. But precisely, whether I can
list them firmly, I don't know.
Q This has all been stipulated. If you
cannot answer this of your own knowledge, don't answer.
Otherwise, I will hand you this list,
and you can figure it out.
But here is the question: With the
shares already held by Mr. Adelman, and add to that the
40,000 shares he received because of the transaction which
was finally determined at the Board of Directors meeting of
last March 17th, roughly, 19,000 of which — I beg your
1 =
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pardon, roughly 14,000 of which he holds outright and the
~ balance are held not by him, but are in pledge for voting
purposes adding all that together, doea he have voting
control of the corx3oration7
A No, sir.
() Q I will make the saxae question for Mr*
7 Edwsurd Hamway: Does he have voting control of the corpora-
s tion?
A No, sir.
0 Q If you put the two together, do they
have voting control of the corporation, so far as you know?
u A No, sir.
13 Q Do you and your husband — of coixrse, it
14 is difficult to ask you to speak for him. I will just ask
you then; Do you feel any obligation to vote your stock
with Mr. Adelman or Mr. Haxoway, or both of them, whenever a
stockholders' vote is required?
A No, sir. We vote — I know, I vote
[> independently.
Q Do you have any agreement of any sort
with either Mr. Adelman or Mr. Edward Hamway, or any other
Director or any group of stockholders, that you will vote
in conformity with their vote?
A No, sir.
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reflect differences of views between Mr. Adelman and other
Directors, or do you know?
A Well, I think things have cone out that
haven't gotten into the minutes* r know motiona •— Mr.
Adelman has made a motion that did not get a seoond^ and so
I didn't put it in the minutes*
From what I have heard today, I have got
a feeling maybe I should have put a lot more in.
There were things like this that came
up, that sometimes Mr. Adelman wuld have a suggestion, and
it wouldn't even come to a motion, because the opinion of
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Q Mrs. Steiner, X am 9oin9 bry to not
get too far afield, and my only question to you is — and
let me see if I can restrict it, at least in this fashion —
at any time prior to March 17, 1973, were you aware that if
the voting trust, or that upon the termination of the voting
.. >
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trust, that the plaintiffs in the voting trust suit would
have had a majority of the voting shares of Libbie? Were




Q Okay. And you have testified, I believe,
that you felt like generally these were bad —
A I have had my personal opinion on some
of them, yes.
Q So to that extent, that opinion of these
people, who ov;ned a majority interest in that corporation,
influenced your actions as a member of the Board of Direc-
•4 tors, did it not?
15 A Perhaps inddLrectly, it did; but directly,
no.
7 Q Okay. Well, let's examine that* You
recognized, did you not, that if the corporation could
receive this guarantee without issuing stock therefor, that
that was in the best interest of the corporation, was it not?
A Yes, sir.
Q Did you further recognize that there was
at least a possibility that the plaintiffs, or someone in
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Q And the reason that you didn't do that
is because you didn't want them to know anything about this
particular loan, isn't that correct?
A No.
Q Then why didn't you go to them?
A It went through — if Mr. Adelman had
to be a guaramtor, do you know anybody in the plaintiffs
that could be agreeable to Mr. Adelman? I didn't.
Q Well, can you show me in the minutes of
the meeting where it says that the bank required Ur. Adelman's
signature?
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Q Mrs. Steiner, I ask you to look at "Bill
in Equity" because on cross-examination Mr. Allen referred
to what lawyers call the prayer of the Bill, and that comes
way over toward the end of the Bill# which coiwBences here
at the foot of page 4, It states# "Wherefore, the com
plainants pray as followsz** and they say one, two, three,
four, and he asked you to read number six.
Were you familiar with this Bill when
you were sued with it, or sued by it? Did you see it when
you were sued?
A Yes. Yes, I saw it.
Q Were you familiar with what it provided?
Did you read it?
A
Q
Yes, I read it.
All right. I call your attention to
Paragraphs 12 and 13 of the allegations of the Bill — that
is before you get to the prayer — and ask you to read them
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A It is not very nicer is it.
Q I merely want you now to say what you,r
as a lay witness, and not as a lawyer, consider that to
mean. What did you consider it to mean when you received
it?
A That they were suingr that Mr. Adelman
was doing wrong things, and that we were part and party to
it; we knowingly participated from time to time in it •— and
!! these things.
ii
Q Did it or did it not cause you to have
any feeling of comfort in your dealings with the plaintiffs?
A Well, I did not have comfort dealing
with the plaintiffs, and I would say that this was cause for
some of that discomfort.
TESTIMONY GIVEN BY DR. LEROY STEINER
JANUARY 4, 1974
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Q Dr. Steiner, have you ever endorsed
obligations of Libbie?
A Yes, I have.
Q Can you give us some examples or amounts?
A There was one with the Bank of Virginia,
I think, in the early part of '70. I don't know the exact
date. It was around $25,000.00 on a sixty or ninety-day
note. They were going to pay the interest on it, and as it
was reduced, we had to re-endorse it some few times.
Q Did you receive any compensation from
Libbie for endorsement?
A No, I didn't.
Q Were you asked to endorse the current
six hundred and ninety thousand dollar obligation of Libbie
to the Bank of Virginia?
A Yes. I was at the Board meeting, I was
.u
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Q What was your response to that question?
3 A Well/ I didn't have the personal state-
^ xnent to back that up, and I didn't want the liability for
J ;i the total thing/ so I turned it down.
;i •
6 Q As a Director, did you or did you not
vote in favor of issuing stock to Mr. Adelznan and Mr. Edward
d ! HaxBway for their guarauiteeing the six hundred and ninety
•!
9 thousand dollar loan from the Bank of Virginia?
lij A Yes, I voted for that.
]•[ • Q Did you or did you not then feel/ and
12 do you or do you not now feel, that the compensation given
13 i Mr. Adelman and Mr. Hanway for guaranteeing that loan was
u reasonable?
15 A I thought it was a very good deal/ as a
matter of fact/ because it actually didn't cost the corpora
tion any cash outlay. If we had required a guarantee with
a loan and had to pay cash for it/ it would have cost us
considerably much more percentage-wise. It would have cost
us cash which we didn't want to lay out. As I saw this
personally/ it v/as just a matter of stock which would cost
us less. The cost of the stock amounted to about one per
cent of interest, and if we had to get a guarantee on this
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I didn't feel like oiir issuing xaore ^
I
stock would have any diminution of my own shares, appreci-
i
cO^ly* It would be less than half of one percent. The |
decrease in the percentage in the shsures for all the stock- |
holders was very minimal^ but by the addition of this build
ing, if we were to go ahead with it, I felt the stock
ev^tually would be worth 50 percent more. So I felt we
were getting a very good bargain on that.
f) ii Q If the plaintiffs in this case had
offered to guarantee the Bank of Virginia loan with or with
out compensation being paid by Libbie, would that have been
agreeable to you as a Director of Libbie?
A No, it certainly would not have been
14 :j agreeable to me to have them endorse it.
15 ; Q Please tell us why.
IQ !; A TO begin with, X have no faith, no trust,
no confidence in this, organization that had been suing us.
For several reasons, I have doubts about their ability,
their integrity, and their motives. Never and in no way
would I personally wemt to be associated with than. I have
several reasons for basing this opinion.
Q Could you give us the reasons for such
feeling or opinion?
A Well, nothing they had done in the past
had been to help us without then getting personally rewarded
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1 very handsomely. There were several instances in the past.
2 X couldn't conceive of anybody coming forth and offering to
3 do a great favor when their history in the past has indi-
4 cated the contrary. — X stopped believing in Santa Claus
5 a long time ago.
Q ;j For one thing, on the surface of it,
ji
7 il When someone comes and makes you a great offer like this
3 and promises you they will do this and that for nothing, it
li . .9 !; immediately smells to me. Xt is a warning flag: ^^t are
they doing this for? Are they feeling that they sure10
suddenly great benefactors?
12 We know what they have dona in the past»




immediately think, this man is going to steal the pants off
15 i; you.
! You don't trust anybody — nobody does
dealings that way. X believe in paying for what 1 get, and
I get what X pay for.
X don't believe that their motives, in
offering this with no compensation, is valid at all* Just
because we save a dollar now doesn't mean we won't lose our
i I
I
shirts next week, or next month/ or next year. X have no
faith in that.
Now, this is my opinion. This is based
on many actions that had been done by this group in the
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past.
^Vhen we first startad out this hone, we
were desperate for patients. Here, we had the building
opened; we had a few people in; we had staff we really
needed people to get this thing going.
At that time, 3210 was in a situation
7 where their operation was changing order, undergoing a
. . change. They were losing their license for one particular
9 ' facility and picking it up on something else. They had a
certain number of patients over there that they had to get
rid of.
-- Now, we needed patients desperately, and
iO at that time, they were given 7200 shares of our stock just
14 to have some people in there, to get the thing going. We
thought that that would help attract other patients, and get
the work around. We really paid a high price just to have
them — for them suggesting to these people to come into
Libbie. They had nothing to do with them anyhow. I under
stand they had to move them out. They had no place to go.
And that is the price they exacted for us to get these
patients, 7200 shares of stock.
This is the group that later says, oh,
we would come in and endorse the note for nothing.
Q In connection with that transaction of
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sale of shares by Libbie to 32107
A Yes. At that tine, I think they bought.
if
10,000 shares at three and a half dollars, I think that is
it, around three cuid a half dollars a share.
Q How did that cos^are with other prices
that Libbie had gotten for its stock?
A Well, when we first sold stock, there
was a large group to Reynolds and many others. We had a
couple of stockbrokers in on the deal, a couple of brokerage
houses. They tried to place a value on the stock based on
11 what we hoped to get. We didn't have a track record to go
12 on, but based on the building and what was projected, they
13 ij felt, that a fair amount, considering the market at that time,
u would be $7.00 a share. A large amount of stock was sold
15 for $7.00 a share.
IQ Q In connection with a transaction by
which patients were sent to Libbie, do you have any opinioa
of the role that was played or not played by Mr. Grossman?
A Well, he was involved. We knew at the
time he was involved with 3210, also. He was a stockholder
2i there. The extent of his involvement, I don't know.
Before I digress on this — about my
objections to this group offering this stock, and I would
like to pursue that a little farther, there are others in
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My wife mentioned Weiloan, deceased
Mr. Weilman. At that time he was on the Board of Directors,
and there was an idea that everyix^y on the Board of
Directors, stockholders as well, would contribute whatever
they could to get this infant orgsmization going, to get it
into action. He was in the restaurant supply business at
the time, and naturally, we would expect some favors, for
him to be looking out for our best interests.
Before the building was constructed, Mr-
Adelman and myself and somebody else ~ Z can*t recall his
name right now — went down to — this is a prospective
investor; he never did come into the group; it was some
13 other gentleman, a doctor.
X4 We were looking at a nursing home to get
15 ' some idea what the nursing home was like, where we could get
the true picture. It was one that wasn't competing with us,
and could show us what we were doing.
We went down to one in particular near
Greensboro or Winston-Salem, North Ccurolina. I think it
> was a nursing home of 130 beds approximately, or a little
III larger.
2_ VThat they had, we noticed right away, in
the way of kitchen facilities was considerably less. I think
it was about half of what Mr. VJeilman suggested that we pur
chase and install at Libbie, We didn't need all that equip-
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l!
ment, and they told us this, in our operation. We ixamedi-
ately decided that we would cut down on the aioount that Mr.
Weilman suggested that we so purchase.
Q Did Libbie so cut down?
A I believe we did.
Q While you are in that area, I might ask
you if you can corroborate a conversation that was related
by your wife. I believe you heard your wife's testixaony
earlier in this case yesterday.
ir.






16 ' Q Uhr huh.
A Yesr that is true. That happened down
the river. We were talking with a mutual friend of ours,
an old friend of ours, wlio used to work for Sidney Weilman.
i don't know how his name happened to come up in conversa
tion. I happened to mention, he is involved in a nursing
I
home now. This friend at the moment did not know that we were
involved in this nxirsing home, too. So I just listened to
him. He said, yes, he told me that he is going to make more
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is going to make more on the profit that he sells them thaa
what he has invested in it. This wad the text of the con
versation. I didn't say anything about it« We made a note
of that, and I was very unhappy with it.
Subsequent to that, after the home was
built, we had happened to go in the kitchen. Mr» Alex
Hamway we were talking about some kitchen equipnent, we
were having a lot of trouble with a lo-t of the units, a lot
of maintenance problems with them. Mr. Hamway is experi
enced with restaurmt equipment and knows the value of it.
He looked around and he said, we paid way too much for this
stuff.
Q Is this Alex Hamway?
A Well, Alex Hammy. The exact figures
that we paid, I don't know except that they are ^ matter o£
record, any of these things that^ I do&'t know tha figures*
But; we did pay an excessive amount, for old, surplus, used
equipment. And this was somebody out of our own group who
sells us stuff like this.
i i
Q Go ahead.
A I recall originally, when we tried to
recall what this equipment was woarth, just what we were |
getting, Mr. Adelman — I asked him about it, and Mr. Adelmanj
!
said he had bean trying to find out the model numbers and
ju3t what this is, and to know what equipment it is, to get |
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some basis of price; but I don't recall that he ever got
that.
" Mr. Weilman — the first thing you knew,
^ the equipment was there, and it wasn't taken fr<a» there. He
t
5 was carrying the note on the equifraent: for some time.
.1
o !: Q Ybu say "he"?
' • A Mr. Weilman was carrying the note on it
•!8 for some time. We asked him to hold it. I guess it prob-
9 ably came due. We asked him to hold up on it because we
were short of cash at that time, as he well knew. Every
body knewr within the corporation, that we were still a11
!
10
12 little tight. But ha discounted at his bank, and then
13 ; turned it over to the Bank of Virginia, and we had to come
•j
14 up With the money or refinance it.
Now, this is thd action of a Board
member, a former Board member possibly by that time, a stock-
17 holder, who supposedly was going to help us in any way,
15 discounting the note so that we would be forced to come up
ly with the cash or refinance it — possibly refinance it some
-J!) Other way.
This is one of the gentlemen who we
2ii would have to have confidence in, that they were going to
endorse this six hundred and ninety thousand dollar note for
us, with no strings attached. I didn't believe this.
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concerning Mr. Grossman and, also, if you can tell us about
the telephone conversation which ilrs* Steiner spoke of
yesterday. I believe'you were the party on the telephone
with Mr. Grossman.
A I was on the telephone*
Q Could you tell us about that?
MR. ALLEN: Judge^ I just want the
. . record to be clear, and I accepted Mr. King's
tender yesterday, that the position of the plain-*
tiffs, in terms of any evidence of this nature,
we first say it is irrelevant and none of it should
come in, and, secondly, with respect to the hear
say, obviously the same hearsay objection* I take
it the Court's ruling is going to be the same.-
THE COURT: Yes^ it would b^ the samft»
MR. ALLEN: I would be glad to object
all along the way or the objection can stand to
all such testimony.
MR. KING: We recognize that it is a
continuing objection.
THE COURT: Thank you.
A These are the tilings that 1 based my
opinion on.
14
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Q Let's go back, I was going to ask you
if you could tell us any more about a teXaphone conversation
with Hr« Grossman, that your wife spoke of in her testixnonym
Did you hear her testimony on that?
A Yes, Z did. I believe it was in the
evening, around dinner tij^e, and Alex called xaa up* We
talked about Libbie, and he said, we have got a lot of
problems, a lot of bills and taxes, and he didn't paint a
yexy pretty picture-of the thing.
Then he said, do you want to sell your
stock? I said, what? He said, do you want to sell your
stock? I think the figure was maybe $2,00 or two fifty.
She said, who is that? I said, Alex Grossman wants to buy
my stock. She said, make him the same offer. I said, yes.
•15 X will do so. And I said, do you want to sell yours to ma?




We had some discussion about the home
prior to that, about the expenses and problems he had,
before he made the offer. That was the last — that was all
the conversation it was.
Q Could you tell us approximately when
that conversation took place?
A It must have been '71. The dates — I
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Q In regard to yoiir opinion or feeling
about the plaintiffs, did you have any opinion or feeling
based on information from Mr. Seal?
A Yes. Sometizne after Mr. Seal came with
us, we began to find out more and more information about
3210. I also heard — I don*t know whether 1'heard through
Mr. Seal or not, but this group was involved in puttdLng up
another facility that I felt would be a competing facility,
and they were having financial troubles* I didn*t feel at
that time it would be in the best interest of Libbie for
ano^Jier group, a rival group, I considered at the time, to
12 be getting in there, building a rival facility, for one
13 . thing, in the west end area of Richmond.
i •
H Also, I felt that because of their
15 ij finracial difficulties that I had heard of — I hadn't seen
any specific figures; it was just a conversation. that
in some way they were going to use Libbie as a vehicle, to
bleed Libbie to get this other facility going.
I just had no faith in them. I didn't
like the idea of the dual interest, plus what we heard of
:l their operation at 3210. To me it just seemed like a bunch
of hungry mouths eager to grab onto the udder and suck it
dry. I just didn't want any dealings with them. And that
is about ail.
Q Did you, on March 17, 1973, have any
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opinion concerning the plaintiff in this case, Ernest
Dervishian?
A Yes« He was our original counael at
-1 the time when we first formed. There are many things that
5 we wanted to accomplish at the time that werd not acoom-
plished for one reason or other, some legal red tape or.
7 bureaucratic stuff.
X Q Do you recall any dealings with Mr.
9 Deonrishian in regard to endorsements or guarantees?
A At no time did he make endorsements. At
r> one time, he mentioned that he was not going on any endorse-
12 ments at that time.
13 Q This was for Libbie?
14 A It was made clear to us, he vas not
:o going to go on any endorsements, at any time. There was no
;6 ; reason to think later on, he would change his misd*
27 It never occurred to me t,o want to be
).c associated with this group — from their history, from my
feelings about them as a group, to want them. Our primary
, interest was really, get the loan and get the building, and
get it filled. That was our primary interest.
22 Of course, we were not concerned really
with how their operation was going or cuiything of the sort.
I simply had no confidence in them.
Q In regard to endorsement of the current
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six hundred and ninety thousand dollar obligation to the
2 Bank of Virginia, do you recall any offer by Mr. Grossman,
S at a Board meeting or othezrwise, to endorse or not to
4 endorse?
5 A Well, he was asked, along with a few
t) others, if he would endorse it, £uid £ believe he was only
7 going to endorse it to the extent of a hundred thousand
5 dollars* But as I understood it, each individual endorser
1} would be liable for the entire amount* And he wanted a
limit on that. So he was asked, and didn't take it because
11 he wanted that limit on it.
12 Q Barlier, I believe Steiner spoke
I'.j of not voting for Mr. Grossman. Can you tell us whether
14 you have ever not voted for Mr. Grossman when he was being
I
15 proposed for the Board of Directors of Libbie? \
IS A No, I did not vote for him at. one of
i; the stockholders meetings. The last stockholders meeting, I
l^i wasn't there, but one of the previous ones,
u Q Do you recall any discussion at Board
meetings of Libbie as to whether Libbie may obtain drugs
21 from any source other than Lakeside Pharmacy?
22 A Yes. I think that was discussed at that
time, and he got very upset about it.
Q He, being who?
A Mr. Grossman. Ha v/as President. At one
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time, he was President for awhile there.
- Q Do you mean President of Libbie?
A Yas. ^ '
I Q And he had an exclusive on all the drugs
o in the corporation?
•3 A I would have preferred that if he was
7 going to put in his time there — and he did spend a lot of
s time there while we were first forming, you know — that he
9 ' should be paid a salairy. But he didn't want tliat. He was
very happy just to have the drug business,
r: My own opinions were that it just
12 didn't look right for an insider to have an exclusive on
13 the drug business.
14 Q Was that a reason for your not voting
15 I for him as a member of the Board of Directors on one occas-^
16 •; ion?
A Yes. I felt it too close a deal* It
should be something at arm's length. My own feeling on that
was that if another ou^it were allowed to bid on the drug
business, all things being equal, he certainly should have
any benefit if he was anywhere close. But I don't know
whether any other offers were solicited or not. Ee was
very happy, in fact, and insisted that he have just the drug
business. This was questioned. The extent of the drug
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I Directors to see whether the drug charges were cemsiatentr
or how much they were* And every time they questioned»
shortly afterwards, the total cost of the drug bill went
^ down, as has shown on subsequent stat^sents we wrold get*
5 The cost of drugs went down. We never did know how mach
i I
G he was making on it, whether he felt this was part of his
'• I i
7 salary for time he was putting in. V7e never did know how
3 : much he was making on it.
(. Everybody in there who had any dealings
with Libbie in the past, it seems to me, has profited very
1 handsomely on previous deals. And this last proposition, for
wondering whether they xi^uld be endorsers for a nota with no
charge —
Q In regsird to drug bills to Libbie going
down, as you just mentioned, do you know when ttosie drug
bills went down whether the patient days, or occupancy, or
volume of drug use at Libbie also went down?
I I
A No. I think the patient use of drugs
and the occupancy has been steadily on the increase* It has
its little upa and downs, but steadily on the increase.
But I recall some of the monthly state
ments, that Mr. Seal would bring up, would show some changes
• i
in the monthly drugs. The amount is a matter of re^cord. I }
!
don't remember the exact dates or the figiires. When some- j
1
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remember•
Q With the shares that were already held
by Hr, Adelman on March 17, 1973, and those that he received
pursuant to the transaction authorized at that xBeeting-, both
outright and by way of pledge, do you know whether Mr.
Adelman, by virtue of stock holdings, has control of Libbie?
I
MR* ALLEN: I object to that*
THE COURTS (To Mr* Hosser) That is a
i
lu mathematical problem*
11 MR. ALLEN: Sure, it is a mathematical
1-2 problem. I think these numbers speak for them-
13 selves* I am sure 14r* Steiner would like to answer
•i j
that, but I think the miabera speak for thansalvas
15 II THE COORT: I think they imald.
Id
I"-!
A No* The record is that no one person
has 50 percent* No, he doesn't have control*
MR* ROSSER: I will withdraw that ques
tion*
Q Do you have any obligation to vote your
j
stock of Libbie with Mr. Adelman or Mr* Edward Ilanway, or j
!
both of then, when a stockholders vote is required?
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1 • A . Oh, no. We have no obligation at all.
2 I I would vote my stock in the best interest of Lihbia




0 ,1 Q As a Director of Libbie^ do you have or
fj feel any obligation to vote in the same manner that Mr.
7 '1 Adelman votes?
I
8 A Not if I don't think it is in the best
9 interest of Libbie^ no. X would vote in the best interest
•I
]Q i of Libbie. If this coincided v/ith his vote, fine.
11 Q In the past, has your opinion on
12 Directors matters alv/ays coincided with Mr. Adelman*3 or
u: not?
14 A No. We have had several differences of
15 i opinion. We voted differently on some things. There are
le :< many things that we have had disagreonenta on, aa a matter
17 ii of fact, different interests, A lot of them were
'.g points. Some things would not be reflected in the minutes,
uj because they were in the nature of informal discussions. I
20 would come up v/ith some proposals, something that he would
a like; that we would hash around a bit, and it wouldn't even
22 be brought up for a vote, or wouldn't have a second, and
that wouldn't be in the minutes. It wouldn't be reflected.
2-, In other words, many of the disagreements we did have on
1 policy or ideas would not be reflected, because the minutes
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are not a tape recording of everything that was said. There
'i
? were several business committees that were formed to look
;; ^
3 into things, business that was actually passed* Discussions
4 would not come in where there would be disagreements •
6 Q In view of these soxoe disagreeysieiits^ do
6 yov or do you not feel that Libbie has benefited from tir.
7 Ade^jBian*s services as President?
'i3 ji A Oh, I think they have benefited trez&en*
9 i dously, because we are a very growing organization. We
iO i would never have gotten this thing off the ground if not for
]\ him ramrodding the thing through. I think he was primarily
12 i resi^nsible, if any one man can be responsible, for our
ji
13 '' fine facility that we have there.
14 ,1 I think he did a remarkeible job in bring*
i'
15 I ing that in at that price, some $800,000.00, if I remember
i • ' .
16 the figure right. The County valued it at about a million
17 ;| and a quarter. Mr. Matt Will, a very well-known, reputable
13 builder, said nobody could have brought it in for that price.
19 He thought that was a very low price for Mr. Adelman to
2^) bring that building in.
21 ; Q Was Mr. Matt Will a Director of Libbie
22 at the time you are speaking of?
A He was a Director, yes, at the time he
j.i mentioned that. He was a Director at the time he mentioned
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have cost a lot more with anybody else. I am satisfied with
him on what he has done with the building.
Q Have you had occasion in recent months
4 to prepare for yourself a personal financial statesoent?
5 A Yes, as a matter of fact, a cockle of
occasions this past summer, X think — some personal things..
7 Q Do you list shares of Libbie as an
3 asset on your financial statement?
i • • i !
9- if . A Yea, I do.
Q Could you tell us what value you put on
the Libbie shares for that purpose?
A This is a statement that we had to get
for some other things we were involved in, completely apart
14 ; from Libbie, nothing to do with it. They needed some
15 fihiuicial statements* I put down $2*00 a share to round it
:! 4
le i off# At the time, the figure that we had gotten from J. C..
i ,
Wheat is it Wheat Securities — was one dollar seventy*^
eight. Well, I didn't like that figure either. Naturally,
anybody who lias stock would like the stock to be a whole lot
-higher, but this is the figure that people, who we felt were
specialists in that field, gave us, and we had to live with
, j
22 it. So I had a list, a figure of $2.00 a share — we
J, rounded it off — for our investment.
2 Q Do you recall receiving a letter from |
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and to other Directors of Libbie? I can show it to you^ if
you wish. This is the plaintiffs' exhibit. (Mr. Rosser
y
hands a document to the witness)
Do you recall receiving a letter^ this
Plaintiffs* Exhibit 77
A Yes, I probably did. I don't remember
the details of it right now. I will have to familiarize
mybelf with it. But we probably got this.
Q Do you recall what offer, if any# F and
L made in that letter?
A x^ellr nay I look this over?
Q Surely. To save time, I can refer you
to the next to the last paragraph of this letter. Do you
recall that?
A Oh/ yes, yes,
Q What is the proposal or offer of P and
in the letter?
A Oh, well, they are willing now to
endorse the note, and it says v/ithout receiving stock as
compensation or without receiving condensation. It doesn't
say "any compensation". It says^ to effect this without
I I
receiving stock as compensation? it doesn't say whether they
would receive any money as compensation.
Q Upon receiving that letter, did you, as
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you have any interest in pursuing the proposal of the
letter?
A No/ Z was not interested in it» Z just
didn' t want — Z personally would not: like to have any
business with them, Z felt they had ulterior motives. Z
did not believe that they were going to offer, this for
nothing*
What they say now and what they would do
to the corporation later— people would be paid one way car
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Q Answer my question: And the issuance
of stoc}c to Mr. Adalman and Mr. Haiavay pravanted them from
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A Well, if there were more stoeJc issued,
- that is true.
„ ^ were aware of that when you
I voted on March 17, 1973, were you not?




^ ;; Also, 1 was more aware of the fact thatby issuing stock, we didn't have to lay out money for it,
which we didn t have. That was the primary consideration.
11 o And as primary consideration^ I pose to
12 you that the plaintiffs may have been willing to endorse it
without anything, and you said that if they had been willing
to without anything, you wouldn't have accepted that.
A 1 just told you I didn't believe that
they would do it for nothing. Because they say they would
do it for nothing does not mean how they are going to get it
from the corporation at a later date, i was concerned with
the future of this corporation.
Q You were afraid if the plaintiffs
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16 ji Q You know/ I just asked a guesia.Ott, ana x
ll
17 II want an answer. Old you know on March 17, 1973^ that Louis
t M!1 IAd^^an was concerned about losing control of the corporation
when the voting trust expired in July of 19737
A I Imagine that would be. If I were in
>; • his shoes/ that would be a matter of concern to me, too.
>2 ; Q So you knew about it?
. ! A Well, I would assume it would be a con-
! cern •
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to him?
A I don't know* I suppose I was aware of
I ' /
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Q Dr. Steiner/ I hand you the
Exhibit 11, which is a copy of a letter dated April 10, 1972,
from Greenwich Savings Bank to Louis Adelman, and ask you to
I I
lobJ^ at this and tell me if you have ever before seen this
particular letter*
Yeah, I think this came out at one of
the meetings,
I
Q During your cross-exaunination, I believe
you spoke of seeing a letter displayed regarding a new
owner or new corporation that was buying Libbie. Is this
the letter that you were trying to recall?
A This is the letter. And this is what I
didn't understand, is that there are new owners. (Reading)
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Dr. Leroy Steiner - Redirect 795,
advised that they have insufficient financial strength to
fully guarantee the amount of the increased loan# we shall
be unable to consider an increase in our mortgage at the
present time*"
This, we did not understand, ^^o are
these new owners? We just didn't understand this at alX« r
just don't understand this at all* I shouldn't say we I«
Q During your cross-exanination, you were
asked about any detriment that might come from taking the
plaintiffs' guarantee on the six hundred and ninety thousand
dollar obligation of Libbie. In your opinion, muld there
,2 be any detriment or disadvantage to Mr. Adelman if that
13 II were done, to take the plaintiffs as guarantors, or some of
14 I th^ as guarantors of this particular loam?
MR. ALIiEN: Judge;, X object to that.
That is irrelevant and immaterial.
:4R. FLEISCHER: And it is somebody else's
opinion.
MR. ALLEN: As far as this witness is
expressing an opinion as to the detriment to
Adelman, I don't know if that has got any rele
vancy to the case. I don't think it has any
probative value.
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answer it« It may have some relevancy* it is
one of the concerns he had when he did what he
f
did.
A I think it would be to our adveuitage^
judging on his past record, his track record aa to what he
has accomplished there — and the growth is obvious to any*
„ jl body. It has become one of the finest convalescent homes
o j
in the City/ if not in the State* It has got a splendid
record.
We have excellent management there.
Under the present organization^ it has thrived. You cannot
argue with success.
24R. ALLENs Judge, the record should
reflect that the witness is not responding to the
question. In hie eagerness to tell about Mr*
Adelman and his competent management, he has not
answered the question.
THE COURT: ^tould you repeat the ques
tion, Mr. Rosser?
Q During your cross-examination, you were
asked about a detriment that might arise in allowing the
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dollar Bank of Virginia loan, that was $500,000.00 plus a
carry-over of one hundred and ninety thousand. Hy question
to you was whether you had the thought that there would be
an]^ detriment to Mr* Adelman if this arramgemant was xoade*
A A detriment to him? Are you saying it
wo^id be some detriment in having Adelman do it?
0 No, a detriment to allow the plaintiffs
to guarantee;
A It was our understanding at the time
with the Greenwich Bank and the Bax^ of Virginia that he
would have to be one of the guarantors, as the ramrod.
X2 Knowing the problems he had had and the
13 I antagonisms between him and this other group, if he were
i' I going to be on there, I think it would be a definite detri*
ment to him, although, I guess you cotild go to bed with a
scorpion. I think it would be a group that would not be




to him; it wouldn•t be fair to them.
TESTIMONY GIVEN BY WILLIAM F. BENNETT
JANUARY 4, 1974
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Q In your work as financial adviser, have
you from tine to time givan such advice to Libbie for which
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you have been compensated?
A Yes, I have.
tion?
Q Is that your major sovirce o£ compensa-
A NO/ it is not,
Q What really is the proportion?




Q Do you receive any compensation by virtue
jO jj of the fact that you are Treasurer of Libbie?
i
n I A Not directly. I receive compensation,
12 •! for whatever time I spend, at the rate of $20.,00 an hour.
13 i Some of this is in connection with the Treasurer's functions.
Ti Q From your testimony yesterday, you are
15 acquainted v;ith the borrowing by Libbie, from the Bank of
16 Virginia, in the amount of $690,000.00. Can you tell us
what the purpose of that borrowing was?
A Very simply, to finance the additional
I 66-bed addition, which had been delayed for some time.
Q Was the entire $690,000.00 for that
purpose?
A Well, five hundred was specifically for
that purpose, and one hundred and ninety was a roll-over of
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U For how long had the making of an addi
tion to Libbie's facilities been considered?
A As far as I recall, when I became a
stocidiolder in '69, I was aware that the architectural plane
provided for an additional wing to include an additional,
approximately 60 beds. Then from that podLnt forward,
additional and increasingly serious consideration was given
until, in early '72, we had decided very definitely to pro
ceed.
Q For what reasons did the Libbia Board of
Directors think it desirable to build an expansion?
A Well, there was a very obvious require
ment for additional nursing home beds. This was obvious to
us because we were unable to admit all the patients that
were applying, and we were 98 percent occupied, and various
lo studies indicated the need for additional beds in that area.
i); . .
17 |i We projected a return on the additional
1:5 investment that would be highly advantageous to the corpora-
l!.< ,j tion, and this came about principally because of the economy
ij
•jj of sale. In other words, the fixed expenses that we had in
- the facility could serve us additional beds up to the order
of 200 beds without any appreciable increase, and therefore,
the profit margin on the additional revenue would be greater
than on the lesser number of beds.
Now, in addition, tiiere were a number of
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considerations that pointed to the desirability of this
- additional facility, some of which I may not recall, but it
'! was overt^helining.
^ •' ^ there any concern by the Board of
Libbie as to the cost of construction?
A Yes. It was a pattern in early •72, the
construction coats were rising very rapidly, and every couple
of months, every delay meant another dollar per square foot
for the proposed facility. So our concern was to get this
necessary addition in place at as early a point as we could
in order to avoid the subsequent increase.
Q Did the percentages of self-pay patients
at Libbie have, or not have, any bearing on the Board's
reasons for proceeding with an extanaion?
1* <j
^ I ^ It was projected and, rather
rationalized that with the additional beds, we could gat a
distinctly increased proportion of self-pay patients that we
had not been able to get in the initial fill up of the










Q As concerns construction of this addi-
tion, was consideration given by the Board to the means of
financing the construction of an addition?
A Yes. Two principal means were considered:
Give equity money on issuance of additional common stock, and'
- 'i
i I
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borrowing the money, institutional borrowing.
Q v?hat was the Board's thinking about
equity ntoney^ as you call it?
A Well, we gave soiao conaidaoratioii to
this, because it had had certain obvious advantages. But
the tine factor, the fact that there were pre-en^tive rights
on the existing stock, would require, in any event, that we
8 would have to offer the stock to each of the existing 26 or
9 ji 28 positions, and it was unlikely that the present stock-
•i
10 holders wbiild take up $500,000.00 worth of stock. So it was
*)
n rather apparent that we would require a registration, which
is a inatter of six to eight months, at the minimua. So the
time factor, more than anything, influenced our decision not
f! to go this route.
r ';j But further, throughout the period that
•»
; we were considering means of financing, the climate for
17 I nursing home construction had plummeted. The Pour Seasons
IB , fiasco, and a number of other things, had brought the earn-
19 : ings plximmeting that could be expected on nursing home stocks
20 to a very low area.
91 i i
" : Q Is it correct then that the Board of




: A Yes, at that time. !
Q I bslieve you mentioned another altarna- j
_L_
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I tivs. Could you tell us the Bosurd's thinking about the
. other alternative for financing?
A That is institutional borrowing?
i| Q Yes.
3 I A We decided that this would be the sole
b || route that we could go, with any feasibility, and had been
7 ij making efforts to go along this route.
d || Q Can you tell us what negotiations with
0 j possible institutional lenders were uzidertaken?
jj - ••
10 ij A Yes. The negotiations with Greenwich
11 Savings Bank were first undertaken, because they held the
12 (i first mortgage and had some covenants that required that we
lo I go to them first, in the first mortgage.
When this fell through, much to our
15 ! surprise, we then went to the Bank of Virginia and got some|j
16 l< favorable reaction, which was pursued up to the jcom&itment
17 li letter that we received.
il •
i,s !! Q Did you approach anyone else with regard
y
lo ;l to institutional financing?
2n} A I did, with a view to finding out whether!
we could obtain a better borrowing, either in terms of lower
interest rates or whatever other covenants, including endorser
ments. One way or another, I contacted all the local banks. ;
i
Being a banker, I talk with all the banks, and it is my '
I
business to know where the money is, and I pretty well know 1
14 !
-C t
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this. I explored this, but universally found that the 1
; I
really only good source of mortgage money for niirsing homes i
!' '
was in Atlanta. There are several specialist outfits down
:|
there kno^vn as Mortgage Warehousing Corporation. 1 talked :
•i
II !
5 with them briefly^ and found that they were quoting rates
'ili || in the amount of 13 and 14 percent^ and all kinds of
7 j; restrictive covenants. So I came to the conclusion that
;j
s I 10 percent at the Bank of Virginia was an advantageous
i
1 borrowing.
ir " Q Did Libbie have a previous history of
•1 doing business with the Bank of Virginia?
!i
i! A Yes, they did. They had this one
i!
13 l! hundred and ninety thousand dollar loan there.
i;
14 |! Q In the negotiations for possible dlnstl-





Q Was consideration given by Libbie's
Board whether such gucurantees would be furnished by indi
vidual guarantors or corporate bonding company guarantors?
A Well, the consideration with respect to
the corporate bonding guarantors was rather brief because of
the cash requirement, as has been explained by another
witness, We did obtain quotes. I got one from Aetna
Casualty Company, which ifas the same as testified to by some
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other conpany. And, as a matter of fact, this is a universal!
i
rate that all of these bonding companies use. Two percent
i
of the exposure without full collateral was the norxsal rate^ |
Q Is this the same as was testified to by I
E
Morris Saunders on yesterday? ;
A Yes, sir. He quoted in terms of $20.00
par thousand, which, of course, is two percent of the aiaount,.
the end amount being guaranteed.
Q Did you hear Mr* Saunders testimony con-
i! cerning the furnishing of cash, or the equivalent, as a
ii
Ii deposit with the bonding company?
12 A Yes, of course. But we did not have
13 either $500,000.00 of cash that we could deposit or market**
!l
14 ; able securities in this magnitude, so we could not avail
i|15 j ourselves of a fully-collateralised deposit.
16 I Q Well, aside from the exploration of
!
[7 i corporate guaramtee, what did you or the Board do in regwi
to furnishing guarantees by individuals?
A Because we knew that the principal of
!»
the company, Mr. Adelman, would be required by the bank — j
: i
-1 this is common practice — it v/as only a problem of allowing |j I
sufficient additional personal guar£uitees to make up the
bank requirement, which, I believe, was two and a half times !
the amount of the exposure. So we proceeded to locate
individuals that would be willing. And this was quite a
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time-consuniing process. There were very few that were will
ing. As a matter of fact, when we came down to the wire, it
appeared there was only one additional person that was will
ing^
Q Were you asked if you would guarantee?
6 j A Yesr cund I refused.
15 j! finally came back and said he could not do it.
7 Q Do you know if any persons, not Direc-
8 I tors of Libbie^ were approached cibout guaranteeing?
M ' *
9 |i A Yes. You have to understand^ we were|i
10 jl to accomplish this addition with the greatest possible
f!
11 speed. I recall one in particular I went to, Ed Shield, who
12 ;| was well acquainted with our operation. He runs Unitedji
13 jl Leasing, and we have leased some equipment from him. He
1 j
14 I considered this seriously for a short period, and then
16 ji Of course, we contacted other people
17 II that, I believe, were stockholders at the times Matt Will.
i:
15 j; Etnmett Avery, John Larus, who probably was not a stockholder
19 ii at tlie time, but still v/as in it — he had the personal, had
2(j I the financial balance sheet. I happened to be his financiaX
li
adviser, so I offered him the opportunity, and he refused.
Q Did you testify yesterday concerning
compensation on the guarantee of the first mortgage loan ob
tained by Libbie from Greem^rich Savings Bank?
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ask^ to work up a formula, and I tried one on this prece
dent. I had been given to understand that that 8^000 shares
was issued to Sidney Weilman, Jr., in connection with his
being one of three guarantors on that loan* I made some
calculations/ based on those facts, but the difficulty thctra
was, this was not — I never considered this as a serious
resolution. There has been some exhibit that says, "Pre
pared by Bennett" and a resolution. This was merely a
draft that never was presented to the Board, because it had
a serious defect. The only thing I could relate to at the
time of that initial endorsement, when the company had
12 !i notice, I think it was something in the order of $10.00 of
13 V common stock equity, the only thing I could relate to was
14 the proportion of equity. I believe it amounted to sOTiething




The initial loan was for $410,000.00. In any event, this
was not a feasible way of approatching' the present situation,
and that was discarded.
K, ij It was early apparent that we would have
;i
oQ ! to get the fair value of the shares, as then existed, as
!t
21 well as some means of fixing the dollar compensation in
j- total so that vze could relate the dollar per share into the
total compensation and come up with a proper number of
shares.
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flow of events in mind, did you testify yesterday concern
ing a proposal by Mr. Grossman, at a Libbie meeting, con-
cerning issuance of stock for guarantees?
A I believe somebody else testified to
this, but I recall this. I was at this stockholders meet
ing; At that time, I was. solely a stockholder• X recall
he offered 11,000 shares for those stockholders who were
willing to endorse a one hundred and twenty-five thousand
dollar loan.
Q As far as you know, was that ever done?
A No. He asked at the stockholder meeting
who would be willing, and I said I would, because it seem^
like abnormally high compensation — that amounts to some-









at that point. But it doesn't seon reasonable. X believe
D. Reynolds and John Larus, also, said that they would do
it.
But it was not followed through. This
was a very hectic time, and a great many proposals were made
that were not carried out.
I
r
21 ;i Q Yesterday, there was some lengthy ques- [
i '
12 tioning and answering about the terra 'dilution", and I don't .I j
want to go into that in any length, but I just ask you to i
tell us briefly whether the Board of Directors considered
that the Issuance of T>haref5 to the guarantors of the six ,
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1 hunted and ninety thousand dollar obligation would dilute
r
2 the positions o£ the stockholders*
•!
u A Yes. This was considered^ and I offered
!l
4 some advice in this respect, that although thera would be
5 !; a proportionate diminution of voting rights, that I felt,
ii
6 ji and was sure our accountants, Ernst &Ernst, would likewise
7 \i treat this present requirement of interest as deferred





that was issued for this purpose. It subsequently developed
:!
10 |j they did so treat it.
li
11' Q Would an asset be placed on the balance
»
li
12 i! sheet of Libbie for the guarantee in either the case of
13 I whether it issued stock as it did, or in the case where it
14 I purchased a bond from a bonding coapany, as Mr. Saunders
15 I described?
16 1| A Yes, yes. So in any event, it would
I • •
become an interest expense that had not yet been incurred;
IS 'j it is just paid in advance.
ij
19 Q And would that asset on the balance
sheet be written dawn for the period of time of the loan?
A Over the life of the loan, yes, sir.
Q I take it then that that transaction
would not decrease net book value of Libbie shares.
A No, sir.
Q Now, in order to advise the Board of
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sation for guarantors, was it or was it not necessary that
certain facts be first obtained? You referred a laoment ago,
and I stopped you. You were referring to a valuation of
5 j| stock and to determining the cost of a bond.
A Yes. ..Those basically are the two facts
that were required.
Q All right. First, would you tell us how
the valuation of the stock was determinad?
A By inquiry, and the report from ;^eat.
11 ;j Would you like me to briefly describe how they did this?
ii
12 i( Q We will have Mr. Davis from Wheat to
come and do that, so T think we need not go into it.
A Well, he is veiry well qualified. He did
a good job, in my opinion.
Q How did you determine the cost of the
financial guarantee bond for a mortgage loan of this type?
18 1 A Principally by quotation from Aetna
!l
19 jj Casualty. I was also aware that virtually any other bonding
'!
2ij ' compauiy would use the same rate manual, this M-4 Schedule.
Q I hand you a coj^ of a letter dated
February 2, 1973, on the letterhead of Aetna Life & Casualty,
and ask if you can identify this witing.
A Yes. This was written to the agent at
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bond representative, giving the "information" that was asked
that we be given.
Q I take it you obtained this letter from
Mutual, is that correct?
A Yes. I believe this was a joint effort
between Mr. Adelman and myself. Mr. Steiner came over on a
couple of other matters, and X asked him if he would obtain
such a quotation, knowing that I wanted it for a Board meet-
ingi
Q Is the information in the letter con
sistent with the information given by Mr. Saunders in his
testimony yesterday?
A Yes, it is.
MR. ROSSEH; the Court) X would like
to offer this letter as defeadamta' exhibits*
THE COURT: It will be Defendants'
Exhibit 22.
NOTE: A letter directed to Mr. Phil
Stenger, from Al Vtormer, written on the letterhead
of Casualty & Surety Division, bearing date of
February 2, 1973, is marked as Defendants* Exhibit
No. 22.
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Q In reaching the decision on wbati arrange-
j .j men^s should be made with the guarantors for their conqaensa- i
;• I • f
tion in guaranteeing this six hundred and ninety thousand
i ij dollaur obligation, did you work with any special counsel i
retained by Libbie?
A Yes, Mr, Annistead 3oyd.
Q Tell us how and when your working with
I4r, Boyd began.
A In late Januaury, we had a meeting — I
believe it was in your offices — with Mr. Boyd and several
of our Board, at which meeting, I believe Mr. King inquired
of Mr. Boyd whether he was available and would be willing to
represent the corporation, inasmuch as r4r. King felt he
could not represent the corporation,. because there might be
15 I some conflict of interest in his representing the corpora
tion on this matter and all others.
Q Did Mr. Boyd indicate at that time
whether he could or could not undertake the representation
of Libbie?
A He did so indicate and, I believe it was
I thiat asked him, since he v/as available, to consider him
self so retained. |
Q In doing so, were you acting as Treasurer!
of Libbie?
1
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I
other Board members present, and I am sure Mr« Adelman must
have been present•
Q Thereafter, can you tell us something
about your meetings or working with Mr. Boyd?
A Yes. I had a good number o£ meetings
with Mr. Boyd, probably six to eight, with Mr. Boyd and/or
the counsel for the two guarantors. We went into the back
ground of Libbie, the financial numbers, the ^eat ev2U.ua'*
tion, the quoted cost of a guarantee, and most of the
pertinent facts•
Q Who were the lav^yers for the guarantors?
A Howard Dobbins and Dick Price, Richard
Price•
U I . Q Did you calculate for Idr. Boyd?
15 I A Yes^ X did. Re is an excellent gentle*
IQ I man, but he is not as fast at aritluetic as sametiines
accountants are.
Q He relied on your slide rule?
A Yes, he did.
Q Did you relate to Mr. Boyd your own
opinions concerning the plaintiffs or information given you
by other Directors concerning the plaintiffs in this case?
A I am sure I probably did. I would have,
certainly, if he had asked. And he asked some very penetrat
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I Q Did you discuss with Mr* Boyd your i
belief as to the effect on Libbie if the plain-tiffs in this
lawsuit were to obtain control of Libbie?
A I would assume I would have. I would
certainly answer sincerely any question Mr. Boyd put to ne.
Mr. Boyd's chief job here was to
negotiate with the guarantors' counselr and he needed all
3 the information he could have, because these were rather
9 pro^acted negotiations, much to my disappointment. They
! went on over a period of, oh, it was more than two months,
11 I well, a month and a half anyway.j! . • 'ji Q Were you with Mr. Boyd in all of these
i|[3 negotiations?
I A No, no.
Ij.
15 Q Can you tell us, from these negotiations,
16 I what the gueurantors, Mr. Adelman and Mr. Ed Hamway, wanted
by way of compensation?
IS ! A Well, they wanted very much more than
they. got. Initially, very high numbers were mentioned,
which maybe was part of the bargaining process, I don't
21 I know. But as soon as we got this thing crystalized, they
v/ere asking in the order of 45,000 shares, as compensation,
plus additional surety.
Q V7hat type of additional surety?
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surefty that would protect them in the event of any oosi of
a niiiaber of catastrophes. It finally boiled dowa to giving
them — I think it amounted to something like 13 pearcent of
th® exposure, in terms of additional pledge shskres. But; th®
negotiations that led up to this were very involved»
Q By 13 percent of the exposuredo you
mean that the value of pledged stock amounted to 13 percent
of the six hundred and ninety thousand do3J.ar obligation?
9 i A Yes, sir. Initially, they wanted^ you
know; a hundred percent,
Q Well, did you and Mr» Boyd think that
,o j was too great?
ij A Yes. And we thought the 45^000 shares
14 il was too great, and by a process of negotiation, that number
;i
15 i ended up at, I believe, 29,000 shares,,
i;
16 I Q And what was the duration of-the pledged
or collater2d. shares given by Libbia to the guarantors?
A Well, for seven years or the life of
the loam, whichever is less.
Q And what happens to those shares at the
21. end of that period?
I
A They are returned to the corporation,
and any dividends thereon in the interim is paid really for
the benefit of the corporation. It is applied to the unpaid
principal and interest.
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^ Q I3 this then tha transaction that was
2 approved by the Board of Directors on Msrch 17, 19731. to
- issuo 29,400 shares outright to Mr. Hamway and Mro Adelnan,
4 as compensation for their guaramtee and to pledge 50,600
5 shares to thara for a period of the loan or for se-^en years,
il
^ whichever is shorter?b ,
7 ;j A It is:|i
^ : Q I would like to go through with you the
Q 11 ndnutes of the March 17, 1973, Directors meeting of Libbie,
'li
which are in the Stipulation as Item 3.
Do you have a copy of those minutes?
A I do.
Q Insofar as these minutes state actions
















Q On page 6 of the minutes, there is a
paragraph reading, "l^ersas the corporation has h&@n advised
that the rate for a financial guarantee bond without suffi
cient collateral covering the amount of the loan would be
$13,800,00 per annum, or, reduced for curtailment, $31,000^00
for a seven-year period —"
Did you calculate the eighty-one thousand
dollar figure set out there?
A Yes, sir.
Q And how did vou arrive at that?
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^ j A That is essentially thirteen thousand
- eight hundred times seven, factored dom by an eighty-four
factor. The loan would be curtailed to the extent of 68 per-
^ cent at the end of the seventh year, and on the a'Bwage^
, i'
o ij over that seven-year period, there would be 84 percent of the
ji
(> i; initial principal outstanding,
1!
7 I Q Is that based on the Bank of Virginia
!
8 I cozottitanent letter of September 26, 1972, calling for 15-year
"I9 I'" amortization on~a' seven-year loan?--
ii
it' ij A Yes, sir, wxth the anticipation that
11 i there will be a balance loan payment at the end of the
i .
12 'I seventh year.
Q So is it correct then that the eighty-one
14 thousand dollar figure is less than seven times $13p8Q0o00,
because of curtailment of the loan?
A YeS/ sir, by 16 percent, or 284 percent
17 j| of annum at that time otherxvise would be calculated®
iijj Q And was the seven-year figure used in
ij-
is) that because of such figure in the Bank of Virginia commit-
2') i! ment letter?
I A Yes, sir.
1 Q In the next paragraph of these minutes, |
i Ij on page 6, are the figures based on tlie quotation you
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i In the next paragraph, which I will read,.
- "VThereas the corporation determines that the value of the
loanI if a guarantee of the proposed loan to the corpor'ation^
- i| in the amount of $690,000,00, if such loan be calcttlat;^ to
0 i! the extent of 13 percent of the loan, is $73,400o00, repre-
i:
1 senting 87 percent of $8l;000,00o"
\\ i




0 • • A Yes.
1 Q And can you tell ua very briefly how










A This was a inechauiical thing. Observing
that if the loan were collateralized by 13 percent instead
of a hundred percent, then we took 87 percent of the coat,
15 I as though there were no collateral, and reduced it by 13
percent, recognizing there was some collateral- NoW/, the
bonding companies will not do this, but we felt it was
equitable and to the company's advantage«ji I
; Q So that you did reduce the figure, that
i vrould be charged by a commercial bonding company, by a cal
culation?
A Yes.
Q Then, on page 8 of these minutes, there
is a paragraph that I will ask you about, and I will read
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corporation hereby finds that the services of Adalman and
Hamvay for their execution of peraonal gxiarantsds^ of the
' «f
afores^ntioned loan have a value of $73,400<,00, which con
sideration supports the issuance of the said 29,400 shares
and the pledge of said 50^600 shares; and tha Boo&sd of
Directors further finds that the absolute omership interest
in the 29,400 shares has a value of $52,332aOO at a dollar
seven^'^eight per share, and the pledge®®' lixoited interest
in the 50,600 non-transferable shares have a valise of
$21;068,00 at .418 per share."
Does the valise of the personal guaran
tees set out here, in the ai&ount of $73,400.00, correspond
to other value which you have just described for me in the
preambles?
A Yes, it doeso
Q And is the v&lw at the
shares detenained from the Wheat appraisal?
A It is,
Q In adopting this resolution, did the
I
Board of Directors consider that it was responding to its
statutory obligation to place a value on shares ississd?
A It did.
Q It was aware of that requirement?
A It was aw2ire of the reqxiireiaent»
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i the shares given outright and the pledged shares together
!!j: total the value of the services as found by the Board of
Directors?
'' A Yes,
Q Subsequent to the adoption of thes®
resolutions^ do you know if a pledge agreement was prepared?
jj
A Yes, I participated in the preparation
of the pledge agreement»
9 Q Was the pledge agreement consistent with
i
the provisions concerning pledge agreement in these resolu-
tions?
A Yes, it waso And I believe that states
that I could act as the Treasurer, to participatOo
Q And I show you the pledge agreeaent,
which is Exhibit 5 to the Stipulation of Fact^ and ask you
if that is a pledge agreement executed by you^, on behalf of
Libbie?
IS II A Yes, it iso Incidentallyit contains
ij some covenants, protecting the corporation, that I parti-
I
V. |i cularly insisted on«
!! I21 :| Q This agreement has been stipulated, and
•J :| I will not go into it further, since it is an exhibit before
i-
r I the Court.
THE COURT: (To Mr. Rosser) That is
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Item 5 of Exhibit A?




^ .! BY MR, ROSSER: (Continuing)
i, Q Did you and your fellow DirectorsMr.
Bexmett, have concern about what might happen if the plain-
^ ii ^ "*^^3 case were to acquire control of the affairs of
8 f Libbie?
11
• 9. j|, - A— .Yes.
10 Q Can you tell us what that concern was







MR. ALLEN; Same objection^ Judgeo
ij THE COURTS Your, objection is noted<
A It might be helpftxl If I cotfld bariefly
i*
17 1 go back in time. I first actively participated in Libbie
18 : beginning in September, 1970, when I was made a Director,
19 along with John Larus and J, D. Reynolds, a group that I was
!•
associated with. I believe I was appointed by Mr® Grossman,
who was then President, to serve on an Executive Board,
along with Mr. Reynolds, Mr. J. D. Reynolds. I believe Dr.
Byrne was also designated to serve on that Board. I don't
believe he attended many of our meetings.
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could see some of the details of the operation, one of my
initial concerns was the fact that the corporation was losing
money on drugs, and I had some very strenuous misgivings
about this, since the President of the corporation was also
supplying drugs»
So I had a serious me®ting with HTo
Il Grossman on this subjects This gave me reason to wox^der
whether Mr. Grossman would accept any helpful advice in
directing the company, since he did not want to accept my
i() I advice in this respect.
il
As time went on, I made a number of —
or, Mr. Reynolds and/or myself made a number of suggestions
Kj ;j that would have brought the operation into better financial
i!
bailee, more quickly, which were rejected•
lo Q Vlhen you discussed drug prices with Mr»
Grossman, did anything follow tram srseit dlseussiosis?
A Yes. I observed that very shortly theE®=
after, the relation of what was paid Mr. Grossman to what was
collected from patients went into tlie black from a red j
I
figwe. In other words, we paid him less than we charged {
patients from that point on. But the situation did not
materially improve for some time.
Q Did you, on behalf of Libbie, have any
dealings with 3210 Chamberlayne?
A Mot really, no. I was given to under-
17
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I stand a number of aspects of 3210 Chamberlayne, bat I had
•' i
no direct dealings with them^ that I recalls
•I
3 Q From whom did you understand such
' i
\ aspects?
5, A Principally froxa Mr» Seal, who hsd beex^
i!
« I a stockholder in 3210, and on their Board, and their Admini-
ii
7 (j strator prior to coming to Libbie.
i|
3 Q Were you advised by Mr® Seal concerning
9 a Parham Koad project?
•0 A Yes, X waso One aspect of this that.
•






:;3 Ii I-IR. ALLEN: Jiadge, may I interrupt here?
"
u I thought the standard was. that anything that the
15 I Board of Directors knew that affected their voting
16 I or the reason they voted the way they did ost
March 17, 1973, that the Court was going to
♦
Ij over our objection, not justs a general recitation.
19 ; THE COURT: I thought I said any stock
holder could explain why he voted as he dido
~ .i • :
21 ! MR, ALLEN: But that wasn't the ques-
22 Ii tion. I think the earlier question was the know-
2- Ij ledge of the plaintiffs, and would you have been
•j
2!- concerned about the plaintiffs taking control o
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that is the question, v/e will accept the answer in
that particular vein.
MR. ROSSER; I am asking Mr® Beaaett if
his opinion underlying his concern^ his opinion on
Inarch 17, 1973, was by virtue of what ha had
previously learned concerning the plaintiffSo
MR. ALLEN: I take it then that before
that question can be asked, that Mr» Bennett has
got to admit that this affected his vote on
March 17, 1973, and with that admission which I
assume to have been made, I would like the ques«*
ii tion to so continue,
WITNESS BENNETTS I thought I was being
responsive«
I
15 |; MR. ROSSERs MTo Bennett stated, I
:|
believe, that he and his fellow Directors wesm
concerned about what effect' it would hav® on tha
management if the plaintiffs obtained control.
MR. ALLEN5 I quite agree. My point was
that it was not related to the point that it
affected the vote on that date.
Now, the witness has just admitted that
I
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Q The point we have just come to, euid you
can tell me whether you have finished with it, was whether
you had any information on the Parham Road project that
'i
4 i| affected your opinion of the plaintiffs.
A Yes, The information with respect to
Parham was basically furnished me by Seal, but„ also^ I cama
to realize that negotiations were being carried on by
certain local stock underwriters, professing that Libbie was
under the control, or associated, woizld be associated with
3210 and Parham Road in an underwriting. And this gave me
great concern because, knowing the Libbie stockholders had
no intention of combining with Parham —
MR. FLEISCHER: (To ^^itness Bennett)
Excuse me. This was your concern on March 17th?
WITNESS BE13NETTS No, no. This was a
concern. I was trying to relate what gave ris©
to concerns from the period September, '70, up to
March 17.
MR. ROSSER; This is at a prior time.
fdR. ALLEN: Judge, the standard the
Court said — and I think I can repeat — is
whatever it was that affected your vote on March
17th, I am going to accept that.
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will say this: I don't know that the standard
depends on whether the man is thinking this at
this particular caonient* He can say/ I had this iit
raind^ and this is my opinion — it is an accumula
tion — the reason I did what I did.
MR, ALLEN; Judge, I cannot object under
this standard, on the basis: This is on® of the
things that affected my vote. But to allow the
witness to go back and back — and mayb© the
standard is that the Court is going to allow the
v/itness to go back frora time immemorial and to
come all the way through, and to say everything
that he knew about tlie plaintiffs, because he was
cognizant of that on March 17th.
THE COURT: I don't know how we could
establish what the man had in his mind^on Biarch
17th.
I4K. ALLEN; Other than to ask him.
THE COURT: Other than what he had as
an impression over a period of six, or eight, or
twenty months.
MR. ALLEN: I think counsel ought to ask
him that, if that was his thinking on ?4arch 17tli.
THE COURT: You CcUl ask him if he was
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think the Directors have a right to explain why
they did what they and . their thinking in why
they did what they did.
I think I am going to let them tell me
what factors they came across during their rela
tionship with Libbie that contributed to their
action on March 17th, or could have affected their
action on March 17th, because I don't know xndiat
action contributed as to why the man did the way
he did.
BY MR. ROSSER: (Continuing)
Q Mr. Bennett, you just spoke of concern
about a public offering by 3210 somehow involving UJWaie.
Do you know if any financial projections were ever prepared
for A public offering that would combine. 3210 and Libbie?
A Yes. I believe Mr. Grossman sho^^ed me
some that were prepared by Ernst & Ernst, much to my siir-
prise. These were merely proforma projections.
Q Were they prepared on behalf of 3210 or
on behalf of Libbie?
A They certainly weren't prepared on
behalf of Libbie, to my knowledge. I mean, at this time,
I was a Director and may have been Treasurer V7hen this
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and there was no intent of combining Libbie, on the p2urt of ^
the stockholders, that I was aware.
Q Do you know if the projections, prepared
by Ernst & Ernst, combined estimated earnings of LiMale and
3210?
A Yes. That is my recolIec'M.ono
Q As if it were one consolidatad organiza-
tion?
A Yes. It was a pooling-of-'inti^est typat
presentation. I believe I also saw this from aomst of my
friends at Wheat. Apparently Wheat was approached to under
write such an undertaking.
Q They were approached by what corporation?
A 3210, I believ®, and/or Parhaa Road. I
am not positive of this. I know they did present fioanciaX
stat^ents of Libbie, to me, which coRComed me greatly«
Q Now, you say "thay®. Do you ksum who
did this?
A I was told it was Mr. Giannotti, by a man
I know in Wheat, yes.
Q And you think this was done in connec
tion with a proposed public offering for 3210?
A Apparently.
Q Now, in your opinion, had Mr. Grossman
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A No. In late *71, both Mr. J. D.
Reynolds and myself had come to this firm conclusion, and
I
had discussed our opinion extensively with other Directors
and/or stockholders, and ultimately with Mr« Adelman, and
urged that he be relieved as President, which occurred in
December of •71.
Mr. Grossman is a fine person, X guess,
but he was --
MR. FLEISCHER: (To Witness Bennett) He
is a what?
MR. ALLEN: He is what?
NOTE: At this point, the previous
answer is read by the Court Reporter®
THE COURT: Go ahead, Hr« Bennett*
BY THE WITNESS: (Continuing)
A — I did not Jcnow^ The others I talked
wito judged him to be competent as a manager, particularly
financial manager, of a facility of this size.
Q In March of 1973, at Libbie's Board
meeting, was your opinion of the plaintiffs in any way in
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1?
A Oh, I am sure it was, particularly the
allegations about the Directors*
Q Did you have any conclusions, from that
lawsuit, as to what the plaintiffs wanted?
A Yes. I gather th^ wanted the voting
I
trust terminated; I could not determine anything else. It
was a little vague to me. I am not a lawyer.
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had been considered friends and not opponents, would the
Libbie financing been conducted in the same fashion?
A Yes. Yes, certainly ~
Q Can you tell us why?
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Q In March of 1973/ Mr» Bennett, was it
yo|ur understanding that the Bank of Virginia required 14r«
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A Yes, it was, and additional guarantors
to two and a half times the exposure.
Q And was it your conclusion, as a Direc
tor^ that the handling of this large loan with th© personal
guarantees, including Mr. Adelwan*s, was the most efficient
way of handling the financing?
A It certainly was.
Q Mr. Bennett, are you acquainted with
preliminary financial statements which were furnished Wheat,
First Securities, Incori^orated, for the fiscal year of
Libbie, ended September 30, 1972, to be used by it in valu
ing the stock of Libbie?
A Yes. At that time, we did not have the
final axadit report, but we had the internal work papers
leading to the statement. As I had pointed out to Wheat,
the final audit report would, undoubtedly, be somewhat lessr
knowing there was one remaining adjuataent that wo antici
pate would have to be made. We would have to refund to
Blue Cross some $6,000.00, which would come right off the
bottom line.
Q Were the work papers, to which you refer,
the work papers of Ernst &Ernst, the corporation's account- |
ants?
A Yes, they were.
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stajtements/ although not bearing the naxae of Erzist: &Ernsts
were they work products of Ernst & Ernst?
A Yesr and our own personnel* VTe do a
lot of the end work with them. But they were not certified.
Q When the final certified figures were
obtained for the fiscal year ending S^tember 30, 1972,
approximately how did they coii^>are with the preliminary
figures which were, at an earlier time, given Wheat, First
SecOTities?
A To the best of my recollection, the
profit before taixes was reduced by something like $6,000,00,
from a hundred and thirty-six to a hundred and thirty.
Q Do you mean reduced in the final?
A In the final.
Q Would this also mean that the net worth
was reduced by approximately the same aunount on the balance
sheet?
A Yes, with minor exceptions.
Q Are you acquainted with the validation
formula applied by Wheat in its valuation letter of January
21 ' 3, 1973?
A Yes,sir.
Q If it had had the final figtires instead
of the preliminary figures, can you tell us what difference
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Yes. I can tell you the result of
application,
852.
THE COURT: (To Mr^Sosser) Does it
make any difference? He doesn't have them^ and
we have got a VTheat figure, based on thQS®» They
had the reports.
MR. ROSSER: I want to show that it was
quite a slight difference.
MR. ALLEN: They shouldn't be seeing
ghosts, Judge. If they put on their case and it
is put on properly, they shouldn't be caring about
what cross-examination is going to do, and not
anticipate it.
i ^
THE COURT: I think he has smamred the
question, as far as I am concerned.
BY MR. ROSSER: (Continuing)
Q Would the value be higher or lower if
Wheat had had the final figures in valuing the Libbie stock?
A It would have been lower by soxae eight
cents per share.
Q In your view, as a Director, was the
compensation paid to llr. Adelnian and Mr. i^dward Hainway, as
j..
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Q Did you compute the approximate cost of
11 that guarantee paid to the value of the stock given for
guarantee service?
A Yes. .
Q And what was that cost?
A In the order of $45,000.00 or so.
Q Did you compute it as some percentage
or point?
A Yas. In relation to the six hundred and
ninety thousand exposure, it was roughly one percent.
;! Q Over the life of the loan?
A Yes, one percent per year over the life
of the exposure per year, of the unpaid balance per year*
Q Mr. Bennett, as a Director of Libbie, do
you have, or feel any obligation to vote in the same manner
as Mr. Adelman on matters requiring Directors' vote?
A NO.
Q When you were a stockholder of Libbie,
did you at that time have, or feel any obligation to vote in
like manner as Mr. Adelman?
A No.
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Q When did the Board get around to con<*
sidering compensation with Mr. Hamway and Mr» Adeloaa?
A Well, I assume what you are asking is
following the Wheat Report and the —
Q At any time. At any time^, when did the
i
Boa^d get around to talking about that?
A Throughout '72.
Q With Mr. Hamway and Mr. Adelman?
A The guarantor, above and beyond Adelman^ '
was not settled until the very last minute. There were
possibilities. There were people indicating some idea they
might guarantee, who later backed out. I shouldn't say
**backed out" because they never really firmly committed. But
the^e considerations went on throughout '72. i
I • IQ Well, Mr. Bennett, may I suggest to you
that one of the reasons for delay was the fact that you were
looking for an endorser that was compatible and acceptable
to Mr. Adelman.
A Yes. I am sure this was the case.
Q And yet, your desire was to move ahead
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poration to znove ahead quickly, is that correct?
A That is correct.
Q Because construction costs in that
particular period of time were going ahead rather rapidly?
A Uh, huh.
Q Your desire to move ahead rather quickly
still did not induce you to go to any of the plaintiffs and
see if they could endorse, did it?
A Other than Mr. Grossman, no.
Q Why?
A The reasons for this varied. By the
time we were actively seeking an additional endorser in a
known amount, I believe the first Conotti suit had been
filed, and this had more effect on who we went to than
pro^sably any other particular factor.
X
Q So the fact that the corporation may
have been able to move ahead quite a bit more rapidly was
forgotten in the interest of trying to find an endorser who
was acceptable to Mr. Adelman, isn't that correct?
A Well, the endorser, in any event,
whetoer it be one of the plaintiffs or anybody else, would
have to be acceptable to Mr. Adelman and to the bank.
Q Who laid down that requirement, that it
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Nowr Mr. Bennett, let me ask you if
conlml — and, incidentally, the sole purpose for Mr.
Boyd's retention was to hsmdle, on behalf of the corpora
tion, the issuance of shares to Mr. Hamway and Mr. Adelman
in connection with their endorsement, was it not? That was
the sole basis of his retention?
A (Pause)
Q He so testified, Mr. Bennett, and the
answer to that is, yes, isn't it?
A Yes. I was thinking. There €ure a
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Q Now, assuming that that was his sole
responsibility/ and that these discussions were entered
intor if the point of issuing the stock were not to avoid
the plaintiffs being in a position in Jtily of 1973, to
exercise nsajority voting rights, would there be any point
at all in your relaying this information to Mr. Boyd?
A What? Information with respect to the
plaintiffs?
Q The information that I just went over,
fiuid you said you gave with respect to the plaintiffs, and
the adverse effect it would have to Libbie.
A I relayed all the background that he
asked for and that was pertinent to the matter* There was
no particular point, singling out any piece of information*
He asked for what he wanted; I offisred what he wanted to
know*
Q My point is, Mr. Bennett — and if you
cazmot answer the question, simply say so, and I will move
on — my point is that you are giving that information to
Mr. Boyd, who had been retained solely for the purpose of
issuing shares to Mr. Ilamway and Mr* Adelman* Does that
not; suggest to you that at least one of the purposes was to
keep control from coming into the plaintiffs' hands?
A I am sure this was taken into account,
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Biade this abundantly clear to Mr. Boyd.
Q And I am sure this was tadcen into
account on your part, too, was it not, Mr. Benii«tt7
A I am sure X was aware of all tha aspects
of this.
li_.
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Q Mr, Davis, X believe you testifiedl
j
yesterday that you are employed by Wheats First Secsiffitiesr
Incorporated• Could you tell us your title?
A X £un a Vice President in the Corporate
Services Department.
Q What length of time have you been with
the organization?
A A little less than four years*
Q Does your work with Wheat, First
Securities involve the valuation of securities?
A Yes, it does«
Q Does that include the valuing of securi
ties of closely held companies?
A Yes, it does.
Q Did you function in regard to a valua
tion of stock of Libbie Rehabilitation Center?
A Yes, I did.
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October or November ^ in that tixse frame.
Did anyone work with you in performing
Yes. Mr. Hugh Ewing worked witJi mao
Did you supervise Mr. Ewing's work?
I dido
Did you review such work befor® it was
I did.
Was the final product of that work set
forth in an appraisal letter of January 3rd, 19737
A Yes, sir, it was.
MR. ROSSERs (To the Court) Ite will
want to discuss this letter, amd I believe it is
in the Stipulation.
THE COURT: It is No. 6, I beliavta.
MR. ROSSER: It is Item 6 in the Stipu
lation of Fact.
Q Mr. Davis, I show you now a Stipulation !
of Fact in this suit. Item 6, and ask you if that is a copy |
i
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valuing the stock of Libbie Rehabilitation Center.
A Yes, it is,
Q Does the letter, as set forth in this
Stipulation, contain all of the proper appendix®© or attach
ments?
A Yesr it does,
Q Do clients ccH&ing to Wheat, First
Securities for evaluations sometisies want a high vaXisation
or sometimes want a low valuation? Do clients esapress a
preference as to what type of valuation they might, not wemt?
A Yes, from time to time thay do.
Q What are some of the pturposes for which
you may value stock of a closely held company?
I
A We would value stock in a closely held
company for gift or estate tax purposes, primarily in those
areas.
Q Would you ever valise stock of a corpora
tion, in fact, with a redemption offer?
A Yes, we would.
Q -Do you place some valuation on stock
when a closely held company is proposing to go public?
A Yes, We would have to value the stock
with respect to the price that we would intend to offer it
.'i to the public.
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comes in to you for a stock valuation, possibly expressing f
I
a desire as to what the client wants, does that affect what
you do in rendering your services?
A The use of the evaluation with respect
to whether it was for estate tax purposes or for merger,
acquisition purposes, or for a public offering, would affect,
in some respects, the value of the stock, yes,»
Q In the case of a stock issuance, by a
corporation such- as Libbie^ to pay fee services, would the
I
client's express desire that the value be low or high affect
your valuation?
1,
i: || A No, it would not.
i| Q Would the stsmdard or the formula chosen
u be influenced by the client's express desire that the value
be high or low?
A Not by the client's express desire, po^
r :i Q In this instance, before you undertook
i!
this valuation, were you advised that you might be called
ii
'Ij upon to defend it in Court?
•i
! A Yes, I was.
.1ji Q Were you advised by Mr. Ewing as to theIj




A Yes, I was.
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tliis Court yesterday concerning Mr. Bennett's comnents to
him, concerning wish for a low evaluation?
i
A Yes, I did.
Q Was that comment of Mr. Bezmett known
to you at the time that you were working on this valuationr
prior to the mailing of the letter dated January 3, 1973?
A Yes, it was,
Q Did it affect what you did?
A " No, it did not.
Q VThat financial information was used by
TTheat, First Securities in valuing the stock of Libbie?
In particular, tell us what earning statements or profit and
loss statements were available to you.
A We had the audited financial statements
for the years ending September 30 of '70 and *71. We also
N
had some preliminary unaudited stateneats for the year end^
ing September of '72, which we believed to be prepared by
Ernst & Ernst, but we recognize that they were not audited.
Q Were you ever furnished the audited
statements for the fiscal year September 30, 1972?
21 ! A Not prior to our completion of the
I!
^ !' evaluation. r
[Q Do the figures then set forth on j
Exhibit 2 of the appraisal letter include information taken !
by Wlieat, First Securities from Libbie*3 audited statements
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for 1970 and 1971, and the preliminary statement for 1972,
which you have just described?
A Yes. The basis of this is that inforasa-
j, tioh. We made certain modifications to it, which we felt
!l
lijj necessary, to come up with an income figi&re which we could
use in the values, the modifications basically being the
application of an income tax factor.
S Q Do you also have adjustments for a pre-
9 I ferred stock dividend?. .
10 A Yes. There is an adjusted income for
]\ preferred stock dividends, but that is routine in a matter
i;
12 |l where preferred stock dividends were paid.
i
13 Q In valuing a closely held company,
14 i would it be your usual practice to use the earnings of a
15 single year or the earnings. of more than one year in your
16 valuation, formtila?
17 I A Our usual practice is to use earxiings
! for more than one prior year.
ifi i Q Do you use an average of such figures?
1
20 A Normally, we use an average, yes.
21 i Q Might you sometimes use an average of
22 .! two or three years?
I
A I would say in most cases, we would use
an average from three to five years, depending upon how
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Q In Libbie value, did you use any average
at all?
A Nd, we didn't. We used the preliminary
numbers, the unaudited numbers, for the final year of 1972*
Q Referring to Exhibit 2 of the valuation
letter, can you tell us what the earnings figure would hav®
been if you had taken a two-year average or a three-year
average in the case of Libbie?
A I could figure it out for you.
Q V7ell, is the figure which you us^ in
your valuation, the thirty-three cent figure in the 1972








A Yes. That thirty-three cents is one of
the base figures. The number that was actually used is this
15 $66,331.00 of income available to common shareholders*
Q And if you had taken the like figure
fori 1971 to determine an average, just approximately whai^
would the two-year average have been?
A Let's see. It would have been sU^out
$38^000.00.
21 Q Of average two-year earning?
A Uh, huh, as an average two-year earning.
Q As opposed to the sixty-six thousand
dollar figure, which you did, in fact, use?
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Q If you had taken a three-year average
of Libbie income, can you tell us what you would have had?
4
Would it have been a negative figure?
A It would have been a negative earnings
nmnber •
Q Then, as to the financial .stateoBazits
available to you, did you base your valuation on the xoost
favorable of the three years * earnings?
A It turned out, yes, that it waa the iag>st^
favorable of the three years' earnings, primarily because
we felt tiaat the raost recent earnings better reflected the
operating circumstances of Libbie Rehabilitation Center at
13 the time of the evaluation, and that to go backwards any
14 znore than two years would result in a value which ve did not






Q If a company such as Libbie, in sacking
a valuation, were to furnish you a proforroa statements A
projection, an estimate of future earnings, would you use
that in determining a value in a case such as this?
A No, not in a situation such as this. To
2\ i the best of my knowledge, we never use proforma earning
oj i statements to establish a value. Rather, we try to assure
) ourselves that the operation is a continuing and ongoing
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Q But an opinion given you as to what the
corporation might earn in following years, I take it, would
i
not be put into yotir formula for getting a value?
A Not in valuing a closely held security
such as this, that is correct.
Q If the final audited earnings of I«ibbie
had been lower than the preliminary figures given you, would
yova evaluation have been affected?
A We would have adjusted it lower, yes,
accordingly.
]\ ;| Q If the earnings had been lower, would
i
12 i your net worth of the company, also, have been lower for
ij
the fiscal year 1972?
A Yes, it would* The net worth would have
i
been lower by a corresponding value, since the earnings are
added to a net worth on a year-to-year basis.
Q Could you tell us, referring to Exhibit
3, very briefly how you determined a book value, or value of
Libbie common shares at September 30, 1972, based on the
preliminary financial information given you?
21 ' A We just took the book value that was
stated in that preliminary*' information, deducted the intan
gible assets, the deferred loan expense, the organization
expense — these are assets which really have no tangible
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I
i
dividends liability so that we would come up with a book
value that would be attributable to the cozmnon shareholders.
4
Q If you were told of an estiiaata or
appraisal of future value of a facility that was being bullt^
or about to be built, in a valuation of this type^ viould ym
i;
6 l| adjust on account of the estimated value or appraised value
li
of a facility not yet constructed?
A No,
Q Would it be proper to do so?
A I don't believe so, no.
Q Did ;^heat, First Securities have any
information as to an estimate of Libbie*s physical plant
upon completion of the addition?
A We were aware of an estimate of the value
We did not have in our possession any estimates supplied,
%
either by the company or some other party.
Q How did you becmm aware of an estimate
of value?
A I became awaure of the estimate of value
through Mr. Ewing, who, in turn, became aware of the value
21 ij through conversations that he held with an employee of the
i! I
ij Bank of Virginia.
Q Do you know if that was Mr. Stuart
Crenshaw?
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Q But, notwithstanding the knowledge than
you and Mr. Ewing had of that value of the facility to be
completed in the futur'e, you did not give weight to that in
youri valuation?
A No. We really had no guarantee that the
facility would be completed, and, therefore, we did not feel
that it was correct to include it.
Q In determining the value of Libbie stock,
what multiple of earnings did you use?
A ;'7e used a multiple of six.
Q Is this what sometimes is called a price
earnings ratio?
A That is correct.
Q To determine a price earnings ratio for
this particular case, did you look at other companies in the
nursing home area or business? ^ .
A Yes, we did.
Q VThich other cOTipahies did you look at?
A Well, four of them are shown on this
Exhibit 4, and there were other companies which we looked
21 at and chose not to use.
Q Did you select companies from an index
prepared by the Securities & Exchange CcMmaission?
24 A We have available to us an index that is
prepared by the Securities & Exchange Commission. There are
!l
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other lists available to us, but for this particular evalua
tion / we relied primarily on that list from the SEC,
Q As to the comparable companies, the
?
^ ;! companies furnishing a basis for comparison» that are listed I
i
5 I in Exhibit 4, did you have information on those based on ;
i
6 { Standard & Poor's or other recognized financial sources?
7 I A Yes, we did.
si! Q How did these other companies listed in
Exhibit 4 compare with Libbie as to size?
10 j A They are substantially larger*
11 ; Q Does the difference in size enter into
12 your thinking on valuation?
13 A Yes, it does.
14 Q On the sample of four companies that you
j have taken in Exhibit 4, what was the average price earnijiga
t *16 I ratiof as determined by you, at the time of this valuation?
17 I A Eleven point six.-
18 I Q And did I understand you to say that
i]
19 ii Wheajt, First Securities actually used on Libbie a ratio of
20 I six?
21 j A Aratio of six^ that is correct.
22 1 Q Could you explain to us why you dis-
i
•J.A I counted the price earnings ratio from the eleven point six
! figure, shown on Exhibit 4, to the figure of six that is
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A We discounted it approxixsately 50 per
cent because of the disparity betw^een the companies that we
used in arriving at the average price earnings ratio ^ a&nd
because of the lack of marketability of the stock of Libbie
as compared with those companies that vere used in Esihibit 4
Q If you were valuing stock for a public
stock offering in the case of a closely held company about
to go public, would you make a similar discoxint?
A wa would not discount it from the
standpoint of marketability, because a public offering would
remove this.
Q But in Libbie^s case^r I take it the
valxaation was affected by the lack of marketability.
A That is correct,
Q Do you know whether amy stock brokerage
i
or investment banking firm makes a market iji Libbie stocky,
to the best of your knowledge?
A We know of no one.
Q If any brokerage firm were making such





Q In valuing stock of a closely held
company, Mr. Davis, is it relevant to use figures given you
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occurred among stockholders of that closely held con5)any?
A Not unless we feel that the trades r the
volume activity and the market making is being done in a
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Q Turning to Eachibit 1 of the valuation
letter of January 3, 1973, we have previously discmased the
determination of income to be used in the valuation, and the
determination of adjusted balance value. Could you tell us
I
briefly how you have used those figures in the formula, at
the foot of Exhibit 1, to come up with a value of Libbie
A Yes# We look at primarily two things
in preparing the valuation of closely held stock: The
earnings and the book value. V7e then take these two on a
capitalized basis, analysis basis, and weigh them in this
manner. In this case it was three for earnings and one for
I
book value, and this is generally the ratio we use to come
up With the final evaluation, one that reflects not only the
I
earnings of the company, but also the book value of any
sizable assets or anything that they may have that might not
be reflected in earnir4gs. We feel that tiie earnings are
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more important* But in some corporations, where a large
book value is present, that desexrires some consideration
also. This also happens to be a formula that w® have foimd
to be acceptable in our work with the Internal Revenue
Service in evaluating stocks for estate gift tax purposes*
Q t take it then that this forzoula com*
putes a weighted value of book value and capitalized earn-
8 ings, is that correct?
9 A That is corrects
10 Q On the first page of the letter of
January 3, 1973, I call your attention to the first para-
li
12 \ graph, and, in particular, to the second sentence. Do I
ij13 {| correctly understand, from that sentence, that you would
14 !| consider this valuation appropriate for use in connection
15 || with a possible issue of stock options?
16 i A That is correct»
17 I Q As at the time this was prepared?
i.s i A That is right*
j
19 j Q Can you tell us, if you know this about
I
•2() • the tax law, whether it is a requirement in the case of
i| stock options that they be granted accessible at fair market
"i
value on the date of grant in the case of qualified options?
' A That is correct* Yes.
Q Would you consider this an appropriate
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BY MR. ALLEN:
Q Mr. Davis, I understand that when an
approach was made by Mr. Rosser and Iir« Adeliaan, that ^eat
was asked to place not only a value upon the Libbi© stock,
but to also place a value upon the guarantee which was going
to be given, is that correct?
A That is correct•
Q And I understand that Wheat made an
effort and tried to come up v/ith a value upon that guaurantee,
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A That is correct.
Q Now^ can you tell ae if this was the
first time that ^'fheat, to the best of your knowledge, has
ever been approached £md asked to place a price upon a stock
for the purposes of that stock being issued for compensation
to a guarantor of a corporate loan?
A It is the first one that I have been
I
involved with. I cannot say.
Q That was my question.
A Yes.
Q To the best of your information and
I- ^ recollection, that is the first and only time that Wheat was
13 j asked to place a value on stock that was going to be issued
[4 i| to a guarantor of a corporate loan?
I i
15 I A That is correct.
h ^
US > Q Now, I understand some of the things
!!
!•
that you considered and did not consider in connection with
making your evaluation, and I i^anted to be sure that I had
them straight. Number one, did you have any information on
the prices at which the stock had traded?
A We did not, no.
Q So you did not know whether it had
traded for $5.00, $10.00, $6.00, or $2.00 a share?
A We were not aware of the prices. We
were aware that there had been some —
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Q Buying and selling?
A We v/ere aware that there had been some
activity/ some internal activity, but we were not awara of
whaii: prices had been, no,
Q Did you check the pink sheets to see if
Libbie Rehabilitation Center was on it or had ever been on
it?
A Yes.
Q And it was not?
A It was not.
Q Were you aware that in the past, and it
is unclear as to when this stopped, that there was a broker
who assisted in buying and selling this particular stock in
the!Richmond area?
A No, I was not,
Q They didn't tell you that?
A No.
Q Would that be a relevant factor at all?
A Only to the extent that the broker —
Q Lat me tell you who it was. It was Tom
Coghill of Thomson, McKinnon Auchincloss. Would that help
at all?
A Probably not» There are a lot of com
panies who have, yo-i knov;, traded unpublic, unlisted securi
ties vhuro one individual might know other individuals who
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could be interested in perhaps buying the stock. In most j
instances, when you have a situation like this^ these are
I
all people who are fairly close to the corporation, and they
[i
are accumulating shares for one reason or another. In an
instance when we have a broker who is sort of keeping up
i
with who may be buying or who may be selling, we would not
: place a great deal of weight on this, because we just don't
ii
feel like that is a free and orderly market.
> Q Would you place any weight on it at all?
.1
i A No, we v«5uld not.
;; Q So that you didn't have any information
of the prior trades of the stock; you only knew that there
} had been some activity in it?
; i A We knew there had been a small amount of
"to activity in it.
!ii .1 Q Did you know that the corporaldon planned
to make a major addition?
A YeSo
Q Did you know what the cost or the
appraised value of the entire facility was to be thereafter?
A We knew the cost of the addition, and we
werej told of a figure which was purported to be the appraised
valufe of the addition,- but we had no access to any informa
tion.
Q And tnat figure was two and a half
[I
14
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million dollars, wasn't it? !
A I am not sure that it was tvo and a half j
million dollars. That is not a number that stands out in
my mind.
Q Okay- And do I understand, from your
teS|timony on direct examination, you did not give any con
sideration to what the corporation's further plana were?
A No. No consideration was given to what
might be.
Q NoW/ your report was dated January the
3rd, 1973, Do I understand that you did not consider any
earning of the corporation after September 30, 1972?
A That is correct,
Q I also understand that you did not con-
15 sider any projected earnings of the corporation from
15
17
September 30, 1972, on.j
A That is correct,
Q Now, Mr. Rosser asked you some questions
aboujt the 50 percent discount. Do I understand that in the
case of any closely held corporation like Libbie, regardless
of what it is making, that there is going to be a discount
if there is not a free and orderly market in that stock?
A That is correct,
Q Okay. And this is really without regard
to whether the corporation is making money or losing money,
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or whether it is worth tan thousamd or a million dollars?
A That is correct.
Q And I assume that this is a standard-
that Wheat, in the way it prepares the valuation of stocky,
has adopted such as that?
A That is correct,
Q Okay, So had that discount not been
4 1; Libbie because there was not a free orderly
'Ij; market, the price would have been approximately double the
;i dollar seventy-eight, or just over $3,50?




u. i| Q Correct,
)
if
14 jj A The discount is sort of broken down into
|i two ^rts in the main: Marketability and difference in si^se.
i'
;.i : If we had a free and marketable stock here, we wouldn't have
- had a job, no,
Q It would have been no problem at all?
A It would have bean no problem at all,
<! !
; , Q Now, do I understand that from the
I
standpoint of VTheat coming up with an evaluation, that what
it tries to arrive at is a price at which it can say to its
I
investors, v;e can recommend that you buy this stock at this
price?
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Q And that is what the dollar and seventy-
eight represents?
A The dollar and seventy-eight represejita
a price that we felt we could justify, and wa cotild recommand
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}Q Mr» Davis/ I believe Mr. Allen asked I
you whether the context of a dollar seventy-eight was a
justifiable price for buying stock of Libbie. Ttould that
also be a justifiable price for selling?
A I took the question to represent both
sides.
MR. ALL£N: That is exactly the way it
!i
•:> i| was meant, r-lr. Davis.
\ 0
:\ Q You were also asked whether, if there
]
t;
12 ;I were no discounts on the price earnings ratio, whether that
13 I would have been doubled. Looking to your background formula
which uses book value as well as capitalized earnings, could
you tell us if you could determine whether that would have
doubled?
17 ii A If there were no discounts, it would not
IX have doubled. It would^ have gone up substantially, but I
a||
! don't think it would have quite doubledo
!i
i<) '! Q And did I understand you to say that the
I
1 discount on price earnings ratio was taken not only in the
'I
! absence of a free and orderly trading market, but also
! because of your judgment of risks in comparing the size of
Libbie with the size of other companies?
A It narrows down that the companies that
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we compared it with, because they are of much greater sales
"i j
•2 and earnings levels, obviously can stand a down-turn in
i.
business or other adversity to a much greater degree than
4 i Libbie could. So that was part of the 50 percent factor.
I?
n !; Q I believe the question was raised
H '! wheither the valuation gave consideration to what might be
I! '
in the future, and I ask you whether your selection of the
higher of three years* earnings, rather than your selection




11 A It reflects that we feel, for a reason-
]2 ' able period anyway, that the corporation is capable of
n
13 operating at that level which it has demonstrated as opposed
14 )• to the lower level in earlier years<,
15 !: Q As opposed to the lower level?
16 ij A That is correcto But we only try to
yj ;i satisfy ourselves that it can operate, and do not try to
build in any unknown factors for mismanagement, or elderly
19 people aren't getting sick anymore — things like that.
21
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Q Vfhat is your present occupation?
A Licensed Nursing Home Administrator«
Q For what organization are you a Nursing
Home Administrator.
A Libbie Convalescent: Center*
Q Is that also known as Libbie Rehabilita
tion Center, Incorporated?
A Yes,
Q How long have you been employed by — I
will call it Libbie?
21 i A Since J-lay 15, 1970.
Q ^-Jhat was your business experience prior
to your employment by Libbie?
A I v7orked with Holiday Inns as the
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of a private club business. I \vorked for approximately four j
I I
years as the ^brsing Home Administrator for 3210 Chamber*
layne, Incorporated^ at their Johnston's Nursing Home. And,
of course, now I am presently at Libbie,
Q Have you held any offices with pro
fessional organizations? .
A Yes. 1 am past President of the Richmond
Chapter of Nursing Home Administrators, for four years« I
have held several offices in the State Association. I am
presently a member of the College of Nursing Home Admini
strators. I am on the Board of Capital Area Planning
Council, which is the body that determines when and where
facilities in health care will be built. I presently serve
on two committees appointed by the Governor on long-*te3nn
care.
Q What was your first contact with any of
the plaintiffs in this lawsuit?
I
A I first met Mr. Giannotti and Mr. Cowar-
din when I v/as with Holiday Inns. Then I met th«a again when
I was with the Press Club of Virginia, and subsequently went
into their employment at the Johnston's Nursing Home.
i
Q In V7hat connection did you meet Mr.
Giannotti when you were at Holiday Inn?
A He was doing some work for the owner,
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Holiday Inn,
Q Please explain the circuzsstancas xinder
which you entered the employment of 3210 Chamberlayna,
Incorporated.
A Mr. Giannotti and Hr. Cowardin^ I
believe, sometime in 1966, bought the Johnston's Nursing
Home and had a gentleman, to run it for them, by the name of
Mr. Marvin Bradley. They had spoken to me on a couple of
occasions concerning some problems they had. During
employment at the Press Club of Virginia, they approached me,
I think, for two reasons: I think they understood that I
wasn't too happy with my employment there, and they were
interested in replacing the Administrator they had at
Johnston's Nursing Home.
I entered into an employment arrangement
with them, with the understanding that within a short perix)d
of time I would have the opportunity to buy in as a stock
holder •
Q ^vTien did you begin your employment with
i
Johnston's Nursing Home, or 3210 Chamberlayne, Incorporated?
A I believe it was February of 1967.
Q And did you then subsequently become
an investor in that corporation?
A Yes, in approximately October of 1968.
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interest you owned in 3210 Chamberlayne when you became an !
investor?
A At that tiiae^ I owned approximately 25
percent of the company and paid approximately $27^500.00 for
the stock.
6 1 Q From whom did you buy the stock?
1
7 A Well, I had thought that I was buying it
i;
8 11 from the corporation itself out of the treasury; however,
ij ;
9 i| since I did not have adequate monies to pay cash for that^
!i
10 i| type of stock/ Mr. Giannotti, Mr. Grossman and Mr. Cowardin
ji
1 told me if I put down $2,000.00 cash, they would teJce me to
I'i
12 •! First and Merchants Dank and would co-sign on a twenty-five
thousand dollar note for a period of five years. I found
out sometime later after this that X actually had bought
stock from Mr. Giannotti and Mr. Cowardin and Mr. Grossman/





Q All right. Mr. Giannotti, Mr. Grossman
— do you mean Mr. Alex Grossman?
20 Ij A Yes, sir. Or, it was Lakeside Pharmacy.
ii
-1 Ij I am not sure if it v/as Lakeside Pharmacy, Incorporated, or
] Mr. Grossman himself.
i:; Q Did you subsequently sell your stock in
I 3210 Chamberlayne?
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through a Mr, Tom Coghill.
Q Do you recall approxlmatsly what you got
for your stock?
flR. ALLEN: Judge, can the fact that the |
!! I
witness made a profit or a loss have had any bear
ing upon this case, or is that going to be some*-
thing that he relied on when he cast his vote?
Now, if it is, I assume, under the Court's ruling,
it can come in.
THE COORT: (To Mr. Rosser) ^tould it
be a factor in his eventual judgment?
MR. ROSSER: I will ask him.
BY MR. ROSSER: (Continuing)
II Q Was the profit or loss, whichever you
had, on your investment in 3210 a factor in your opinion of
11 the plaintiffs when vou acted on March 17, 1973?
•• !;
HI li A The reason for me selling my stock, the
implications and factors involved during my employment as a
stockholder and Director of 3210, has much bearing on my
:> vote at the llarch 17, 1973, meeting.
• Q Would you like to tell us whether you
;t did have a profit or a loss, or what you got for the stoc3c
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A I believe Mr. Ccghill sold the block of
stock for approximately $20,000.00. At that time^ I think
I owed about $18,000«00 still at the bank. I had a five-
year note with a $400.00 per month payment. I think Mr.
Coghill charged me a thousand dollars. The way X look at
I
it, with the interest on the note, I paid a total of about
$35,000.00, and I got about $18,000»00 from it.







A Approximately $20,000.00 a year.
Q Excuse me. I forgot to ask you: Do
you know who purchased your stock of 3210 Chamberlayne? You
[3 ij told us through whom you sold it, but do you know who
14 bougpxt it?
15 A Mr. Coghill informed me right before the
16 transaction took place that Mr. Weilman, Jr., smd Mr. Alex
Gros^n and Mr. Giannotti and Mr. Cowardin were going to
buy it. However, I later found out — I believe only Mr.
WeilMn and Mr. Grossman bought my stock; that Giannotti
I amd Cowardin had backed out of the deal.
21 i Q During the time that you were a stock- j
,1 *
^ holder at 3210 Chamberlayne. Incorporated, did you regularly i
;• I i




Q Wore you a Director of that, corporation i
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, at any time?
A Yes, I was.
!l
5 Q During the period of your searvlce on the










A Yes, I did.
7 Q As Administrator of 3210 Chamberlayne,
what persons did you work with most frequently in the
^ !Q management of that business?
A Primarily Mr. Giannotti —• however, I
had somewhat frequent contacts with Mr. Grossman and Mr.
Cowardin — I would imagine, more than anyone else.
Q Can you tell us very briefly what the
duties of these gentlemen were with 3210?









Giainnotti was pretty much trying to run. the show. The
Administrator there had had some personal problems, and had.
left the business in quite a mess. So Ilr. Giannotti had
been working there, I understood, for a few months, and he
continued for approximately three or four months, almost on
a full-time basis, with me. After that, I saw him periodi- |
I
caliy. Most of his business was other corporate matters. 1
i
I
Mr. Cowardin had no specific duties. He ;
would sign checks and attend Board meetings.
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only duties they ever had was pharmacy consultants# which
was on a periodic basis. Of course, one of the two of them
! 4
^vould attend Board meetings.
Q Did these gentlecien that you have
mentioned spend an appreciable time in the business of 3210
Chamberlayne?
A Not in the operation of the nursing
home, no.
- Q In your work as Administrator of 3210
Chai^erlayne, from what source did you procure drugs from
for that facility?
A Originally, we bought drugs from a Dr»
Reginald Rooke, who owned Highland Park Pharmacy. Dr. Rooke
was the first investor, other than the original investors.












came in and bought what I believe was a third of the company
for approximately $25,000.00, and, in return, received the
drug business for it. |
Dr. Rooke stayed in, I believe, perhaps j
ayear or so, and sold his stock. I believe he turned his |
stock in and took debentures in the amount of $25,000.00
for it, and the company was to pay interest at the rate of j
I I
— I have forgotten whether it was six or eight percent.
I
He had the understanding when he sold
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the drug business, since this Vfaa one of the understandings
he had when he had sold Highland Park Pharmacy because he
I
was retiring at that time? however, Mr. Grossman — Mr. Aleae
Grossman or either Lakeside Pharmacy, Incorporated, pur-
chased Dr. Rooke*s stock, and from that point on. Lakeside
Pharmacy handled the drug business.
Q Did you then work with Mr. Ales Gros^iaa
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j ..
Q Mr. Seal, could you tell us if any of j
I
the investors at 3210 Chamberlayne were compensated by that ;
company during the time you served as A«3ministrator7
I
A Y^s. The first people to be compensated .
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salaries at the end of the fiscal year, shortly after I went
I
to work with 3210, which, I believe, was March 31, 1967,
and approximately the time Dr. Rooke came in. Mr. Giannotti
and Mr. Cowardin started drawing officcurs' salaries. On
that occasion, they drew in arrears for the years 1966 and
'67, at which time I might mention the cozzqoany had a fifty-
one thousand dollar loss.
Aft€ir that, shortly after I came into
!
the corporation, Mr. Henry Miller came in. Of course, Mr.
10 |i Miller came in, in spite of what his attorneys advised him.
;i In fact, his attorneys were —
1. i
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^ I baliava you were tailing us about
compensation, and I think you h:»d mentioned tliat Mr.
-It Giaj^notti and Cowardm draw sons salaries in arjrsars,
you relat.3d this to the tin,s of Or. Rooky's invsatnent. Was
i
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li
part of Dr, Rooke's investment used to pay those back
: i salaries?
!
: j A Yes.
il
i II Q Was there any compensation to the
I
5 I Grossmans, Alex or Gerald?
A I believe Mr. Gerald Grossman drew the
i7 I same salary as Mr* Giannotti and Mr* Cowardin<>
,3 ij Q This, being what?
j A $125*00 a week.
-, I Q And for what services did Mr. Grossman
:x i! draw this salary?
i:
'! A This was for the consultant work that
Ij
13 I was done by the pharmacy,
14 i Q Were these salaries that you referred to
II








A Yes, it was* It was disputed by the
17 il physical intermediary^ which was Blue Cross, that these
;!
officers' salaries would not be allowed*
Q Why was that?
A Well, the duties were actually not
performed to substantiate that type of salary to be paid*




Q Did the accountant or bookkeeper for
!3 i
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3210 Chamberlayne ever advise the corporation that this
treatment would be given?
A Yes, l4ro Grover Bullock, who waa the
bookkeeper at the time for 3210, and myself discussed not
only the officers' salaries, but also the rent structure
with 14r* Giannotti on a couple of occasions, because we had
loc|ced in the conditions of participation, and the rules and
j
regulations under the Medicare program, which we were deal
ing with at that time, stated specific actions, which showed
us that these would not be allowed, at least in the majority
of the cases, as far as the salaries are concerned.
Q Upon the giving of that advice, what was
done by 3210 as to these salaries and as to this rent?
A Mr, Giannotti didn't seem to be con
cerned about it. He figured he wuld cross that bridge when
us ;| he gfot to it. ^
17 Q Specifically, what was the rent that waa
j. j of concern in the Medicare cost reports?
i ' A The Federal Government at that time or
J Blu^ Cross for the Federal Government, as its intermediary,
; in their rules and regulations say tliat everything must be
i I
• done on an arm's length transaction. Since Mr. Giannotti i
i
1
and Mr. Cowardin owned 100 percent of Conotti Corporation,
which was the landlord or lessor, and owned at that time
controlling interest in 3210 Chamberlayne, which operated
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as Johnston's Nursing Home, they said it was not an arm's
length transaction, therefore, only the cost to Conottl
i'
Corporation would be allowed, which, of course, waa fine
•i
I with Conotti Corporation because 3210 was locked into a
lease and had to pay the payments, whether or not it would
I be honored by Blue Cross on the cost reports at tha end of
'i the year.
ii : • . •
!! Both of these areas were handled
9 1 identically• "In other wrds, they didn't say 1 couldn't
i! '
i
1 ' pay them; they just said, we won't reimburse you for them
rt since we understand at this time it is 80 percent owned by
j2 :l it. Naturally, this had a detrimental effect on cash*
13 I Q When you left 3210 Chamberlayne, were
ii




16 |i A All way back to 1967, they ware opeuo
ii
17 Ii 3210 was appealing at the time,
' I, in fact, had several calls from Blue
\i) Cross after I left their employment and went to Libbie in
20 the summer of 1971 • There were several calls from Mr.
Evans, who was running the Johnston's Rest Home, inquiring
.'2 . about the problem, because they had a very lengthy Federal
audit over this period of years, by the accounting firm of
E & E.
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briefly the transaction in May of 1970r in which patients
il were transferred from 3210 to Libbie? Perhaps you can tell
i-
j:
•! us how nany patients and what consideration, what was done
i to work out the arrangements of the transfer.
i
! A Well/ after the more or lass package^-
!i
!i type of deal was accomplished between the two Boards, 3210
and Libbie, I was directed to write a letter to the familiesr
or responsible parties, of the patients at Johnston's Nursing
|i Home — because naturally, you cannot trade patients legally;}
li
you have to get their okay, — and transfer them over. And
ft I
I did write the letter and was directed to put in there
that we were moving them to our new facility, speaking of
3210*s new facility. It was approximately 40 patients out
of, I think, about 48 that they had in that facility at that
time. All except a few were the government-type of patients.
Q You did obtain a consent of the patient
or family for the transfers of the 40 patients to the
facility on Libbie Avenue?
A Yes.
Q Can you tell us why 3210 Chamberlayne
had any interest in transferring its patients?
A Well, the deal that was worked out
between 3210 and Libbie was, of course, mutually beneficial
in a number of vrays. First of all, the Johnston's Nursing
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financial shape. Five of us, five of the original inves--
tors, were on a note for $342,000.00. One hundred forty-two
thousand of it approximately was for this planned Parham
Nursing Home, and the remainder was for other monies we had
sp^t for our architectural fees, survey fees« Soma of it
was some that was transferred into Johnston's Nursing Home.
We were working, normally we were run
ning 60 to 90 days behind in the payables. It was an older
facility, trying to compete with new facilities. The fixed
overhead cost, the fact that there were problems as far as
the rents in the future not being reimbursed to us, because
of not being an arm's length transaction, and the officers*





15 I Really, the corporation had no other
'!
16 t route to go, because at that time it looked like tlia Parham.
Road project was not going to materialize. So we were very
much interested in talking to the people at Libbie.
Of course, Libbie had its problems at
thait time, too,
1:1 ! Q Do you know whether Johnston's continued
j:: to operate after the transfer of its patients?
A Yes. We had decided on this actually
some months before we had finalized this with Libbie, that
the only alternative for Johnston's v:as to convert it to a
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home for the aged. This was not an al3r-of-a:-sudden thought
i i
- after we had worked a deal with Libbie. We had given this
• much thought several months prior to May, 1970.
i ii Q Is there any distinction in tha \indar-
o |j lying requirements for the two types of facilities?
fi1}|i A Yes. Of course, this is just mainly
!'i[
7 i| domicilliary sort of care that is licensed by the Department
8 i; of Welfare and Institutions rather than State Health. There
0 i! were no health care people there. There is no reqairement
'j • • •
10 " that you have a licensed Administrator there. It is just
•; i the routine to the patient: Three meals a day and a roof
'2 over their heads.
:ijl
13 !i Q Was there any problem in this connection
il
14 in 1970, that 3210 would loae its license as a qualified
i13 j nursing home facility?
LG jj A No. I think we felt that this could




of course/ why we supported the Parham Hoad project. We
I
knew it was a matter of time before the facility would be
outdated, and perhaps having problems with license renewal,
ii because of new rules and regulations. But it was not a
! factor at that time.
I
Q Do you yourself know v;hat 3210 received
in exchange for transfer of patients to Libbie?
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was worked out, but it was approximately — we bought 10^000
shares o£ stock at $3.50 a share, which, at that tima, we
felt vras a good deal. Since the xaajority of the stock in the
corporation that had been sold was at $7.00, we were getting
it about half price.
0 I'Then you say we, do you mean 3210
Chamberlayne?
A Uh, huh. We got 7,200 shares — that is
what it ended up — for approximately forty thousand. Here
again, at the figure that it had been selling for, the










stock. So this, also, was a good deal for us.
Q From your attendance of stockholders
meetings cmd Directors meetings of 3210 Chamberlayna, can
you tell, of your own knowledge, whether Mr. Giannotti, or
Mr. Cowardin, or others of the plaintiffs, have been seeking
to gain control of Libbie?
A Yes. This was the intent when we first
bec^e involved with Libbie. The facts are pretty clears
We were having very difficult problems, and although we were
I
:a j| continuing to negotiate with various people on the Parham •
•' I; Road project, the only route we had to was to get into Libbie;
^ and somehow gain control of it. The only assets the corpora-i
M tion had was the land on Parham Road. We owed the bank at I
i
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denjcind note for that, We didn't know when it was going- to
!
be called/ but we had been renewing it constantly, and the :
interest was costing us in excess of $20,000.00 a year. i
So when we went to Libbie, our intention
was, from the beginning, to gain control of Libbie through
purchase of stock or other means.
Q I show you now three papers. I will
shoW them to plaintiffs' counsel first.
9 if I
- I • !
;,) :| NOTE: Mr. Rosser shows papers to
11 plaintiffs' counsel.
Vj -i BY MR. ROSSER: (Continuing)
ij
14 ii Q I show you three sheets of paper. The
ij
15 ij first is on a typewritten letterhead of 3210 Chamberlayne,jf





Louis Adelmsui, Dr. Joseph T, Byrne,, Guy C. Kilgour, Laroy
1^ ij StedLner and other persons. The second is a dociament headed
"Management Agreement" and next is a document headed
"Amendment Voting Trust Agreement". I believe that in the
examination of Mr, Giannotti, I had these samia items marked
for identification only. Let's see if they are on the
Bench.
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MR. ROSSER: It is Defendants* Exhibit
Y, is it not?
THE COURT: That is correct.. And the
only one we have got up to this time*
MR. ROSSER: There are not two attach
ments to it?
THE COURT: There are three sheets to
the letterr but I am not aware of any of the
attachments, Hr. Rosser*
MR. ROSSER: May I present this?
THE COURT: Surely*
BY MR. ROSSER: (Continuing)
Q I hand you Defendants* Exhibit Y for
identification. Is this the same as the letter of April 14,
1970, that X have just given you?
A Yes.
Q In the text of this letter, I will ask
you if i'ou would read Item 1 for the record.
A Item 1 is: "This offer is subject to
3210 Chamberlayne, Inc., as a result of this offer, being
able to bay a minimum of 51 percent of the outstanding
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Q Is that speaking of buying Libbie stock? ;
A Yes* i
i
Q Do you know if this docunent was ever
delivered to Libbie?
A I know it was taken by those of us at
3210 to a meeting with the principals of Libbie r and dis
cussed with them.
Q Do you know who was primarily respon
sible for preparing this document?
A Mr, Giannotti^
Q In the text of this letter of April 14,
1970r Paragraph 2 refers to a "Managenent Agreement". I
hand you a document entitled "Management Agreement" and ask
you if that is the paper referred to in the letter.
A Yes, it is.
Q And I hand you a document headed
i
"Amendment Voting Trust Agreement" and ask you if that is
the document referred to in Paragraph 3 of the letter of
April the 14th, 1970?
A Yes, it is.
Q I believe you said that Mr. Giannotti
was primarily responsible for preparation of the letter
itself. Do you know v^hether he was also responsible for
preparation of these two attachments called "Management
Agreement" and "Amendment Voting Trust Agreement"?
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A Yes. I believe he had some help from
2 }i our counsel at that time, but he was primarily the insti-
gator on the "Management Agreement". I thxnk I came up
I:
!
4 j| with the eight percent.
i! '5 1 Q ^v^hat is that?
,, i A The eight percent of gross receipts•
i!y ! Q That is Item 3. Would you read that?
i
A (Reading) "Compensation - The party of
the secon4 part shall receive eight percent of the gross
;! receipts of said Libbie Rehabilitation Center, Inc., from
its 1901 Libbie Avenue operation to be calculated and paid
II on a monthly basis."
•• 1
Q Did the documents contemplate at that
time 3210 Chamberlayne would manage Libbie?
A Yes. This was the simplest way for us
to at least gain initial control^ through management, and at
the same time be compensated for it. Of course, we had some
ij options there to be able to — all this was subject to being
!iij able to buy, at a later date, 51 percent of, half voting
'i
control stock.
Q Was this proposal dated April 14, 1970,
ever carried out?
A llo, it was not.
Q Instead, was the transaction of May,
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A That i3 correct.
MR, ?-OSSER; (To the Court) I wpuld
like to offer this letter of April 14, 1970, and
the two attachinents as the next defendants*
exhibit.
THE COURT: All right. This will be
Defendants' Exhibit 24.
10 NOTE: A letter written on the letter-
:i head of 3210 Chaxisberlayne, Inc., addressed to
12 i| Louis. Adelman, and others, dated April 14, 1970,
13 i consisting of three pages, along with two attach-
14 ments, one entitled Memagement Agreement, con-
_ II
;! sisting of two pages, and one entitled Amendment
ii ^ •
1^3 i Voting Trust Agreement, consisting of two pages,




MR. ALLEN: Judge, we trust the record
will show that, like with the testimony, any
exhibits introduced in connection therewith are
likewise objected to on the grounds of relevancy
and materiality.
THE COURT: I think the record will
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MR. FLEISCHER: Was that Exhibit 24,
Judge?
THE COURT: It was 24, Mr. Fleischer.
Q Mr. Seal, were you here earlier in this
I
trial when Mr. Henry Miller testified?
A No, I was not. I had to leave early
that afternoon. I believe I missed it»
Q Can you tell us of Mr» Miller's connec
tion with 3210 Chamberlayne?
A Yes. I think, like I said before, Mr.
Miller came into 3210 about 60 days after I bought my stock.
I believe I said he paid tiie same amount of money, and for
this received the one hundred and twenty-five dollar per
v/eek salary.
Mr. Miller really did no work for the
operation of Johnston's Nursing Home? however, I believe he
was instrumental in us obtaining the original loan from
Second National Bank for purchase of the Parhara Road property.
Q Was his credit given in aid of that loan,!
21 his credit standing? !
! A Yes. He was an endorser vrith four other !
i '
j, stockholders at that time.
; Q At stockholders or Board meetings of
3210, did .Mr. Miller ever express an opinion of Hr.
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1 Giannotti or llr. Cowardin?
: ! A Yea. There was a great deal of dis^
ij '
!i sention in 3210. For some time especially, I would imagine
\ li probably no more than a year after Jir. Miller and I bought
into the corporation, you really had two factors in that
corporation.
Q Ti'70 factors?
A Two factors as far as stockholders
were concerned, ^. That was primarily.. tJie.. G|:osa(Bj^^«.•.^^


















fighting and haggling with Mr. Giannotti and Mr. Cowardin,
who was the other side of the factor.
MR. FLEISCHER: Do I vinderStand, or do
.1 not, Judge, that this relates —
THE COURT: Does all this relate to the
March 17, 1973; vote? Is that what you aure saying?
MR. FLEISCHER: Yes. At what point are
we going to find out if it does? Then, are we
going to be in the position of Mr. Rosser going
21 on for two hours and saying, v/hich of those
i influenced your decision on March 17th, and is
. ' Mr. Seal going to repeat all of those?
MR. ALLE2T: I think ha is probably going
to say, didn*t all of those influence your vote.
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MR. FLEISCHER: Somawhera along the
line, I thought the period of time entered in^
7/hat events'influenced your vote on March 17th. I
still don't knov?,
ROSSER: The development of Mr.
Seal's opinion is much more lengthy than any of
our other witnesses. He has had far greater
I contact with them than any of our other witnesses.
i
9 THE COURT: I think, 2'Ir. Fleischer,
]i) {j under the explanation that I expressed yesterday,
11 '! the defendsuit has the right to go into bringing
out Mr. Seal's contacts with such plaintiffs as
I.) ij they see fit and in the manner they see fit, and I
14 j guess that is what Mr. Rosser is doing.
i
15 j MR. PLEISCEER: We respectfully object.
IB I THE COURT; I understand that.,
17 I
13 BY MR. ROSSERs (Continuing)
I
19 ij Q You spoke, Mr. Seal, of the two — I
i'
! will call them factions, in 3210. Did Mr. Miller, in any
ii
of the meetings in 3210, express his opinion of any regrets
_>2 abo^t his dealings in his association with Mr. Giannotti and
I
J, 1 Mr. Cov/ardin?
i
A Yes. On several occasions Mr. Miller
.!
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stated to me, and to ^ir. Giannotti, and Mr. Cowardin, and
Mr. Grossman that he came in against the advice of his
attorney — in fact, his attorney was with the plaintiffs'
attorneys* firm in this particular case — and that the only
reason he came in was because of the more or less guarantee
verbally, by Mr.Giannotti, that he would receive $125•00 a
month salsury, which was, of course^ a good investment, based
8 on that. However, he never received that salary over — I
0 ij don't know whether he had received it a year, and all of "a '
ID I sudden, he was in there with approximately a twenty-five
ii
n ;; thousand dollar investment, had his name on a large chunk
of paper with several others of us, and no return at all,
and none foreseeable.
Q Let's pass to your commencement of work
at Libbie. After you became Administrator at Libbie, with
whom did you deal in obtaining drugs for Libbie?
A Lakeside Pharmacy.
Q Did Mr. Alex Grossmjui, or Gerald Gross-
19 I man, or the two of them, in any way work with you on drugs?
A Yes, they did.
Q Did you work with Mr. Alex Grossman
during the time that he was President of Libbie? j
A Yes, I did. I
IQ Let's skip ahead in time, and let me ask |
you, Mr. Seal, whether you favored or did not favor the con- •
io
1-
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struction of the 66-bed addition at Libbie«
j A Yes, I did favor it, I brought this up.
'!
Of course, I had seen the original plans of Libbie when I
ij first went up there in May of '70, suxd they did show that
1; aln^st an ixninediate addition was supposed to take place
Ij after the initial structure. But, of coxxrse, naturally it
was delayed because of their mismanagement problems and lack
jj of monies. I brought this up in early *71; I believe it
!• was April "of ^^717 ' ' ' —
I
Mr. Matt Will, who then was a Director
I; of the corporation, in fact, drew up some preliminaury draw
ings, brought them back to the meeting, and Mr. Weilman,
Mr. Grossman and myself sat down and took a look at the
!!
ij overall picture of the corporation. We decided to table the
15 j; matter until a future date, because funds just were not
available and Libbie just did not have .the proven track
record or the ability at that pointy at least, in time to
take on an addition construction program.
Q Well, v/hen the addition at Libbie was
undertaken, did you have reasons for or against it? Could
you give us your reasons?
A Yes. In the long-term care industry, at
this point in time, maximum efficiency is between 150 2uid
200 beds. This can bs verified by a number of agencies that
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1 have been in the field a length of time.
The unusually high fixed cost in a
business, which is higher than in iinos-t business endeavors,
i causes the operation, at this point, to have a profit
r
:l
o reduction if they do not have at least, 1 would say, between
(i I 180 and 200 beds. These high fixed costs cannot be adjusted
7 !j according to occupancy. These fixed costs can be stretched
s over larger numbers of beds, therefore, putting all facili-
9 ties in a position to make a large profit.
M) jj It is also a well-known factor, and has
been for approximately the last year or year and a half,
that there is an acute shortage of nursing home beds, not
13 ij only in the Richmond area, but throughout the State. It
i behooves any facility, that plans to continue in this
i
15 i business and grow, to expand at this point, to elimdlnate
ji
16 iJ other competitors across the streets
17
MR, ALLEN: (To Witness Seal) How about
across the river?
THE COURT: That will come tomorrow,
Mr. Allen.
BY THE WITNESS; (Continuing) i
A The other factor involved in this is
presently the health care, which is <:till under the Cost-of- j
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Living Councilr which, incidentallyr still controls, puts |
tliiid.ts on the ability of facilities to increase their rates^ j
i also was a factor that has to be taken into consideration. I
. i
An addition at Libbie would enable Libbiei
•I
3 ii to increase its profit/ because, if it stayed the same size
j?
d j| it is now, the profit woui).d be reduced substantially because
7 I of the inability of the healtli care provided to pass these
s I incxeasing costs on to the consumer* Therefore, an addition
' i because of this control program we sure now
; under.
!l Q In regard to the addition at Libbie, did
:!
i: i you yourself function in obtaining the financing, or was that
i
\S ! left to other persons?
li !j A I did not have anything to do with it.
j
lo i Q Did you have auay understanding as to
I X
li) whether the Bank of Virginia did or did not require Mr.
17 ;! Adelman to guarantee the loan for the new construction?
|| A My understanding was that they did
I't jj require Mr. Adelman to endorse,
Q In connection with the new financing of
Libbie through the Bank Of Virginia, did you or did you not
believe that the opportunity to rcceive stock of Libbie for
guaranteeing the bank loan should have been extended to the
plaintiffs in this case?
A Mo. :iy feelings '^/era that it definitely
i
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1 should not be extended to the plaintiffs,
- Q Can you tell us why?
•' ^ ^ spent approximately thraa and a half
1 years with 3210 Chamberlayna, Incorporatad, both as an
5 emi^loyee, a stockholder and Director, and I have a number of
6 : ite^ of concern that, from time to tiioe, I expressed to
7 j| Libbie's Board prior to the March 17th meeting, on occasions
y when we had other meetings that were not Board meetings,
9 » When various laembers of the Board or other stockholders of |
10 . Libbie had contact with 3210, and they asked me my opinion. |
; sirot of all, Mr. Giannotti especially,
yy in some of the stock transactions with 3210, especially in
13 :i the last two investors that came in when I was a stockholder,
14 ,i Mr. iSnith and Hr. Bendheim — they put in the largest amount
15 I; of cash for the smallest amount of stock. I aia not saying
16 that hs lied to them when he sold the stock, but ha is a
Yj \ raaster at omitting various tilings.
^ hays had nunarous conversations with
both lte. Smith and Mr. Sendhaim about it during niy tour with
3210land, on occasion, after I left there, thay made their





i'lR. : Judge, rr.iy I bring out that
whio testimony is in answer to th3 question with
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j . . • •^
should be entitled to endorse the loan,
WITNESS SEAL: {To Mr- Allen) This is
one of the reasons,
MR. ALLEN: Judge, this does xiot relate
to the vote on March the 17th.
THE COURT: I thought that it was
reasonably arguable originally with respect to
any actions he may hava taken on behalf of the
corporation^ not limited to any vote.
MR. ALLEN: Not limited to the vote?
1, •! THE COURT: XThat actions did Mr. Seal
take as a Director for Libbie, what affected those
actions, as to why he did or did not do something
as a corporate Director? I think his judgment
I
could relate to that.
WITNESS SEAL: (To.the Court) • JHay I
continue?
Q Let me ask you this: Are you now stating
your opinion, or reasons for your opinion, of the plaintiffs,
which you had on March 17, 1973?
A Yes, I am.
To continue on with this Bendheim-Smith
situation, to cut it off very short, the simple situation
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A — of 3210, just like I was, brought in
V7ith a promise that the Paurham Road facility would be built»
Unfortunately, they vrere not told at that time that we had
the property free and clear, but we were on the note, at
least 3210 was on the note with our endorsements, for three
hundred and forty thousand, and the company did not have
sufficient funds to put the project together.
And in my opinion and theirs — and we
i
had numerous conversations — they both felt they were mis
informed •
Mr» Giannotti and Mr. Cowardin both,
diiring my period of time when I was a stockholder with 3210,
I think took advantage of the rest of us, as far as stock
holders .
One particular occasion — in approxi
mately October of '68, I bought appraximately 25 percent, of
the company for approximately $27,000,00. About 60 days
later, Mr. Miller comes in for the same amount of money,
which reduces me to one-fifth ownership. At the same time,
Mr. Giannotti and Mr. Cowardin — and I believe r4r. Grossman
was aware of it, too — when Mr. Miller came in, Mr.
Giannotti and Mr. Cowardin then also issued stock to Conotti
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Q This is stock of 3210?
i
A Yes« And sometime later, they came to
me with the minutes of a meeting and asked me tor my signa
ture, vnien I read it, I was totally shocked that Conotti
Corporation all of a sudden had gotten the same ai&ount of
stock that I paid approximately $27,000.00 for, for about:
fifty buckso
My first impression was: Well, I am
.promised an opportunity to buy into the company? I buy into
the company; 60 days later after I buy into the company, I
go from one-fourth ownership to one-fifth ownership; then I
find out that behind my back they have, in fact, given them
selves more stock through Conotti Corporation, which is the
same as Frank Giannotti and Lewis Cowardin, since they own
a hundred percent of it, and this pushes me down to one-
sixth, plus, they get the same stock I do at a fraction of
what I paid, which was borrowed money which, in fact, went,
to them.
Q T'That did they pay?
A They paid some ridiculous figure of
about $50.00 for this entire block of stock representing
one-ysixth ownership.
I
Mow, I have one-sixth ownership, and
they had only paid $50.00 for this stock.
I coinplained to Mr. Giannotti when he
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I caine back, and he said that he thought it was only fair,
•j i
- ;l since iir^ Giannotti and Mr. Cowardin were the original
investors and the fellows who had developed this nursing
i ! home, that they maintain control rather than let it get out
j of their hands because of new investors •
ii .
'I
i) ;| I know I thought very strongly about
i'
7 this, however, being an employee of a company and, also, a
i|
3 j; Stockholder, and on top of that, having your nama on a note
\l I
;j
9 •! at the bank for $400.00 a month payment with the three major
10 j| stockholders as endorsers on it, I felt like I better keep
I- '
n my mouth shut, because I v/as not really standing in too
I
12 ji good, obviously, in my opinion, in that matter due to those
i;; l! circumstances.
14 Q P'Tas your opinion of the plaintiffs on
15 March 17, 1973, based, in part, on the history of salauries
16 to investors at 3210, which you have previously described?
17 j! A Yes. I am not^ by any means, against
j!
18 : paying salaries to officers if, in fact, the company is in
t
1
19 ! a position to pay them,"and if, in fact, they want the
20 j salaries. These are officers of the company, smd I don't
21 ! think that is bad business necessarily,
-i ! However, in the case of 3210, just as
Ij one example, the fact that Mr. Giannotti and Cowardin
! I
' had the audacity to pay themselves in arrears approximately
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it wa^ $5200,00 •— I ani sorry, it was one of the two figures !
— whan the company had a fifty-ona thousand dolleir loss, '
I
I
and, in fact, took money from an investor who had. just come I
I
in to try to get them out of debt, I don't think that was ;
good business. But I learned later this was the typical |
business practices of Mr. Giannotti and Mr, Cowardino
Q Was your opinion of the plaintiffs in
March of 1973, based in any part on the payment of rents by
I
3210 to Conotti Corporation, that you have previously
referred to?
A Yes, I would like to be specific about
the rent though. At the actual Johnston's Nursing Horn©, I
was not concerned about tlie amount of the rent necessarily.
This was based on, I believe, a dollar and a half per bed,
per day, which I actually felt was an acceptable rent pay
ment, However, when it became very evident, a short period
of time after that date, that the Government was not going
to allow this rent because tlie transaction was not an arm's
length thing, the Johnston's Nursing Home was paying these
dollars to the lessor, Conotti Corporation, and was not going
to be refunded. Later, naturally, it was just as clear as
the clock on the wall here that this was going to drasti
cally affect the cash flow and, in fact, turned out, along
with the officers' salaries, to keep U3 fron paying ivhat we
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The rents that totally perturbed lae,
and Mr. Miller and Mr. Grossman, and we talked aijout this
It
at various Board meetings / was the Garden Apartsoent setup^
which was part of 3210, which was two apartment fauilddLngs
that they had me renovate and set up as homes for the aged«
Of course, eventually, the ntirsing home turned out to be
run as a home for the aged» This rent was set up by Mr«
i
Giannotti and :-ir. Cowardin, 3210, or Johnston's, never had
- the opportunity — they never., brought,.the. opportunity^ let.
me put it that way. Mr. Giannotti and Cowardin and Conotti
I
I
Corporation, who Conotti and Giannotti and Cowardin all
three owned stock in 3210, went out auid bought both of these
apartment buildings, one in '68, I believe, and one in *69.
They had me renovate them, they had me work on it^ as an
employee of 3210. They never offered the corporation^ 3210>
an opportunity to go in with them^^ to buy it. But after it
was renovated and so forth, they gave us a lease and said,-
now, you guys can lease this thing from us and run it.
And the lease payment was aCbovit 20 per
cent or a little better of the gross that would be derived
from the operation. I think 20 percent rent, based on your
gross, is high in any business venture.
Q Did I understand you to say that this
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A lio. This had nothing to do with Medi- i
icare. This doesn't cozae under the program. |
The disgruntling thing there—which Mr» |
IGroasjaan and Mr. 2!iller rejaesiber, I am sure, becau3Q we had |
I
many meetings about it — was our concern that they had gone !
out and put these tZxings up next door to us. 1, in fact,
j
spent time on it. We set it up. And then, we are going to
change the lease, v/hich meant Conotti Corporation. Mr.
Giannotti and Mr. Cowardin were getting it, as usual^ both
ways. They got rent from 3210 as compensation, and then,
if there were any profits, they also got it again.
This was the same, of course, deal with
the nursing hoxae. They got it on both ends.
It was these types of things that were
of concern to myself, and Mr. Miller and Mr. Grossman.
Generally, Mr. Bendheisi and Mr. Grosasc&an in fact, it got:
to the point that we ended up buying the property, and this
was prior to us going to Libbie. We ended ap buying that
property so that we could cut the lease payment, in fact, in
half so tliat we could have enough cash flow to survive in
both of those operations.
Q I believe you mentioned some difficulty
thai 3210 had in paying it payabios at the time that inves
tors v/ere receiving salaries. Were there any other problems
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3210?
A Yes, I know we owed tnis accounting
firm of E & E money for a very long time.
Q Is that Ernst & Ernst?
A Yesr We also owed the architects who
worked for us on Parhan Road for some period of timeo I
might say, on occasion, I felt like we shouldn't have paid
them, but we did owe them. We signed a contract with them,
- quit®->a bit:.of--time, at that-.point in time,, as the
manager there. As an investor, I really wasn't concerned
with that as much as I was over the concern of the payables
going 60 and 90 days behind, and these people coming in and
threatening to cut you off in your supplies.
Q Mr. Seal, I gather at the time, from
what you said, that you not only worked at Libbie, and with
Mr. Adelman, during the time of the constinaction" of Libble'a
66-bed addition, but you have worked with Mr. Giannottl in
regard to a proposed construction of a nursing home facility
on Parham Road, is that correct?
j
A That is correct.
Q Do you have an opinion of the plaintiffs,
based on what did or did not happen in the efforts to con-
strjict that facility on Parham Road?
A Yes. This, of course, is the reason I I
i
bought into the company, and all the other stockholders that
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eventually came in, too- We had an excellent piece of
2 property, and what we felt, and I still feel, was an ex
cellent location.
; We chose the architects that had previous
5 experience in putting together a nursing home» We chose to
^ use the PHA financing, because it is economical for us,
; because of the smaller front end money that has to be put
^ ;i up in financing. Also, it was much easier to obtain a
ii









We got involved in it, and everything
was going along fairly well for at least trying to put one
of the packages together, which is not easy and is time
consuming. Things were going fairly well until we got to
almost the end of the road, or the fineil closing with FHA.
We were trying to get in prices on the
contract, to come in within a reasonable figure, or the pro
jected figure. The straw that actually broke the camel's
backIwas Mr. Giannotti,. on his dealings with Mr. Aubrey
Lawrence, who was the approved investor at that time to put
in $100,000.00 cash.
Q Into 3210?
A Yes, However, there was, as always, one |
i
Other factor involved: His son-in-law, Mr. Lee Poates, who
was the gentleman in charge of another company Mr. Lawrence
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owned, knov/n as Lawrence Realty Company, was to be the con
tractor. This nan had primarily dealt in single-family
j: dwellings, and nothing with the raagnitode of a nursing home-
i




. !i Mr, Giannotti and I had several meetings
i| !
7 Ij with Mr. Lawrence and Mr. Poateso We had several meetings
!l
s j; with the architects.
c I After several months, both myself and _
, our architects — Mr, Steve Jones told Mr, Giannotti it was
: *. »j
just impossible, it was apparent that it was impossible that
Mr. Poates could get the package together, that bids that he
gave, in most cases, were totally out of the ball park*
Some bids, he never did get in» He ended up giving as total
15 I package of a million and a half dollars. The architects,
i
howeveXf and I was at wi-tlx StsvQ JonQS axid He*
Giannotti — told Mr. Giannotti that a Mr. Alex Alexanderj • - .
had local architects who had given a price around a million
one or a million two, which was within the budget we had to
work on•
Because of Mr. Giannotti's unwillingness
to stop dealing with Mr. Lawrence, because of this one
hundred thousand dollar investment that Mr. Lawrence was
f
going to make, the deal simply fall through. !
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in 3210?
A Yes. He put down an initial $5,000.00
and received stock for it. Of course, after the dealings
with him were broken off, he had Mr. Poates come to a meet
ing on several occasions and, of course,, wrote letters to
15 ij Mr. Giannotti on several occasions, donanding his $5,000.00
7 Ij back, and he would give the stock back, that he wanted no
8 I parts of 3210.
0 !l Q In connection with the proposed con-
ii
f}
10 i struction on Parham Road, did you have any contact with the
!)
n firm of Doyle & Russell?
12 11 A Yes. The last dealings that I had,
w il before I got out of 3210, with Mr, Giannotti was with a Mr#
14 Prank Bramer, who was, at that time. President of Doyle &
Russell, We went to Doyle & Russell pretty much as a last
16 resort. We had called on other people, and couid not — we
17 had to do something to bail out of the project. It got to
18 the fact that we were either going to have to bail out of
19 ; the project or go bankrupt, because v/e were going to have to |
20 pay off this three hundred and forty thousand dollar note.
11 j We had many, many meetings with Doyle & |
I I
-2 . Russell, with JMr. Bramer. Mr. Giannotti handled the meet-
•! I !
ings, liowever, he had me there at the majority of the meet- !
-• ings, primarily to show that I was the manager of Libbie,
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Q Were you receiving any conpenaation from !
I i
3210 Chamberlayne at this time after you had gone to work |
for Libbie? ' !
i
A Yes, It was agreeable with both Boards, ;
i
when I went into employment at Libbie, that Libbia would pay ;
me sixteen thousand a year and 3210 would pay me approxi
mately four thousand. This naturally was to my benefit, to
keep me at $20,000.00, but it was also to the benefit of the
re-endorsers that were on the note at the bank. That was
felt the only way that I could continue to pay the $400.00 a
month pai^nent for the stock I purchased in 3210.
Q How long did you work for both Libbie
and 3210?
A Until right before I sold my stock.
Shortly after I sold my stock — and, of course, I had anti
cipated this > — I got a very nice letter from Giannotti,
thanking me very much for my services, and told ma that hfit
was no longer continuing to pay me my salary. So I lost that
$4,000.00 salary approximately in January, '72.
Q Let's go back to Doyle & Russell. As an i
employee of 3210, I take it you did attend meetings with I4r.
Giannotti and members of Doyle &Russell. Was Doyle & |
Russell given an understanding that Libbie ^>7as a part of |
f
3210, or controlled or managed by 32107
A Yes. I think you have to understand that-
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I
Mr. Giannotti — I never actiially saw him tell a lie to
anybody, but he left out enough, or got it to th.e point
where it could have gone either way. It is kind of a little
hairline between the two. He would leave out certain things
and go to a certain point and leave it, and have you assume
a number of things that a- normal human being would assume*
He did this in many negotiations, and he did it with Doyle &
Russell.
!]
Q In connection with the understanding or
i- impression of others, have you had people to come into
11 Libbie and to associate it with Mr. Giannotti?
12 A Yes, on several occasions — not
Jf
13 i recently, but shortly after 3210 and Libbie worked their
14 I deal, I would say in 1970 and part of "71^ there were
j I
15 I several people that came into Libbie — I don't reaaoaber the
ti %
I
16 I specific incidents, it has been some time back — and they
1.
I
17 would come in and want to know if this was the facility that
p
15 j Mr. Giannotti owned. I paid no attention to it, just in-
19 formed them, no, that he was simply an investor along with
2'^ many others.
- Q Are you acquainted with any plans or
22 efforts of 3210 Chcunberlayne to have a public stock offer
ing?
A Yes, I cun.
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posals, was it ever suggested that Libbie was or was not to
be a part of 3210?
A Yas. Most of the meetings with 3210 —
of course, we were continuing, for approximately a year or
I
more aftar X went to Libbie, and 3210 was involved — we
were continuing to put the Parham Road project together. It
I
was not dropped, as I heard in other testimony. The project
was continually gone over to produce it and, of course, one
of the ways we were hoping to do it was to go public, the
public offering. The raajority of the meetings were held at
Ijibbie, I imagine because Mr. Grossman, v/lio vras President,
and myself worked at Libbie, and we did have a Board room.
We had a meeting up there at Libbie v/ith
representatives from Ernst & £mst, an accounting firm, Mr»
Tom Coghill, who was with a local stockbrokerage house, and
an attorney from Winchester, Virginia, who was familiar with
putting together tliese types of offerings, and numbers and
figures and so forth were gathered up by Mr. Giannotti and
otlier members of 3210, and given to them. An amount of
money, in the neighborhood of about $400,000. :<0, was set
aside for the purchase of Libbie, not the entire purchase of
Libbie but the purchase of voting control oi Libbie.
i
Q V'-./ was Libbie used i.i ^1:233 proposals
of 3210*3 public stoclc offering?
A 3210 had cot it33lf i:i the position t-iat
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it raally had nothing to offer. We had a piece of property^ !
and the track record was t2iat we had spent three years try-
• ing to build a nursing home and could not do it. The
? situation on Chamberlayne Avenue^ where the other facilities
v/ere# was nothing at all. Vie needed something — 3210
; I needed something that would at least attract- the stock-
7 1' brokers, and attorneys, and accountsmts that we had to deal
^ with, ...
» ' Cf course, Libbie was their ideal tool»
Although they were not doing too well at that time, they had
the potential, and it had been turned around and was in the
l-j black. We needed a vehicle in order to get the public
ij li offering going, and Libbie was hoped to be used in this
'i '14 ;! capacity.
.1 Q In some of thesa 3210 Board meetings
16 that were held at Libbie, as you just mentioned, were thera
17 !| discussions about Libbie's earnings, Libbie's prospects, and
^ ; whether all the other stockholders of Libbie did, or should
;;
I; know about them?
A Yes, on several occasions, especially
in the fall of *70. I guess it took about six months, and I
; I
think Mr. Grossman and I especially pretty much knew that i
i
the facility was turning around, and was, in fact, going to ;
i
make it v/ith some financing. At that time, Grossman was I
i
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3210 at Libbie, Mr. Glannotti would, in his discussions with
i
myself and Mr. Cowardin especially, and Mr. Grossman, would
say, it would be in the best interest of 3210 not to let the
other stockholders know that Libbie was on the brink of
turning around, and it was going to be in the black, and
that there was potential, because this would only run the
amount of the stock up, which we, of course, at the time
were trying to buy.
Q "V7e" being 3210?
A Yes. And it v/as relayed to both Mr.
Grossman and I that we perhaps had better not jump for joy
at that time.
At that time, to be perfectly honest
with you, both of us were pretty happy because we felt that
the company was turned around. We sat and listened to these
i
meetings, however, I never had any specific occasion to say,
one way or the other, to any other stockholders at that time
whether the company was doing good or bad.
Sometime after that, however, there were
several stockholders that called ir.e, asking me whether or
not they should sell their stock for X number of dollars,
and I simply told them that this was their decision. Mien
they asked v/hat the company v;as doing, I told them exactly
what the company was doing.
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nanis "Stanley Wilcox" mean anything to you? !
1
A Yes, He is a very good friend of mine |
who lives in Charlottesville and owns several nursing homea» |
Q Has Stanley Wilcox ever undertaken to
buy any Libbie stock for members of 3210?
A He did. Those of ua at 3210 felt that
the easiest route to go at that time was to buy a block of
stock owned by Ito. Adelman, We had an option on Joe Byrne's
stock at the time. It was 30,000 shares, I thinks of common
and preferred, and we had Mr. Grossman's holdings, and what
3210 owned,
We had several meetings with Mr.
JO Dervishian and i4r. Weilman, outside of Libbie, a couple of
1-i them at Mr. Weilman's office and a couple of them in the




men, pooling all these together and buying in Mr*c Adelman's
block of stock, it would give 3210 votdlng control•
We felt the best way to go about it was
to purchase Mr. Adelman^s stock. However, we did not think
he would sell to any of us.
I didn't know Mr. Adelraan at the time.
I was told many things of how bad a fellow he was and so
forth. I didn't trust him too much either, although, I had
only met him twice before that.
Q Is this when Mr, Grossman was President
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of Libbla?
A Yss, And we decided perhaps the better
route to go would be to be able to get an outsider to buy
5 the stock. We had talked about somebody like Morton G,
Thalhimer and Mr. Plaisted. I think it might have been me
:i that maybe said, Stanley Wilcox is in the business^ and it
7 might be well if we would have somebody who had knowledge
1; in the homes to buy the stock.
9 Q Do you mean nursing home knowledge?
10 Q Yes. That would be a little more !
! believable. j
t
contacted Mro Wilcox, both Mr. Wilcox i
' and his attorney, Mr. Fishburne, I think it was, in !
:! ! i
11 ' Charlottesvilie, Stan agreed that we could use his name, \
in jl providing we guarantee that he would not be liable, and this
16 ii type of thing.
li
r4r, Adelman was so approached. My under
standing was that he was approached, and Mr. Adelman was toldl
i
it was an offer of Stax^Ley Wilcox, and some people in
Charlottesville to buy his stock. He had a cashier's check
fo2^ about ten thousand bucks, I think he told him, if he
would sign the deal, which would take the stock off his
hands for something like $300,000.00^
Q Vlas there any purpose in the transaction































21 Ij my testimony today, that Mr. Miller and Mr. Grossman and
I myself were having our own battle with Giannotti and
il
.>- 1 Cowardin, as far as what to do with 3210, and, on occasion,
Mr. Grossiaan and myself, and we talked with Henry Miller on
several occasions, and looked into matters relating to
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A Yas, We were infonaed — and I am not
i
too sure exactly who dlnformed us, but it was felt that even
if we could not buy his stock, we could get him to enter
into an agreement with us and take a deposit. We were
informed that if he did this, his voting trust would auto-
Q Was that desired by 3210 Chaxnberlayna?
A Well, by 3210 Chaffiberlayne and, also, it
was desired by Mr* Dervishian and Mr* Weilman, who were
ho^>ing to work a deal with us, I think both of them were
involved, at least one if not both of them, in the voting
trust.
Q Did you alone, or with others, make any
financial arrangements with Mr* Stanley Wilcox in regard to
his extension of an offer to Mr* Adelmaa?
A We just told him if he would" help ua out
in this, we would make sure he was paid for his expenses» Z
don't remember who went up there with me. In fact, it is a
little bit vague to the point that I am not still clear to*
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Libbie, to perhaps buy control ourselves. We wanted to keep
11 Giannotti and Cowardin out of it* Our opinion was that bad,ji ' • •
and our intentions were that bad<. Mro Grossman has told ma
on several occasions he wished he had sold his stock when I
I
sold mine, for example. But the situation was so bad that
we did not want Giannotti auid Cowardin involved in it, even
if we could get control of Libbieo
8 ! I had confidence in Libbie, and thei Stcun
ii
9 5 Wilcox deal was either all of us in 3210 were going to
10 approach Mr. Adelman on it, or — and X am not too sure
11 which, because there were so many deals going on that it is
12 j hard to keep all of them straight — or Mr^ Grossman and
13 myself, and maybe others, had planned to buy this stock in
hopes of keeping Giannotti and Cowardin out of the picture»
1
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Q You are familiar with the nature of this
case, are you not?
A Yes, 3ir«
Q Now, the main purpose of this suit, and
I use the word "suit" because we are in equity and not at
law, is that controversy involving actions taken by the
Board of Directors of Libbie Rehabilitation Center, Incor
porated, which I usually refer to as Libbie, at a meeting
held on March 17, 1973.
Now, in connection with the action taken
by the Board at that time and negotiations which resulted
in that action, did you represent any of those persons who
are now parties to this action, this suit?
A I represented the Directors as consti-**
tuted at that meeting on March 17, other than Hr. Adelman
and Mr. Hamway.
Q Did* you represent the corporation, also?
A Yes, sir.
Q Now, will you please state to the Court
how you became involved in such representation?
A Well, on January 29, I received a tele
phone call from you, as to whether or not I knew of any con
flicts that I might have in connection with the represents-
13
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tion of the corporation insofar as Directors, those Direc
tors that I have indicated« I indicated that I did not knov
of any conflict.
On the 30th, the next day^ I attended a
|l meeting in your office where I met those persons that I was
'I
to represent, particularly Mr. Bennett, who, I uz^erstood,
ji had been designated by the corporation to act for it. My
li :j| employment was confirmed by Mr. Bennett, and, thereafter I
I
did whatever I did do.
Q Was it explained to you what your real
task was?
12 11 ^ Well, it was explained that there was a
proposed addition to the Libbie Rehabilitation Center






this would involve a loan from the Bank of Virginia of about
$700,000.00, which would be approximately $500,000.00 in new
money, and, consolidated with a previously outstanding loan,
would approximate the $700,000.00. I was advised that the
loan would be guaranteed by Mr. Adelman, and that probably
Mr. Edward Hamway would be another guarantor along with Mr.
,
Adelman.j j
! And the reason that I was asked to come
i
! into this situation, by you, was that you felt that there
j
would be a possible conflict, since you had represented the
I
corporation in prior dealings and that now there T^rould be a
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negotiation between the corporation, on the one hand^ and
Mr* Adelman, on the other, as to compensation for liis
services as guarantor.
You also advised me that there had been
a voting trust from time to time in existence, which was
actually still in existence, and that there had been some
litigation with respect to it. The papers that were involved
in that litigation, including a voting trust agreement, the
pleadings, and the Decree, were made available to me» You
IQ jj felt like if that litigation should be reviewed or continued,
i; ij it was a pending case at the time, that the person repre-
!
12 senting the corporation and the Directors in connection with
13 I this loan might have to testify, and you vrantad to be in a
14 position to, in any such event, repres^t the corporation,
15 it being your client of some long standing*
Vo ! Q All right, sir* Did you either then or
i
yj thereafter learn who, if anyone, as lawyer or lawyers would
13 1 Tindertake to represent I4r. Adelmsm and Mr. Eamway as
i
IQ j guarantors?
VI) A I was advised that Mr. Dobbins and Mr.
•21 ' Dick Price would represent them.
i!
ii
2:: As I recall, the meeting in your office
ji j! on the 30th, it was in the afternoon, and I don't believe
-1 that Mr. Dobbins or !ir. Price were there at that time. I
!i I
understood that maybe they had made their arrangements to
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i' I ^
i!
1 ij represent Mr. Adelman at an earlier time.
2 |l Q Now, did you thereafter enter into
i: • •
11 negotiations with the lawyers for Mr. Adelman and Mr. Hamway?
li
A Yes, sir.
Q And who acted with you, on behalf of the
cor£)oration, in those negotiations?
I
A Mr. Bennett.
Q Can you tell us now the nature of those
9 1 negotiations, as best you recall: The number of meetings
'i
10 I involved, the conclusions that were reached, and how they
it
were reached?
Now, I am just opening the door for you
to go right into it.
A Well, there was available at that time,
to me, a letter from Aetna, setting up the cost pf a guaran
tee bond. There was also a letter froza ^eat, evaluating
the stock of Libbie.
Since Mr. Adelman was going to guarantee
this locm and was required to do so, as X understood it, by
the bank and particularly by the Credit Committee in the














be compensation for his guarantee.
Q Now, you say Adelman — do you mean him
i i
vi and Mr, Hamway?
}
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Mr. Adelman and Mr. Kamway were to be the joint and several
gua:tpantors of this loan, although, Mr. Adeliaan was the only
one specifically required by the bank. Since it was a
joint and several proposition, as between hia and whoever he
might choose, of course, Mr, Hainway was interested in the
situation as was Mr. Adelman.
The negotiations started out on the
basis that there was a demand for about $81,000.00 worth of
"Jtxick.
Q Now, that demand you mention, was that
made by counsel for Mr. Adelman and Mr. Eamway?
A By Dobbins and Mr« Price.
Mr. Bennett and I did a lot of figuring,
and there was no exact demand and counter-demand# or counter-
I
ofl^er, but it just evolved out of circumstances as to what
the compensation would be, that a certain amount of stock
would be issued to Mr. Adelman and to Mr, Haraway outright,
I
and that an additional stock would be pledged to them. This
pledged stock woiild be* returned to the corporation at the
end of seven years or at an earlier time if the loan was
refinanced or paid out.
It was thereafter a question of working
out the pledge agreement, and we did do that and worked
between Mr. Dobbins' office and myself. Of course, that
required minutes to be submitted to the Board of Directors
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i
for their approval and for their evaluation of the services
that were to be rendered by Mr« Adelmeui and Mr. Hamway in
making this guarantde,r and we had to prepare those minutes*.
Q Now, let me ask you this: The figures
0 that were finally worked out were really worked oat by Mr.
Q Bennett, using as a basis the two doctiments furnished by
7 Wheat and Aetna?
3 I A Mr. Bennett hcu3 had a great deal of
9 { exp^ience in financial matters and was an expert calcula-
I tor* He had a slide rule that would, give the answers to
I
Vi '! almost any kind of a mathematical question in short order.
ii
12 The actual figures were calculated by him and were accepted
13 as being accurate by the persons representing Adelman — by
14 the lawyers representing Adelman and Hamway.
15 Q Now, I think you said that they first
I
16 proposed that they be granted outright common stoc^ of
Libbie having a value of $81,000.00. How did that finally
13 come out? I mean, was it, well, varied?
19 A Well, that was subject to some change,
20 some slight change, on account of curted-lment of a loan. It
21 worked down to the point where, I believe, it was about
$78,000.00, and then that was apportioned on the basis of
29,000 shares outright, equally, half — equally to Messrs.
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The valuation of the pledged stock was
I
reduced on account of the fact that the obligation of the
i
guarantors was partially collateralized by the pledge of
this stock, and I believe it was figured on a basis of
forty-one cents. This is set out in the minutes^ the
details of these figures.
Q Subsequently, in those minutes^ does
8 |j this arrangement or financing have what the corporation
would receive, what the guarantors woixld do, and what the
|i guarantors would receive? Is that properly set out in those
i!
'1 ;i minutes?
12 I A Yes, sir, I think it is. We prepared
j the minutes for submission to the Directors on the basis
that they contained an accurate statement of the negotia
tions that had gone on.
Q Kow long did those negotiations last?
XVhen were they concluded?
A I am not able to tell you any exact date
on that. I would say tfie principles that were later put
I
into the figures were reached somewhere in the neighborhood
of two to three weeks after we started negotiating. I am
not sure about that.
Q V7as any negotiating still going on, on
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A Well, on March the 17th?
Q Yes.
A We had a meeting on the morning of
March the 17th.
Q Now, by "we", you mean —
A Mr. Price and I, in Mr. Price's office —
Q All right.
A — prior to the meeting of the Directors.
The purpose of that meeting was not to negotiate any sub
stantial change in agreement which had been reached, but it
was to accurately state and set out, in a rough draft of
minutes, what those conclusions had been, and to also be
certain that the pledge agreement, which we had together
worked on, correctly and accurately stated the intention of
all those concerned. ^
We did do that, and went from his office
at ^out 10:00 or 10:30 to the Libbie office, at whichrplace
the meeting was held. ^
Q Now, I think you have said those minutes
correctly reflect what happened at the meeting.
21 :| A (The witness nods affirmatively.)
Q At the conclusion of that meeting, was |
I
anV request made of you or Mr. Price, or either of you, or j
!
both of you, to work on the final draft of the minutes and |
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A Well, there were some actions taken at
the meeting, that we were not involved in, had not pravi-
ousiy been involved in, that were not involved in this
financing of the addition. ' Mrs. Steiner, who was the
Secretary, asked that we wrap the v/hole meeting up into a
draft of minutes which she might then inspect and sign in
the next day or two.
Q Was that done?
A . Yes/ sir.
Q Did you and Mr. Bennett — I beg your
pardon. VTell, you and Mr. Bennett, I assume, on one side^
and Mr. Price and Mr. Dobbins worked on the terms of the











A That is right. We had two documents
really to prepare: One was the minutes of this meeting,
relating to the transactions that we had been interested in,
and the other was the pledge agreement. Just as a matter of
I
accommodation among ourselves, Mr. Price paid primary atten**
tion to the minutes, and I, to the pledge agreement* Of
course, we consulted with each other about both documents




Q Now, what you have said, when you began
your representation of the corporation and the Directors,
othar than the tv/o guarantors, the bank had already required |
1
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1 I Mr, Adelman to be a guarantor.
'2 ! A That is right. And I so indicated it as
!i
jl shown by the committee minutes.
ii
!i
4 NOW, in arriving at that, information was
ii
5 jl also given to me orally by Mr. Adelman. I mean, he stated
I;
}|
6 all along that he was required as a guarantor, and, of
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letter which I wrote on March 12, 1973r which had an open
carbon addressed to you, and the letter that I wrote to Mr*
I /
Fleischer on 2darch 15, 1973, which had an open carbon
addressed to you* Did you receive copies of those letters?
A Yes, sir.
Q I will ask you this: Did Mr* Fleischer
at finy time ask you for any of the information that he
sought?
A No, sir•
Q Had he asked you for such informa1d.on,
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11 j Q Mr. Boyd, I would like to start my
ll
i! cross-examination with a question that I think will over-
Id I hang the rest of it, and that is: That you will admit, will
17 ii you not, that certainly one of the reasons for what went on
!i
between the time you were retained and the date of the
Board meeting on March 17, was to perpetuate the control of
Mr. Adelman's management? Isn't that correct?
I
A It is correct in this respect, that it
was required in connection with the financing of the
addition to the facility.
Q Required by whom?
A By Mr. Adelman.
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1 || Q Ha required that to endorse the note at
2 j; the Bank of Virginia,-he wanted control of the corporation?
.!•
A Well/ he was unwilling to do it except
H






6 1 A Now, I think that control of the












Court: That neither he nor Jlr. Hamway had control of it
by stock vote, and if they voted together, they didn't have
!i control of it. Any substantial group of votes that opposed
II
his; position at any time in the future, after this, would
have or could have verv readily changed the continuing of
!i<3 11 that management.
14 I Q Are you absolutely sure of that?
15 A I am as sure as Mr» Beimett*^ slide rule
was.
Q I mean, you are under oath, Mr. Boyd.
You have testified that^ what was done did not result in
Mr. Hamway and Mr. Adelman having control. Now, I want to
ask you —
21 j A No, I didn't say that it did not; I
•! said that —
2:; i Q Now, I want to ask you this, and let me
finish, because I am going to make it aasy-
A All right.
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I Q I want you to be sure, and I want you
to think a whole lot before you answer this question. Can
•i I
you testify, under oath^ that there is no doubt in your
Ij mind that after this transaction was completed, that Mr,
Haaiway and l-lr. Adelman did not hold a majority of the voting
6 stock of the corporation?
' ii A That is certainly my information.




U) ij A That is right.
11 ; Q Were you aware that Mr. Alex Haaway held
12 8500 shares as a nominee for his brother, Edward Hamway?
13 •' A No.
li
14 Ij Q You were not aware of that? Have you
i
15 I ever sat down and added up Mr. Adelman's —
18 I!
17 '1 MR. KING: (To Mr. Allen) That was not
i!
IS i, the testimony*
j
19 •[ MR, ALLEN: I beg to differ, Mr. King.
:!
•>) ' I think the record will speak for itself.
MR. KING; 6,000, not 8500.
I4R. ALLEN; 1 think Mr. Alex Hamway will
testify to this, that he held 8500.






j wi^;hout regard to how the Steiners cast their vote, or any-
12 •; one else, that that would, in fact, give them the majority
1
13 :! control of the corporation?
ii
14 ;j A My information is that their total
15 votes, or total stock holdings, would not give them control
fj
10 i; of the corporation.
i,
Q Okay. That is your information?
A That is right.
Q Now*, my first question — and your
answer was qualified, Mr. Boyd. I would like to ask Mr.
21 King if he would, please, to furnish you with a copy of
your deposition. I would like you to refer to page 57 of
that deposition.
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: BY !^. ALLEIT; (Continuing)
Q Are you aware, Mr. Boyd, that if Mr.
Alex RaEiway holds 8500 shares, as nominee for his brother,
4 that combined with the holdings of Mr. Adelman, that Mr.
5 1! Adelman and Mr. Edward Haraway control 143,500 shares of
stock of the corporation?
1!
7 ;'j A I never calculated the figures to that
i; extent.
0 " Then yda would riot be aware if that is
true, that the two of them, without regard to anyone else.
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] deposition to tha witness.
9 ji
" \3 jj BY m. ALLEN: (Continuing)
^ ii Q I would like you to refer to the ques-
5 li tion on line 20. We are discussing about the issuance of
ij
6 j| shares in connection with, the endorsement at the of
7 ji Virginia. My question: "So that the sole reason of doing
ii3 !j what was done was to perpetuate the control of the present
9 ij management? Answer: That was certainly one reason.**
i
10 i Do you see that?
If
11 A Yes, sir.
j
;
12 ! Q Now, you will adopt that testimony for
i!
13 ji that trial, won't you, Mr. Boyd?
i!
14 j A Well, I have got to say that immediately
15 ! at the tdlme of this transaction, that was true, and I
i
16 I assumed it would continue to be true. But all I am testify-
17 I ing to about control for the future is that it was not my
18 I und^standing that these two men, the guarantors, had stock
19 con^ol.
20 Q Well, my question was, that you will
21 adopt the answer you gave on page 57 of your deposition
into this trial, will you not, I4r. Boyd?
A Subject to the ejcplanation that I have
just made.
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Q Are you generally familiar with the
nature of this suit?
A I think I am.
Q As you know, of course, the main purpose
of this suit, and possibly the only purpose, is to have set
I
aside a transaction which was approved by the Board of
I
Directors of Libbie Rehabilitation Center on March 17^ 1973.
Are you familiar with that Board action?
A I am.
Q Now, in connection with that transaction
and any of the negotiations leading up to it, can you tall
us whether you represented any of the parties to this suit?
A I represented :4r. Louis Adelman and !4r.
Edward Hamway.
Q' Now, will you please state to the Court I
i
the circumstances under which you became counsel for those •
I 1
two gentlemen? |
A Well, it was in the latter part of ;
January last year, and you telephoned me and indicated that
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J you represanted a company, Libbie Rehabilitation, or Libbie
2 Convalescent Home, and that you had, from time to time,
represented some of the principals, primarily, as I recall,
1 Mr. Adelman, And it appeared that there was a transaction
5 that had to be resolved, a matter which had to be resolved, j
{
: !
that might involve a conflict of interest between the cor










you wanted to know if I would represent thera.
2'ly recollection is that I asked, you to
tell me who the people were on the other side, so I would
know whether I had any conflicts. I said, I would like to
know more about the transaction, and I would let you Jcnow
whether I would represent them.
Q When you say the parties on the other






A Well, it may have been that there could
be a conflict between Mr. Adelman on the one hand, and the
corporation on the other hand, and that the corporation also
had other stockholders besides Mr. Adelman.
Q Did I refer you to a voting trust case?
A Yes — I think you did, but I don't
know whether you did on the telephone or not.
Q All right. V^iat occurred after that?
A. A day or two later, I met with you in
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trust case.
i Q I beg your pardon — all right.
A And I was able to see generally what was
involved in the voting trust case, who the parties were on
both sides of that case, and determined that I had no
conflict in any way.
I thin]« that I told you that if Mr^
Adelman and his associates wanted to employ me, I would
accept the employment
Q Did I at that time indicate to you that
you could consider yourself so employed?
A I thinlc you did, and I think I probably
said that I would want some confirmation from Mr, Adelman
himself. And I believe he called me shortly after that.
Q All right. Now, what was the nature of:
the transaction between Mr. Adelman and his associate on one
side, and the corporation on the other, that appeared that
it might involve a conflict of interest were I to handle the
case?
A The facts which were related to me
initially, by you and subsequently supplemented by i4r.
Adelman and i-lr. Haxaway, and by other people with interest
in the corporation, other Directors, was the fact that the
corporation owned a nursing home on Libbie Avenue, which had
!
been built some several years prior to our discussion. That
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1 it had had some reasonable success, and it had been deter-
mined by the corporation and its Board that it would be i
advisable to build an addition, which v;as an additional 66 |
^ beds•
5 In order to do this, they had to do somet
r|i
o I financing, or refinancing, of the existing building 2md to
7 ,1 borrow additional money to construct the addition.
S At that time, various sources of finan-
clnf'Had been explored, and tny recollection was that it had
I
been pretty well determined that the money would be borrowed
r. from the Bank of Virginia, and that the Bank of Virginia was
12 going to require guarantees in substantial amounts. One ot
i;;'. tho^e guarantors would, of necessity, have to be 14r. Adelman^
>1 '
•\
U •: who was then the President of the corporation, which resulted
15 j| in a question of conflict, because the corporation on the
!' I ^
16 : one hand would be interested in getting this guarantee at
17 ' the lowest possible consideration, and Adelman and his
IS ; associates on the other hand, who were called upon to guaran-
teej would be interested in getting as much compensation as
i
they reasonably could for giving the guarantee, and as much
.1 security as they could get to make sure, if they could, that
they would not be called upon to make good on the guarantee. .
i
That is where I came in. I represented j
^ them in that endeavor — Mr. Adelman and Mr. Hamway, in
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The negotiations took place between then ;
i
on the one hand/ and me and my office and Mr. Hamway and Mr, j
I
Adelm2m on the other hand. •
Q Who, in your office, worked closely with i
youj on that matter?
A Mr. Richard Price, who is one of the
partners. .
Q Could you tell us how the negotiations
progressed and what was the ultimate result? In other words,
I am letting you take the whole story right there.
A It seemed to ma that I had two things
that I had to consider in order to properly represent my
clients, Mr. Adelman and Mr. Haraway, and that was that they
get reasonable compensation, as I said, for giving the
guarantee, and, secondly, that they get as much security as
they possibly could so that they would be assured that they
could not be called upon to act under the guaranty. In that
regard, it seemed to me wa had to start off with the idea of |
1
finclng out what the cost of a guarantee would be, what
would other people charge for a guarantee of tliis type.
Mr. Bennett had already inquired, and he !
supplied me — I believe he supplied me, or maybe I got that '
earlier froni Mr. Adelman or perhaps even from you, I don't
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1 remember. — supplied me with a letter from the Aetna
2 Insprance Company —- I don't recall whether it was Aetna
j Casualty or the Aetna Life, one of those two companies —
4 that had a quotation on there as to the minimum annual
!i
5 charge for giving a guarantee of this nature, based, number
6 one, on whether the guarantee was fully collateralizedj, and,
: I
7 secondly, on whether it was not collateralized.
^ !i The loan at the Bank of Virginia was
I
9 to J^e for the existing — there was an existing loan there
XO for $190,000,00, which had a second position, as I recall,
\\ to a Greenwich BanJc, and that loan was to be supplemented by
an additional loan of $500,000,00, making a total loem of
i
13 ;i $691),000.00, which was to be guaranteed by Mr. Adelman and
»!
14 I Mr. jHamwciy.




was for, was for a term of seven years. Using the
quotration, which came from the Aetna people, that extended
outj over a seven-year period, to a sum of $18,000.00. It
19 seemed to me in the first instance that if Aetna Casualty
i
was entitled to $18,000-00 for that type of guarantee, non-
.1 collateralized, that Mr. Adelman and Mr. Hamway were
entitled to an equal sum. So far as I was concerned and so
far as my advice to Mr, Adelman and f4r. Hamway was concerned,
my recominendations were that they should receive for guaran
tee $13,000.00 or its equivalant in some property.
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had
3nd
Having reached that conclusion, the next
2 question v/as; How was it going to be paid; how was this
$18,000.00 going to be paid? I am talking about — these
are ray own considerations.
' Q That is right.
A And in the second consideration as to
: how it was to be paid, I also gave some consideration to
thiiS other general consideration as to security for Mr.
9 Adeiman and Mr. Haraway.
I knew, from talking to I4r. Adeiman
primarily and subsequently with Mr. Hamway and with some of
the other Directors, that they had some concern over whether
3 ! or not the corporation would operate efficiently and profit-
4 i! ai5iy if Adeiman was not in control of it. So my primary
0 i thought was that he should be paid in stock of the corpora
tion, which would be valued at somat reasonable value, which
would also assure him of some control in the corporation and
giv€i him that collateral security which I thought he ought
to be entitled to. Having come to that conclusion, the
question was: What should that stock be valued at, if stock
was going to be issued?
Prior to my coming into the picture, Mr.
Bennett, acting on behalf of the corporation, I was told.
employed or retained the Research Department of Wheat
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of the Libbie Convalescent stock, common stock. Hy recollec
tion V7as that the T'Theat people had determined that it had a
vaiue of a dollar seventy-eight a share.
Q What?
A A dollar seventy-eight a share. I knew
the Wheat people. I had used them before in valuing stocks.
I was in discussion with them for appraisal of some stock
forj emother company/ in some litigation, at the same time,
and^ X i:ea^nabl.^.^confidence- in thfiir ability to make a
proper appraisal. X felt them to be conservative, and I
believed that their dollar seventy-eight was a reasonable
valuation on a per-share basis of the stock.
So having reached this conclusion that
the stock had a value of a dollar s«vent^-eight a share and
the;guarantee had a value of $81,000.00 per share, my
recommendations to my clients, Mr. Adelman and Mr. Hanway,
people who were going to do the guaranteeing, were that they
get the equivalent of a dollar seventy-eight a share, by
doing the mathematics into eighty-one thousand. That was
my initial proposal and negotiating figure with I4r. Boyd and
Mr. Bennett, who were at the time doing the negotiating for
the corporation.
Q That was your first proposal, and you
have explained how you arrived at it. How was that proposal
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A Well, they wouldn't buy it.
Q Did you thereafter then coramance
negotiating with what the proper figure should be?
A We did negotiate it. Mr. Boyd and Mr.
Bennett, I thought, were overly strenuous in their refusal
to accept that, I thought that the offer was a fair one.
I was not trying to overreach. I thought it was a fair one.
It was based on figures which had already been obtained. I
did not try to go out and get another appraisal and finally
say that the stock was a dollar fifty. I was willing to
accept the dollar seventy-eight, and I was willing to accept
the eighty-one tliousand figure,, which was a figure the cor
poration had already obtained on the guaranty. I thought
the mathematics should have been accepted and they should
have received whatever the number of shares came out to. I
I
think it was something like 45,000.
They began to negotiate with me. They
would not agree to pay that, and said that made the cost of
the loan too high. It did not seem to me it made it too
higli.
Q Did these negotiations extend over a
period of time?
A They were not constant negotiations. I
supE)ose we met with Mr. Boyd and !!r. Bennett on four or five
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— let roe say this; I think everybody agraad that the
nursing home should be built, I mean^ that the addition
should be built. Everybody felt that it was econoialcally
sensible to do sO/ that the corporation was going to benefit
I
by it. iThen I say "everybody", I mean both sides of the
table. And nobody seemed to know where they were going to
get the money anyplace else, other than the Bank of Virginia,
any cheaper than that.
The Bank of Virginia had insisted that
Mr- Adelman' with whom they had dealt with before, whom
the^ apparently had some confidence in, be a guarantor on
the loan.
So we were all trying to work the thing
out and trying to reach something, some conclusion which we
felt was reasonable and fair*
Q Well, how did the matter finally work
out?
A Well, as it finally worked out, they
were not willing to give outright, for the guarantee, as
many as 30,000 shares. It v;orked out to something like
29,460 or 29,600 siiares. In discussion with lir. Adelman, he
indi<?ated that he would be willing to do that and Mr. Heunway
would be willing to do that — alrliough, Mr. Hamway never
was fully satisfied with the transaction at all, my recol
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reasonable assurance that the loan would be paid off. The
only way they felt that they could be assured of that was
tha^ they have a fairly good grip on what the corporatloxi
was going to do.
When I concerned myself with that
problem, as how they could be assured that the corporation
wouJ.d continue to operate and it would be able to pay the
loan off, I considered several alternatives.. I considered
that the corporation would pledge some stock to the Bank of
Virginia, to give the Bank of Virginia as additional
collateral. I discarded that because I did not think the
Bank of Virginia would want to have to be in that position
of having to sell* If they had to foreclose on the loan,
the chcuices are the stock would not be any good to them
anyhow.
I considered that the corporation should
enter into an agreement with Mr. Adelman, that he should
remain on the Board and that the present Board should rmain
intact, and if there was any change in that, it would result
in a default of the loan. We discarded that primarily be
cause we felt that that would be contrary to law and it
would be taking the control of the corporation away from
the stockholders, who were entitled to the ultimate control
of the corporation under the Virginia law.
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we Would require the corporation to covenant with Mr*
Adeiman and idr. Haunway that they would not, the corporation
would not take any material action without his approval* We
discarded that because it seemed that the mechanics of it
would be very difficult to enforce.
So we came down finally to the proposi
tion that the corporation should pledge to issue some addi-
tioiwl^sh5u:es^ of stock which^ give Mr. Eamway and Mr.
Adelman, acting together/ control, but not complete control
of the corporation/ during the period when the loan was
outstanding, feeling that if any time anybody wanted to —
the corporation or the other stockholders or anybody wanted
•i to pjay off the loan and thereby eliminate the risk which Mr.
I Hamway and Mr. Adelman had, as guarantors, they could do so
and that stock would then come back into the corporation.
ij j
And that is the way it was ultimately received? that was the
security that was finally agreed upon.
Q Have you read the minutes of the Board
meeting of Slarch 17, '73?
A I have read them. I don't know whether
I have read them in the last week or so.
Q Well, if you recall having read then,
insofar as your recollection is concerned and insofar as
those minutes relate to this method of financing you have
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recited that?
A Yea, I did. I hava drawn xoinatas^ aa I
am sure most of these lawyers have, zaany times, and 1 am
I
sure people can find something wrong with them. I could
probably find something wrong with yours if I Xoolcad at them
hard enoughs But I thought they did correctly and accurately
reflject what was intended.
Q Did you give any consideration to the
question of whether the guarantees to be given by Mr.
Adelman and Mr. Hamway would qualify as services to the
coinpany and would not involve any question of pre—eisptive
rights?
A In my judgment, it did constitute
services. You are asking me ny opinion as an eacport or ask*
ing what my thoughts were. I can tell you, in both
;
cases, in both regards, I felt than, and I feel new, that
the guarantee, the giving of the guarantee qualified to be
classiified as services which would be exempt from the pre
emptive rights provision in the Virginia Coda.
I don't think there are any Virginia
casea on that, lir. King, but I satisfied nyaalf that that
could properly be done. V7e discussed that with Armistead
3oyd as to whether or not it could be done, and we both felt
— and as I recall, we shared with each other our research
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Q Were you yourself actually present at
the meeting of the Directors held on May 17, *73?
if
MR. ROSSBR: (TO Mr. King) March, 17.
BY MR. KING: (Continuing)
Q I beg your pardon.
A I wasn't there. Dick Price ultixnately,
worJcing with Armist9ad...^QYd^ --r they. np •^hio. _
pledge agreement, which had been agreed upon, but I saw the
minutes after they were prepared.
Q Did I4r. Price worJc with you in these
negotiations that you had with the other side?
A He did work with ma. The decisions were
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Q Okay. And as I understand jerom your
answer to Mr. King's question, yo?sr responsibility was to
see that Mr. Adeliaan and xMr. Hainway got the best compensa
tion that they could gpt from the corporation, within the
bounds of propriety?
A That is right. And that is what I tried
to do. I night say that I think they could have gotten a
whole lot better than they did and still have been within
i
the bounds of propriety.
Q vrho told you Mr. Adelman's endorsement
•i
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1 il was required?
- jl A Well, I think Mr. Adelman himself told
jj
3 ij me that.
Il
!i
Q Did you see the commitment from the Bank!!
5 i| of Virginia?
i





Q Did that require Mr. Adelxnan*s endorse
ment?
A No, it did not. As I recall, it said
it had to have guarantees of persons with a net worth twice
11 the amount of the loan, or two and a half times, something I
>1 :
12 h like that. 1
!i !
13 Q I gather then that you did not contact • !
M ' the 3an?< of Virginia at all, but simply relied on Mr.
I !
i Adelman's representation that his endorsement was required, j
il ' !16 j' A Mr. Adelman was my client, and I ;
I • i17 !| generally —unless I know to the contrary, I generally j
18 I believe what my clients tell me. j
19 Q In this particular instance, you did, I 'j i
20 I; assume, receive most of your information from Mr. Adelman, j
21 i. accepted it, and relied on it in your representation of him.
22 ij A Yes. But it wasn't wholly uncorrobor-
23 i ated.
-4 !; Q I did not intimate it was now. I
!i i
'•:> •; A I can say this: In my investigation, in
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the representation^ I found nothing that Mr* Adelman told
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Mr,
Q Mr. Dobbins, in your giving advices to 1
i
Adelman and Mr, Hanrway, when you made your — 1 don't I
know what to call it. I don't want to call it a proposal.
But let us say for the sake of discussion, was your saying,
we would like to have $81,000,00 worth of stock outright,
is t^at sort of the way it went?
A That is right, I thought we were
entitled to stock equivalent to $81,000.00.
Q As I have multiplied that out^ I have
comd up with just in excess of forty-five thousaztd. Is that
consistent with what you recall?
A It sounds right.
Q Had that offer been accepted, that would
have been full compensation for the guarzuitee, would it not?
A It would have been full compensation. It
would not necessarily, however, have given the control and
security that he needed,
Q And that control was important to him,
was it not?
A Control was important to him as far as I
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was concerned, because it gave him the security of knowing
that the corporation would be operating efficiently, and it
would be able to pay the thing off.
Q Control was important because it gave
him the authority to operate the corporation^ is that cor
rect?
A Yes, But the reason, so far as I was
concerned r-why he wanted control is something else. I
cannot say what was in his mind, but so far as I was con
cerned, from hearing what he had to say about the operation
of the corporation, and it appears that it might not be
operated efficiently and properly if other people ware
oper.'ting it: and running i?.y fear that if he did not,
then hs vrould bean called on for his guarantee.
As his lav/yer in that transaction alone, I wanted us to
avoid that, if I could, whether ha got 45,000 or 60,000 or
29,000 shares.
I might say that he agreed to some
things that I recommended he not agree to.
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Q We were about to turn to some of your
wording relationships with Alex Grossman and Lakeside
Pharmacy when we stopped yesterday, and I had wanted you to
tell us if you recall any instances in which Libbie had con-
cen^ about possible overcharge of a patient, and what
happened in any such instances.
A Yes, I have had very good relations
with Mr. Grossman continually, but we did have a couple of
problems that developed. One instance was: A physician
called me at the facility concerning drug charges to his
patient. He had been called by the responsible party, a
member of the family, concerning what he thought a gross
overcharge of several medications the patient was on, and
related to me that he had got prices from another phsunnacy
that he had called, or one or two pharmacies that he had
called, that made these prices totally out of the question
as far as the high price. He told ne he had called the
pharmacy and talked with one of the pharmacists, one of the
Grossnana — I don't know which one. I do know it was not
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Mr. Alex Grossman that he talked with.
And the pharmacist at the pharmacy
informed him that they had a very reasonable markup, that
^ Libbie had an additional markup they put on drugs that must
have been excessive. I assured that doctor this was not
6 true, and called the pharmacy the next day, I believe, and
i
T talked with Mr. Grossman. At that time, I believe Mr.
S Grossman gave a full credit to the family for these drugs.
Q Do you remember any discussions you may
!') have| had with I'Ir. Grossman about his markup on drugs?
11 A Yes. After we discussed that matter and
12 he gjave the refund to this particular family, he came by the ;
!..• facility and told me that they were going to change the mark-
u up procedure for both Libbie and Lakeside Pharmacy. He said I
' that he was going to reduce the 50 percent markup ha had ^
'i I
previously been putting on drugs to, oh, 40 percent, and
17 wan^pd Libbie to reduce its patient markup from 20 percent
to 10 percent.
T
i: Q Did Libbie make a reduction?
20 A No, I never did make the reduction. We
have quite a bit of work involved, as far as tabulation of
charge tickets and other tickets, and other things, a
• certain n-jmber of expenses with drugs. The 10 percent is
such a snail r^.arkup, it really wouldn't cover the expenses
the facility had. So I kept it it 20 percent.
Seal - Direct
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Q Did you understand from that conversa
tion with Mr, Grossman that Lakeside Pharmacy was making
! /
I
either a 50 or 40 percent markup on drugs?
A At that time, they were making —
MR. ALLEN: May I ask. Your Honor, for
clarification, of the meaning of the word "markup'
so we can be clear on that?
], Q Mr. Seal, do you know of any particulars
of the markup, whether we are dealing specifically with the
I
12 markup over cost or whether the markup is a percentage of
13 the final price?
U A No. .
15 Q Did Dr. Grossmam ever say?
Id ; A No. I, of course, assumed that he was
. I
talking about reducing from a 50 tjo 40 markup after cost,
but |l didn't know what represented cost, whether it was the
i
invoice cost of every drug or the total cost of operating
the pharmacy.
Q In other words, he didn't teil you?
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Q Can you tell us whether there has been
any sharp change in drug charges made by Lakeside Pharmacy
to Libbie at any particular point in time when you have been
worjcing for Libbie?
A The only time that I have noticed any
sharp decline for any period was approximately for three
months following — I believe it was the December '71 stock
holders meeting, when Mr. Adelman came back in as President,
for about three months following that. Drugs took a fairly
substantial drop for a period of about three months.
Q Do you have any explsination for that?
A No. This was discussed with me by Mr.
Bennett and Mr. Adelman, and myself and our accountant went
back and studied patient days, admission and charges, dis
charges, and this type of thing, which, of course, could
vary the charges. We found no variance in the patient load,
admission load, patient discharges — this type of thing.
Q Yesterday you testified concerning
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During tlie time that you were a stockholder of 3210, do you
know whether it ever ^ad any profits?
A No, it did not. Shortly after I went to >
work for 3210, they had their largest loss that they ever
incurred, to the best of my knowledge, which was $51,000,00
loss for the fiscal year, I believe ending 24arch 31, 1967,
i
The next year which ended March 31, 1968,j
I think, was the smallest loss we had while I was there, I
thiajik that was approximately $6,000.00, From that time on, |
we continued to have losses,
Q Do you know anything of a bonrowing made
by 3210 Chamberlayne from a Mr. Siegel?
A Yes, This was after I went up to Libbie,
f
but before I sold my stock in January of *72. We owed the
Second National Bank at that time, I believe, about
$340,000.00, which was an accuiEolation of loans to purchase
land on Parham Road, architectural fees, and some money was
used to help out the operational squeeze we had at 3210
because of the lack of cash flow. The bank had informed us
that they could not carry this cunount of paper any longer.
It was a demand note renewable every 90 days. They were
trying to work out some arrangement, I believe, with State
Planters Bank to maybe have two banks joint venture the
thing as fir as financing it.
I
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th|jusand dollars from a Mr. Jake Siagsl. It was at an
unusually hiqh interest rate, I believe we presented the
money and paid him back in six months, and paid him back
$111,000.00.
Q You paid $111,000.00 in six months on






To what do you figure that percentage?
I figure about 22 percent.
Do you know why 3210 borrowed on a 22
percent rate?
A Initially on the loan, I think that they
borrowed for a year, and it would work out 11 percent. For
som^ reason, we paid it off earlier, and we still paid the
22 percent.
MR. FLEISCHEH; Let the record reflect
that the statement of Mr. Rosser, that it was
borrowed on a 22 percent interest rate, the witness
has now said that it was paid off earlier. So they
didn't borrow it at 22 percent.
3Y TEE WITisESS: (Continuing)
I think we ended up paying 22 percent
becaujas wa did pay it off early, and paid the $111^000.00
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back, or one hundred and ten, whichever it \7as. There was
no other lending institution which we could go to at that
^ time, We had monies borrowed at most of the other bsmlcs,
« ;j We had borrowed the $35,000,00 from Second National Bsmk
•? when we had bought the shares from Libbie. 5-?e owed three
6 f hundred forty thouscuid at Second National^ and we had
:( '
7 |! bor]:owed considerable money from time to time at F and M.
liH i; It was getting to the point where it was impossible for us
^ * to'go to another lending institution until wa had this three
ivi hundred and forty thousand dollar loan worked out. So we
]\ had no other alternative than to go to Mr. Siegel, because
I'j the stockholders in 3210 were not xv^illing to put up the
i;' money and pay off the note. i
it ~ •
11. ;[ Q At tlie meetings of the Board and meetings!
j; ;
!• :
15 ji of stockholders, was there ever any question about the in-
16 solvency of the corporation?
17 A Ygs. Mr, Dick Bendheim and Mr. Ray
ij !
I- SmitJi were extremely dissatisfied stockholders. I don't |
i kno\<' if I stated yesterday, they were the last two indivi
duals that came in while I v/as a stockholder. They had put
-• in approximately $73,000.00 for the development of the
Parham Road property. Mr. Smith and Mr. Bendheim both were
very much concerned, along with a few otlier stockholders,
'• such as nysalf, and I think Mr. Smitli suggested on several
occasions, why didn't v;e just go bankrupt gat it over
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v;ith. Us had almost v/ritten off his fifty thousand dollar
investment.
Q Speaking of Mr, Bendhaim and ^Ir. Smith,
let rae ask you this; Did Mr, Bendheixa or Mr. Smith ever
^ get any gain out of the Parhan Road property that 3210
] purchased?
7 A No. The unfortunate thing was, and, of
course, they both found out about it after the fact, you
raigl^t say, as far as when they invested — they bought
!; into a corporation that had nothing but liabilities and
;i really no assets. The only asset really ws ever had was the
]•: Parham Road property, and the money that they put in was
1] i lik^ dropping a marble in an ocean as far as what we had
i
u already borrowed and owed to the bank, plus what waa needed
13 i to come up with a facility.
lo Q Didn't 3210 also own Johnston's Nursing
17 Home at that time?
i8 A Yes. But they were leasing it from
Cono^ti Corporation, 3o we had no assets, just liabilities.
Q Do you know what 3210 did with this
Parham Road real estate?
A ^7^11, in some conversations I had with
Grossman and this was after I sold my stock —
Q v7,-.3 it before Zlarch 17, '73?
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in a coupia ox conversations with :ir. Grossman, I understood
that P and L Associatss was formed, and they bought the
property from 3210 for $250,000.00. My understanding was
at that time they still owed the $340,000.00.
Q Do you know roughly what 3210 might have
put into that property, including the coat of the property,
the site v/ork or architectural work, and so on?
i
A The entire $340,000.00 that we owed
Second National Bank, almost in its entirety, or, at least
a mininiuai of 90 percent of that $340,000.00 was all work
I
that was done on the Parham Road project.
I
Q v^as it your understanding then that the
expenditure of some $340,000,00, 3210 later realized
$250,000.00 on a sale to F and L Associates?
Yes, And I understood that 3210 still
had ^o pay off the difference between that two hundred and '
fifty and the three hundred and forty which, of course, Isft '
Idr. Bendhein and Hr^ Smith in an even v/orse predicanent,
because that was the only asset that thay had any chance of
getting any of their noney back.
Q Do you know v/ho the joint venturers in
F and L A.'j'^ociates are?
I think the majority of thsjm are
the 1.^.3 invD3tors ropr-D^snt th3 rr.ajority of 3210,
1 you .':now if Mr. Bsnchaini and '-Ir. Sriith
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You don't know, or you know that they
are not?
for.
A They are not.
Q Do you know whether F and L Associates,
7 after buying this real estate from 3210 Chamberlayne for
approximately t^-fo hundred and fifty thousand, ever sold it
0 - at a higher'figure? "
1,) A Yes. I understood they sold it about a
r. year after this transaction, when they bought it from 3210,
10 for $400,000.00 or better.
13 Q Then that $400,000.00 ultimately was
14 j| realized by F and L, I talce it, was greater than the total
If
15 j( investment that 3210 had made in the property? ,
A Yas.
17 ; Q . Would the individuals in P and I. Associ
ates then, taking both groups together, have come out all
i ? riglit on the property, without a loss, considering their
. interest in 3210 and their interest in P and L, as a v;hole?
A Oh, I would think so, if they sold it
I knov/, a minimum of $400,000.00.
OR, ALIiJEN: Judge, I don't think spec
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THS COURT: We have gotten right far
from something that relates to this case. Really,
it only comes in to support iir. Seal's position,
if that be his position, that we have got some
good guys and some bad guys, and why certain folks
are bad guys. We are way off on the periphery
now, like throwing a rock in a lake on one side
will have some effect on the other, X suppose.
But it is right far removed.
MR. ROSSER: We will go to another
subject. Your Honor.
Q Mr. Seal, have the various matters to
which you have testified yesterday and earlier today affectedi
i
your opinion of the plaintiffs, and, in particular, had it !
affected your opinion of the plaintiffs on March 17, '737 |
A Definitely, i
Q Was it generally your opinion that you
didn't think the plaintiffs could be trusted?
MR. FLEISCHER: That is a leading ques-
tion.
TPIE COURT: Yes, tiiat is a leading ques
tion.
Seal - Direct
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BY MR. R0S3ER: (Continuing)
I
Q 'A'culd you like to put, in capsule fora
; perhaps, what your opinion of the plaintiffs was on March 17^
{ ; 19737
3 •; A Well, in my past dealing with them, and
6 I am talking about specifically in the nursing home business
7 and running of it, and this type of thing, the dealing I had
i:
8 with them when I was a stockholder, the management ed^ility
*• of the key individuals"'wllih"^Iff were the type that
iO j| VTOuid not be in the best interest of, whether it be Libbie
!1 • or any other facility that is dealing in long-term care.
12 They did not — and the record will clearly indicate that
13 they did not have management ability, the foresight, or any-
14 i: thing else that it takes to run this type of facility.
15 ji On several occasions at Board meetings,
lo when asked — and in other conversations with the officers
' i
17 of Libbie, when asked this question, I related my feeling to
IS them. I felt it was my obligation, as an employee of Libbie,
ii
•C( to do so.
Q Do you consider that the plaintiffs had
dealt fairly with you in the past?
A Well, when you say plaintiffs —
Q I can make it more specific. Did you
think Mr. Giannotti and I«lr. Cowardin had dealt fairly with
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A ^]Of I didn't think so, I felt the way
the stock purchase which I have testified to, when Conotti
Corporation got additional shares into 3210, was totally
unfair. It was done behind my back, without ray knowledge.
The manner in which Mr. Giannotti
especially, as President of the corporation, dealt and Mr.
Cowardin, as far as I am concerned, from time to tiiaa was
self-dealings. They were interested in themselves, not the
rest of the corporation.
The history of the corporation when my
self, :-ir. Grossman and }ir. Miller continually v;sre on the
other side of the fence from Mr. Giannotti and Mr. Cowardin
in almost every dealing, that we had dissension throughout.




Q Did I understand you to say that Conotti.
t
got some stock of 3210 for some small consideration?
A Yes.
Q You did know the stock of 3210 was
issued to Conotti for whatever this small consideration was?
A I knew it after it was done. I didn't
Jcnow; it until several v.-eeks after the transaction took place»
!
This happened v/hen rir. Miller cane in as an investor. My
understanding msls then they had discussed this -.^ith Mr.
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to sign. Mr. Giannotti brought it around to the office on
Chaxnberlayne. I read.it, and found out about it. That was
like I said yesterday: I didn't like it, but I really
I
v/asn't in a position to raise a lot of heck about it. j
(Q Did I understsmd you to say that you did j
share yoiir views concerning the plaintiffs with other
Directors of Libbie prior to March 17, '73?
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Q In concluding, I will ask you this
question: In view of your dealing with the plaintiffs and
your opinions of the plaintiff group on March 17, 1973, did
j %
you or did you not think it in the beat interest of Libbia
to <sxtend to the plaintiffs the opportunity to guarantee
the six hundred and ninety thousemd dollar bank loan with
Mr* Adelioan, either with or without condensation?
A Yes, I did.
Q You did think it in order to extend the
stock offer to the plaintiffs? Let me put that again —
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BY Mil, ROSSER: (Continuing)
Q You have told us about your views of
the plaintiffs and your opinion of the plaintiffs, based on
your dealings prior to March 17, 1973. On that data, you
acted as a Director of Libbie and you voted to isso* shares
of Libbie to Mr. Adelman and Mr. Edward Hamway for guaran-
tee.
A (The witness nods affirmatively.)
^ Do you thialc-it-in the beafe-interaat oe
Libbie that the corporation should have offered some of that
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I!
Q Mr. Seal, let's get on to the Board
meeting of riarch 17, 1973. Do I imderstand that at that
meeting, for the first time, for the very first time, you
learned that shares were to be issued to I'lr. Adeliaan and
Mr. Hamway for endorsements.
A Yasr I believe it was.
Q And was it your understanding that it was
Ij
necessary to issue those shares to get the endorsements?
A Yes.
Q And do I understand that you would uoiL
have been agreeable to having the plaintiffs* group endorse
the note, even if they irould have done so for no compensa
tion?
A Yes, because I don't believe that they
would have endorsed it for no compensation.
Q Well, striking out that particular part,
the answer to my question, I guess, is, no, I was not will
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MR. KING: I object to striking any
part of the answer.
THE COURT: Well, his first answer was
not entirely responsive to the question.
Q Let me see if I can rephrase it, Mr.
Seal# ' Under- no -circumstances-^rould the plaintiffs endorse-^-7
merit of the note have been acceptable to you, evcm without |
con^pensation? j
!
A It would not have been acceptable, as |
far as my personal vote at that meeting was concerned,
I
because I do not believe that they would have endorsed the i
no^e for nothing. If they would have, they would have had }
I ^ • I
otli^er ways to get this compensation after they canie into |
control. And that was my reason. There is more than one |
I
wayl to get compensation. I
i
Q So the answer to my question was, that
is right, I would not be agreeable to accepting them as
endorsers, even had they gotten no compensation.
Now, the real simple ansv;ar to that is,
that is right.
A I don't know. That is an assumption on
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thing that never materialized.
Q I'am asking you to answer loy question.
A I don't have an cinswer to your questionr
because I cannot assume that.
Q I am asking you to tell me if you would
j
have been agreeable to the plaintiffs endorsing the note,
had they done so without compensation.
A My answer to your question is, that had
they come to the Board meeting and submitted such, Z would
give it consideration at that time. I cannot sit here and
tell you what I would do.
MR. PLEISCEERs I think the Court ought
to instruct the witness to answer* Z think that
is a yes or no answer. " *
MR. ROSS£K.: He has answered* The
witness has already answered the question, that
there were more ways to get compensation.
TEE COURT: Can you answer the question
yes or no, Mr. Seal?
WITNESS SEAI»: Does it have to be just
a yes or no?
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No, they would not have been satisfactory.
That answers the question*
Because, I think there is more thatn one
way to get con^jensation; I think the past history of these
plaintiffs — I think they would have come in and got com-
pejdsation other ways, I don't think they would have done it
witli no compensation,
Q It was your impression that they would
have done self-daaling in Libbie the way they had done in
323i0?
A That is correct.
Q You recognizer do you not, Mr. Seal,
that by endorsing a note, that the plaintiffs would not get
any rights against the corporation, would they?
A Any rights?
Q Any rights, have any more rights against
the corporation. For example, if I go out and endorse your
note, I don't have any rights over you, do I?
A I don't guess so.
Q So the only effect of not allowing then
to endorse the note was, had they endorsed it without com
pensation, Mr, Adelman would not have gotten his shares of
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6 Q Mr. Adelzaan/ I Intend to ask you only
7 one or two questions.
8 Do you or do you not hsnre any agreement
9 with Mr. Edward Hamway, or with any Director, or any group
10 of either Directors, stockholders, or Mr. Hamway — no
11 matter who it may be •— .on how you intend or have committed
12 yourself to vote .your shares of stock which you hold outright
13 and which you can vote on, which are tinder the pledge agree-
14 I ment?
I
15 A No, sir. I
16 Q Now, you were advised by the bank at the
i '
17 I time this commitment was made that you would have to be a
18 gueurantor, were you not? I
i
19 A Yes, sir. i
i20 Q Now, I ask you one question: Would you j
21 have acted as a co-guarantor had any one of the plaintiffs ^
I i I i
22 I been the other co-guarantor? •
23 I A No, sir. i
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Q In 1970^ Mr. Haxaway, did you see the ll
• j
kitchen equipment at Libbie, that was obtained from Ezekiel
& Weilman?
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Q Being in the restaurant business, did
you have any idea about the value of that equipment?
A Well, it came to my attention ^ whcus X
looked at the equipment, this was a short tdLme after they
had opened* When I got involved, took more of an interest
in their facility, I seen-that this equipment was old equip
ment. I did question what we paid for it, or where we got
it from, and I was told by idr. Kilgour that there was a
bargain, that this was salvage from the C&P, or Reynolds
or somewhere.
Q Do you mean salvage by Ezekiel &
Weilman?
A By Ezekiel & Weilman. And he was giving
it to us real cheap.
MH. ALI(EN: Judge, may X ask if this
witness is going to say that this affected his f
actions as a Director, because he is just now spat-
ing off and talking.
I'd. ROSSER: Well, I aia going to ask him.
THE COURT: Otherwise, it would not be
relevant. |
i
MR. ROSSER: I was going to ask him, j
I
whether, based on information he obtained, too much-
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affected his opinion of Mr* Weilman*
TUB COURTj OJcay. With that approach
to him, you can ask hin if that affected hla vot»
with respect to these plaintiffs*
I did find out with Mr. Seal,that some
of the things hd led him into^ he did not have in
mind when- he voted, and I don't want to get into
the same thing with Mr. Banway*.
FLSISCBER: (To Mr. Rosser) May I
make a suggestion? Why can't you ask him what ha
relied on when he voted?
THE CODHT: He can ask the questions hia
own way, but I want it to relate to whether it
affected Mr.>Bamway in the thing he did as a
Director up to and through March 17, 1973*
' Okay, Mr. Rosser.
BY MR. ROSSER: (Continuing)
Q Mr. Haxnway, can you tell us, of your
own knowledge, whether Mr. Sidney Weilman, Jr», was or was
not associated with the people who are plaintiffs in this
lawsuit?
A He was.
Q Did you have an opinion — this is on or
about March of 1973 — did you have an opinion concerning
C«ANs - Sneao a Associates
FOaMSSLY
H. James Edwards and Associates
COURT REPORTERS
1103 EAST MAIN STREET
RICHMOND. VIRGINIA
PHONE 648 - 2S01 i
i i
Alexander Hauaway - Direct 1146. !
i i; 24r« Sidney Weilmanr Jr.?
24
A V^ell, I didn't know hia. I didn't know
!
him personally. I had no opinion of him whatsoever until X j
i
saw the exoribant price that he was charging. I didn't
think that it was for the interest of Libbie that a man that
has aix interest in the facility should charge such exoribantj
prices to Libbie.
S Q Was it your opinion that he had not
1 • v;».' ' -• —" .V- . . .....
0 dealt fairly with Libbie?
10 I A That is correct.
f.
n j! Q When you voted as a Director of Libbie
•j
12 in ^rch of 1973, were you concerned about what might
I
13 happen to the corporation if the plaintiff group in this
14 case were to come into control of the company?
15 A I think I have einswered that before, but
16 I will say it again. Well, it is all thia self-interest: r
17 these people that put it together, the original people put.
13 it together, and are all trying to get — which I don't know j
. I ;19 I of all the instances, but this one particular instance that |





2.3 :! MR. FLEISCHER: (To Mr. Rosser) That
particular Incident was the Ezekiel-Weilman one?
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Q So you stated at that time, because of
that/ you were determined to vote in such a way that the
*
plaintiffs would not come into control of LibbieZ
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Q Was yoiir vote affected by the fact that
yoi;u| brother was one o£ the parties guaranteeing?
A Not really. X mean, that is one of
th^ that is one point. But I don't think that I would
have voted, even if it was someone else —that my vote j
i
would have changed. ;
Q Did you yourself ever speak with anyone, i
i
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Q Did you see a letter £rcm the Grcmxwich
Bank to Mr. Adeloan concerning a loan that Libbie waa seek
ing from Greenwich Bank? •
A I did.
- ^ Q Was that the letter that has been pre-
sen-^ed hcure in Court> speaking of "new owners'*
A (The witness nods affirmatively.)
Q Did that letter give you any concern in
connection with the plaintiffs?
A Well, my first thought was that ~ my
interpretation of the letter was that somebody must have
approached them and tried to stop the loan. That's my
. j 'a-
pers|onal interpretation.^
Q Were you ever* asJced if you would like
to guarantee Libbie's loan at the Bank of Virginia?
A I didn't have the fixismcial report. I
don't have the finances to do it.
Q Were you asked if you wanted to?
A Yes, I was.
Q And you declined?
A (The witness nods affirmatively.}
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have any discussions with Mr* Giannotti and, in particular,
any discussions about his serving on Libbie's Board of
• I ' .
Directors?
A I was accidentally, on one or two
occasions/ I guess, on Main Street and tlMy asked m why
X think it was Mr« Cowardin, not Giannotti, asked oa why,
you know,- shouldn't he be represented on the Board.
Q Do you recall what you said to him?
A And I said, well, they were r^oreMntad
because of Alex Grossman.
